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Ab8tract

Vihat follows is intended as a study of the Inter
dependence between aspects of the values, the social structure 
and the political life of German society and the method sod 
orientation of German formulation and analysis of political 
problems between the years X8?Q and 1935* The research in
volved has been concerned with three general questions: 
firstly,, a surrey and analysis of representative German poli
tical writings drawn from four principal professional jour
nals in the fields of law* public policy, politics and soci
ology, from one democratic socialist Intellectual review, and 
from some forty-five .monographs which, from a reading of the 
periodical literature, appear to have been the basic writings 
in the area of scholarship in which Mils study Is interested; 
secondly, an examination of the strengths and weaknesses of 
these writings from the point of view of politics as a social 
science and a national resource3* and an attempt to relate 
these to the concrete social, political and psychological 
situation of the times; and thirdly, on the basis of this 
analysis, the suggestion of some tentative socio-political
«gaaaattaaasBB<aa8BBBttaMra»aMsmg'fflijĝ^      hi mumm n rr̂ iiiiiî p.i ----

1« An instrument which recognizes and applies Itself to the 
task of gathering, conceptualizing and adapting data for 
the clarification of th© availability, the effectiveness and the implications of means and Intermediate goals for rationally realising the society* a ultimate values®
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preconditions for the existence of politics as a social 
science and a national resource la any eoeiety®

Part 1 examines the decline of Genian political study 
after 18?0 into a number of uncoordinated* separate and 
specialised state science (most outstandingly* Staatsreohts- 
IM£§. and 3o%lalDollttk)a and the value-free and culturally* 
rather than politically« oriented study of society or Ge&elX- 

considers this development in termn of the political 
.*«**>«,» of German liberalism in 1848* the imposed nature of 
the establishment of the German Empire* the authoritarian 
and democrati©ally unintegrated social and political structure 
of the Bisraarckia.il order* and the traditionally apolitical* 
cultural and literary orientation of German humanism; and 
traces the development of an awareness among a minority of 
G-eraan writers after 1900* of the need for a synthetic study 
of polities with a social science methodology of its own and 
addressed to the formulation and empirical study of the foiin« 
elation©* the decision-making and th© ©v©r-all operation of 
the German state*

Part 11 considers representative contribution © to the
scientific study of polities from th© fields of political ge
ography * sociology and law during the Weimar period* surveys 
and analyses what gu»© found to be the relevant social* poli
tical and psychological aspects of the crisis situation of
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Weimar society* and seeks to demonstrate* by an analysis 
of speolflo writings* th© oanne,? in which these crisis con
ditions both stimulated the ob^c^tive study of polities as 
a social soienc© and resulted In sentiment© and attitudes 
whloh opposed this social seier-o© work and finally brought 
about conditions whtpfe mad® Its further development ispoe- 
slble; and* finally, surveys m d  analyses the culmination 
of social science w*»rh in the study of politics in the 
treatises of a minority of German aoad#aiosg sosi notably 
among them* Adolf >rabov8ky and Hermann Heller. In order 
to overcome th© many one-factor analyses current at th© time 
and to free the meal was both from the traditional G e m  an 
ideal! a tie organic, ism whl&h was impeding the empirical anal* 
ysii of political and aool* 1. facts and from th© legal formal- 
Isa whloh tended to evade & M  empirical social and political 
problems* these scholars combined th© idea of th® state as 
an international actor witf the soeial-aotion analysis of 
• .v-: ' ©r and developed a s truetural-funetional metbodology
of politics as a social Science which* It is maintained* 
marked the first time that German Intellectuals as political 
scientists had become mas fere of their data and had achieved 
what flight be sailed a vc- iuntarlstlc and scientific approach 
and method for the formulation and analysis ©f German society1 
political problems*

The Conclusion suggests some general preconditions
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for the development of politics as a social isiene®* In- 
eluding; utilitarian values in tenas of whioh gov©pna@nt 
.is held to oonstltuta a rationally understandable apparatus 
for serving man1s welfare; a sense of popular sovereignty 
and responsibility and competence for participating in de
cision-making; political and Intelleotual freedom to par
ticipate; a state and government which are emotionally and 
rationally accepted* at least In principle; Issues which 
are Important but iililoh do not seem ao ©sapless and critical 
that they seam beyond solving within the existing system; 
and values which are sufficiently relativised to stimulate 
and permit objective inquiry, but among which there remains 
a common cor® of absolutes* so that the political scientist 
as a political scientist will not bolt from free scientific 
Inquiry in order to find seourity and integration with M s  
fellows as a human being*
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Polities,! Solenoe and Soeiety In Germany
1871-1933

An Introductory SarTOf

Introduction

That some interdependence exists between various 
aspects of a society and the formulation and study ©f
;:allT“lcal problems* by its merfoors is generally recognised® 
bxoept for scattered and incidental anercue and generalisations, 
however* this Interdependence has received little attention#
It may bo that what is involved has seemed self-evident# Hof® 
probably* national differences in research selection and method 
in political science have simply not been held sufficiently 
signifleast to merit special investigation. Perhaps* too* the 
student of polities - more discreet than we* lias felt that an 
analysis such as that proposed here, must wait for more advanced 
techniques in the study of human motivation before it can b© 
carried out in a truly scientific fashion# At any rat©* what- 
ever the reasons, and however valid they may be, there is here 

pap In our know ledge which, in view of the increasing Importance 
of international political and intellectual undei'stending and 
co-operation, must receive more and mor® attention# It is to 
this task, specifically in regard to the study of polities in 
German society, that the present survey and analysis, however 
inadequate, is dedicated#
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Host generally, this study Hill attempt to do four things! 
firstly, to survey and analyze the political and related writings 
of the period in order to discover to v/hat extent and in what 
manner the study of polities in Germany was understood and 
developed as a social sol©nee| secondly, to discover the extent 
to which political study in Germany • in its orientation, 
research and theory, recognized and applied Itself as a national 
asoupae for gatherings conceptualising aim analysing data, for 
she clpoaf Icaof so of the iooodlabllltyf the ca’f octtoeaoso, ami 
the implications of neons foi* rationally realising the society1 3 
ultir-iate values?? thirdly, to Investigate how and to what extent 
too; level oiimen t of politics as a social science and as a national 
resource in Germany mas advanced or hampered by the concrete 
social, political and infellectuel situation of German society 
of the period under consideration; and fourthly, on th© basis 
of mhaf can be learned from th© above»ouflined examination of 
Heroism political study in its societal context, to set up a 
tentative set of prerequisites for the development of politics 
as s. sooial science ana as a national resource in any society®

for purposes of this study political science as a 
sooial science sill be defined as the empirical study - data, 
oon ... • is with empirical referents and theories relating and 
verifiable by reference back to the empirical data, of those 
aspects of societies and their component elements, whioh are 
Involved in or relevant to the external defense of the units
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ooncerned or the maintenance of or her in their internal 
operation®

Xliat is meant by politics as a national resource has 
already been briefly explained: the application of polities
as a social science to the formulation and study of the society*s 
aolitio&l problems with a view to their rational solution® At 
first eight* such a conception of the study of polities stay

orientation of students of politics around us, it Is Immediately 
eyyvrent that, ultimetely* their research selection is Inspired 
by universal values which In themselves are essentially non** 
national* It imy be objected* moreover, that se have witnessed 
altogether too much Intellectual nationalism - particularly in 
the case of demait political thinking, and that political science* 
conceived as a nati onal resource, inolies a da of Its losing
Its objectivity as a social science or of lending Itself to 
narrow nationalism, or whatever nay be r'lasoueracllng as such, to 
the detriment of the universal values which are generally felt 
to be primary*

The latter objection* however* merely points to the 
dangers to social science objectivity which exist regardless of 
how the study of politics’ any be conceived* The former* on th® 
other hand* Is not In reality an object!on• However universal 
the values which inspire a political scientist be* these
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'relues only raise problems when they are applied to a concrete 
situation which, in the present organisation of the world* will 
most likely be within some national framework. Moreover* if the 
political scientist is doing empirical work, the realization of 
his ultimate mluts and' the relevance of such research as he may 
be doing, are only possible within ox* through the operation of 
a national content to which ho oust be oriented. To Illustrate 
our point we need only consider the orientation of the greater 
r-.--.r-t ' w .u. ' oolitical science. loot of th©
wen in this field seem ultimately dedicated to such values as 
libaral-deaocratic freedom, a higher standard, of living for all 
th© peoples of the world, non-discrimination, peace, etc. By 
the nature of the situation and. in order to make their work 
relevant, however, their research problems, for the most part, 
are formulated in r -d to concrete problems of American 
domestic politics and government or the United States1 relation
ship to the rest- of the world. y are not nationalists in any
exclusive or invidious sense, but in order to contribute to th© 
realisation of their universal values they must, in effect, con
ceive of their work as a natiawi resource. It is in this sen©® 
that we understand the term*

While it will be the purpose of this study to consider 
the development of political science in German society in terras 
of the ab ov@~mentioned criteria, it must be noted at the very 
beginning, that this development, such as It was, was only seldom
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recognized as the oonsoleua evolution of a special acaderalo 
discipline - as it has been in the Anglo-Baxon countries.
Bather, it tended to emerge through a gradual convergence of 
contributions from jurisprudence, sociology, economics, geography, 
]ilstory, literature and philosophy, which implicitly or ex
plicitly dedicated themselves to supplementing the narrowly 
juristic, public law, state science, or ' c - .fsrechtslehre, of 
the years after 1871 *» an '‘2 0 1 0 0 1 0 dinciolin© which claimed
oo-.h.oa iooly to ooprooontf ;; r:>onooo'M e« the troaf^jent
ot the subject natter which oloo’ehera the concern of the more
o.'i.;trloally oriented ant at the a ws© t. more ~>ol i t ieo-philo- 
mw:;M.oally aware science of politico or of "olltioal economy.

Unfortunately the many valuable German works which con
tributed to the development of the study of politics as a social 
science, In whatever academic discipline or branch of learning 
they fiiay have originated, have remained- l--'v;oly unknown or* un
recognised or were buried when hie advent of National Socialism 
imprisoned, scattered or absorbed the scholars concerned and 
mad© further progress Impossible, hithin Germany, even today, 
academic organisation continues, In the main, to split up th© 
study of politics among the juristic, philosophical and M s  tor lea 1 
faculties of the universities, with only a few special schools 
dedicated to political science as such. Outside of Germany, the 
original conceptlon of German political study as a sterile 
manij>tilstIon of juristic concepts « hailing back from the pro-
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Vlorlfl Mar 1 era, continues to dominate* Moreover, to the 
rejection of the uncritical acceptance and glorification of 
the Imperial state, which can with considerable Justice he 
ascribed to the older German study of politics, there has more 
recently been added th© inadequately explored but deeply felt 
charge, that German academics contributed substantially to, or 
r«.t least expressed the type of theories which accorded with 
tas;i colltleel ideas and sentiments - p. charge which seems the 
.wase ia.ua able since a number of outs handing sociologists,
VuoafcorIans and students of - ■1 ities openly endorsed and elabo
rated dasi platforms•

As a result, non-German political scientists, either 
unaware of or with their minds dosed to the soul-searching,
the methodological controversies and the substantial achieve- 
sent c of scholars who struggled with the problems of the develop
ment of a scientific study of politics in the context of the 
psroiaxi situation and its traditions, tend to dismiss nearly all 
German scholarship in this area as inconsequential* The Germans, 
go the- other hand, in various kinds of defensive reactions, segra 
either to reject American efforts to support the establishment 
of wolltiiosil science as an academic discipline in their country, 
to pay these efforts lip service, or uncrltically to accept 
American political science techniques and theories without 
adeouately relating them to the basic problems of the German 
situation and the considerable available native political
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iscience* The effect of this failure of communication is to
impede the integration of earlier German political science 
works with progress since achieved elsewhere arid to damage th© 
revival of German scientific political study on the- basis of 
its native roots - a situation which is not only wasteful of 
political science assets In general, but also tends seriously 
to weaken the -possible effect! vena as of German political science 
rs an ins fcrument for aiding in r* notional adjustment of Few-win
'- i’ll b  00 ... 'j J&- ■- ■“ hi' Ij1 '■!' K!' W  - V --J- ' 1 -■ ■ -W « -.V - -W “W  i -• - ■' -.-is? "wi .a- . ti' «U -V I •» ©i

The present survey and analysis, therefore, is conceived 
not only as an academic case study In the problems of politics 
a: a social science and as a national resource, in the sense 
described above, but is intended as well, as a contribution, 
however limited ana modest, to the reclamation of a small but 
important volume of political and social science theory and 
analysis, the neglect of which 'would be no inconsiderable loss 
to the acwitrmporary study of polities ao a social science®

Ideally, this study, &s it has been defined, would assume 
- definitive knowledge of German political and related writings, 
an historian* s acquaintance with the events, ideas end persons

1* For examples of these reactions, see the abstract of the pro* 
oeedlngs of a conference on the Introduction of political 
science in German universities, held during September 1949 
under the auspices of the Hessian Ministry of Education with 
the cooperation of the U.S. Offie© of Military Government for 
Germany, Introduction and Development of Political Science in 
German UnTyere^ sur F&rderung
TiffentHe&¥^ni^iegenlielteiif 1949*
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which comprise the period under consIderation, end a psycholo
gist* a in sight into the processes by which the nen In enose 
works i-/e are interested synthesised their values, experiences 
and. reflections into the forms in which they are available to 
us. It goes without saying the. t we can pretend to none of these 
qualifications, that follovro is, therefore, not a definitive or 
la any sense complete analysis elthor of the available and rele- 
v-rvl dwraa.n political studies or at their relational".ip ts aba 
,aqa, y ■■el it ic •-1 and iv t a lie etue.X situation of 'barman society 
aarlna: the sixty some years which vo have d o  son to examine, 
ouoli a definitive work could only be the eulmlnntion of long 
yea.ro of intensive study; but because of the very dimensions of 
the tack that would be entailed, such a work is likely to remain 
unwritten for soms time to cone* It is, in the meantime, as an 
introductory survey for such a larger work that the present tbs sis 
is intended®

liiree general types of ecu rocs have boon uceon host 
veiLuabl© for* sn initial orientation and for a survey of repre- 
eon is. five samples of the formulation and study of political pro* 
elans oy Cermp.n ooholnrt lave been the articles relating to various 
wwaeota of political science, at defined, which were published 
between 1871 and 1553 in the four principal prof sessional journals 
devoted to tii© general fields of lav/, public policy, politics and 
the social sciences. Among these perhaps the moat useful, by the 
quality ana number of pertinent articles, was tlis Archlv fir
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gozlalwlsgegtacfaaft arid Sozialpolitik, published uninterruptedly 
from lo85 until the advent of Motional focialtsra by the members 
of the famous Vereln ftlr Sozlalpolltlk. which included among 
their number the most distinguished economists and sociologists 
In Germany® Although not concerned wlth problems of oclitics 
as ouch, and dedicated to the analysis of theoretical .and applied 
aobloam of social and economic -policy, this oerion leal was, in 

offsot* aha German journal of the social sciences >-r.r excellence» 
a.-cor z'ho a a i iorshia of non such as -sax debar- and '.srnep dombart, 
if 'Soacntso a range of social science analyses and a level of 
sc.: ol - r*sul ■ will oh remains probably unsurpassed.

The- lrch.lv des 6 ffentllolien Aeohts, the professional journal 
of the teachers of public and constitutien&l law, the 3fas.t srecht.s- 
Ic’hre.r» offers primarily considerations of v>roblems of legal 
theory ana practice. In addition^ however, particularly in the 
voliPaes after 'boric! far 1 , there appear a steadily increasing 
yammer- of articles .addressed to the problem of bridging tiie tradl- 
'clonal German division between legal studies and politics, and, 
ao 'peg-~rde theory, of relating legal studies to work being son© In 
ooexology and. In auiiernl, of developing-: a greater social science 
aPhenesg,

-lepressntifig the trevditlorial G-errsan conception of the state 
sciences as v. complex of specializod. studies concerned with the 
•/arl us technical aspects of the operation and aclmnlotratlou of
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a national societyt the Zeltcohrlft. filr die gesamte Gtants-
wiBBeneohaft» published. from the 1850’s onwards, offers a wealth 
of first-rat© articles on theoretical and. concrete problems of
economics and public policy® Once again, politics as such is 
largely neglected, but here also, especially after there
np ■ oar r... considerable number of articles which, at least on a 
live vactieal level, se;h:: tv contribute to the Integration of the
■p.” v : % .-v : ! c- p p- ,w fg ~ y g r_. p  y w pa a ''"'1*1 v Tf P" O' 4 Y' Y) w ft f1 ft ’f"- h‘ h  r’- I'-' "w 'h (*' 1 Y’% i'Thf

tea -■ tv.‘p'ing too ovex1-all c -.orvhion of the state In a more than 
aero!:/ technical venae*

The only German profession r.l journal dedicated explicitly
tv the study of theoretical and concrete problems of politics 
and the development of a science of politics proper vao the 
heitsohrlft fir PolitIk* founded in 1907, edited In th© beginning 
by rn hi v torically-mlnct&d jurist, TI chard Gchroidt, who was con- 
o v m e d  basically, with studying the ouestion of Rwithoutt what 
a. v-'..vvv ■ 1.th,one a nation eculd not continue to operate, I.e., vhat 
the ^acuieites ore for a notion* s capacity to our?i?e, :l this 
jcarnal came for a time under the Influence of geopolitical think* 
jn.y; "vat, by the late twenties, offered a large number of excellent 
studies on emery aspect of oolitics from the analysis of political 
par ties to specific problems of international politics and O-eriaail 
foreign policy* °nce again, however, there are to be found almost 
no articles which seek to evaluate the effectiveness or the value 
imvlications of th© workings of the various parts of trie German,
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political proeens which cone under' consideration* The emphasis 
is#. for the most pr.rt, e 1 ther theoretical or restricted to a 
type of scholarly description which makes of polities essentially
on* —

Unlike these four academic journals, the fifth periodical
which vjss used for this Initial survey, D 1 e Cl ese.ilaohaft. pub
lished from 1124 to 1933, was dedicated not only to political 
analysis hut to the evnlu.otlses of the concrete developments of 
the hsim-er republic from an out opokenly democratic, socialist 
point of eie‘5s Including a number of prominent intellectual
1 -mhLero of the Orrssari Social f eurocrat la .forty among its editors 
and contributors, this iournal, conceived during the first great 
eriola of the depubllc, ofi’er e& in each issue at least on© or two 
articles? dealing with an analysis of the concrete political situ
ation in far many, focusing yvartieulnrly on the thread from the 
anti-aeeocratio forces of the flight, and uiocusaing foolal

••or-tie aalfe:/ and ofr■■sopp Tor- sieotirig the choils-nge * In 
addition, there ere a considerable number of valuable articles, 
usually written from an intellectual nsiucisf point of view, 
eno'ifcipfsp and aveluatina the whole political and social history 
and .-traetura of hermsn political lastl tnticsn s arid processes* 
had, lastly, there are, 'are and there, exeellent pieces of 
literary and philosophical criticism which serve well to round 
out the strictly political aspects of the situation In Jerniany*
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On the basis of the survey of the relevant, representatives 
periodical literature which has just been described, it was 
possible to select some forty monographs dealing with law, politics 
and the social sciences generally, which, judging from the con
stant references to them in the journals, represented the work 
of the outstanding men in their fields and th© substantial 
achievements and ooraorohen s1ve syntheses in the area of our study# 
It: 1. c the; intensive analyst', oh these cork a viilon coapoi sea the 
core of this surrey*

Aa regards the social and politic. ~ situation in Germany 
to which this study seeks to relate the general condition and 
spirit of Carman political science, one important aourse^ of 
information were the monographs and the periodical articles 
themselves* tor more specifie descriptions, the standard works 
dealing with German history and politics furnished, the bulk of 
the data* In addition, a few perceptive general commentar ies 
on the condition of German society by French and C§-eraan writers 
proved very suggestive, particularly Hugo Areuss’ s Das clouts die 
Vol «. u " C!e Folitlk (1910), "dalther Hathenau1 s Von Kommenden 
Ulngen (19X6), and Pierre Vlenot1 s Incertitudes All@ma.ndes (1931)®

Because almost all of the primary sources are available 
only in G-erraan, it seemed advisable to quote more freely than 
might otherwise have been justified* All translations unless 
othorwis© stated, are our own*
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For purposes of presentstion the study is broken down into 
two ports® Part 1 comprises a survey of the specialized state** 
science study which characterized the imperial period* of the
social* economic and political situation which the approach and 
substance of this type of study reflected* and of the gradual 
growth In awareness* among at least a minority of German intel
lectuals* particularly during dorId har 1 * of its Inadequacy both 
ss a social ooiencs ana a national rrgourco* Part XI* Pealing 
with taw -wiaiar period* seels, firstly* tt enojrtinia the writings, 
from the general fields of political geography, sociology and 
jurisprudence, which were intended to supplement and reconstruct 
the imperial type of political si ; secondly, to investigate 
the manner in which various aspects of the V/eiroar social* economic 
and political situation affected efforts to develop a science 
of politics? and lastly, to examine the gradual intellectual con
vergence, In the works of a * .i; II number of German students of 
politics, sociology and lap i a soisnco of politics with a
social science methodology of Its own, and oriented to formu
lating and empirically analyzing German society1s political pro* 
blerass The Conclusion will undertab©, firstly, to summarize such 
insights as may emerge from this study aa regards the over-all 
problem of political, science and German society, tooth in the past 
and today: and secondly, to suggest a tentative list of social* 
political and intellectual preconditions for the existence of 
politics as a social science and a national resource in any society*
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Chapter 1
The dttidy of Politics- in Imperial G-ernany

1
Any oonaideration of the study of politics in Imperial 

Germany and of its background must begin vith a reference to 
too v/ell-known but none the lees basic facts: that O-enmn 
society clici not achieve national status until 1871, ana that 
‘la-n to ctlf it ora; :v; or a u frorl t art rot r'tlartloa of os'-'er.- 
tially authoritar’irdi principalities* 'I thou t a national 
tr-aaeaox’-h titers could be no national political machinery, 
nor politicians, nor notional political problems; end with 
no effective citizen participation there could he dyna'-'tie 

0.ministration but no national political machinery, nor 
polities* deriaari political study during the century before 
fiie i’cundr.tlon of the Empire suffered from a lack of subject 
.-.latter and from the ahsonos of Institutions (and even th a 
-ourooooT; of building such institutions) for creating that 
subject ovatter. Twice - although only very briefly, there 
oris ted the hope and possibility that citizen pcrtlcloafion 
■ right bring about political democracy and national unifica
tion; both occasions were marked by a brilliant, If short
lived, development in the empirical study of politics® For 
the rest, however, the study of politics In Germany was almost 
entirely philosophical speculation - speculation which, gave 
birth to ideologies that have haunted German political thinking
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and study to this day®

Tub oldest politloo-philosophical tradition which 
Imperial German political study inherited was that of natural 
law* It was mmi such as Grotius, Pufen&orf and countless 
leaser“known political thinkers who did ranch to develop th© 
theories which, ©Ten toaayt const!tut© the ©ore of a common 
■ eafei'n apmroach to politics* khsreas elsewhere* however,

rant In which there existed a political life In which they 
could, and were motivoted to participate* at least Intellec
tually # the German natural law philosophers were almost all 
academic lawyers who were subject to situations vrhere* except 
for serving a dynastic admin i stmt Ion $ political philosophy 
and creative politics seemed forever separated®. Both the 
unpragmatic character of German politico-philosophical spe-cu- 
iaaiorij as compared v/ltb that in England, for example* and 
Gho uniiispired condition of such political leadership) as 
existed in the German principalities, are reflected in this 
oircurns tan c ©• Commenting upon this general contrast between 
hie traditional English and. Gorman approaches to the study 
of polities, 3ir Ernest Barker lias written:

dith us th© subjects (of law and political science) 
have generally tended towards a divorce; and ther© 
has been little study of political 3©i@n©@ in terras 
of law. Hobbes was not ignorant of English law; but 
he used the language of physics and behavioristic psychology rather than the language of law* Lock©
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employed th© conception of H r u e t /  hut he was
a physician, a philosopher and a politician rather 
than a lawyer* Few of our lawyers have turned
their attention to the fundamental questions of
politics**. and our political science has proceeded 
not from lawyers or professors of law, but frea 
politicians with a philosophic gift or philosophers 
with a practical Interest**® Th© English system of political sciencef so far as we can speak of 
:uon a thing, has combined an instinct for actual fact with some sense of the moral foundations on 
F'ioh clio- actions of ft- top, like all human act!on, 
m o t  "i ’-oenor.rlly be

.■ 3 long as fimd.&ratmfal political decisions were beyond aamilas*
awar^ there wan no pragmatic focus far German political
aniloBD-hy; and afl long as German political speculatlon
lacked a pragmatic focus, the possibility that political
decision-making -would become respccslfcle remained all the
nope renot©*

Indeed, by the last decades of the eighteenth century, 
■he- the movement ■ to national unification and for the eman-
olection and free > wpoXopnient of the Individual reached a 
id/1 cent high oniony German, middle class intellectuals, the 
a;.parent inability of German society to achieve cither ob- 
h-otlge In w concrete political sense tenaed more and more to 
■wi raised into a virtue ana an ideal* That the restless and 
orill!ant period of German Intellectual activity known as 
Sturm und Drang: (Storm and Stress) expressed itself almost

X. Otto Gierke, Hatur&l haw_
1800, vol* 1 (translated 

0amorMg©, Eng«, Th© University press,’1934* Introduction, 
■>* xlx«

edited sSBStk
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exoluslvely In literature and lost Itself In re tiaras to 
nature and va.rious forma of tsarful sentimentality* was 
un&oubtedly In itself a capitulation before the political 
reality with which it seemed impossible to come to grips#
.hat; was even more significant for the future of G-erra&n 
political thinking# however, mas the accompanying philos
ophy of earld oilizenship or vreltpftrgertua. In the name of 
.ailor ovoii those intellectuaJ-S who aid shot? boo© avrrnsness 
of t h...i s l,oal vrable.tio art tch h w  private oultireal development 
of the individual to the highest goal and convinced them
selves* at a oarollarvg that nolitics was essentially torae- 
thing to be disdained and, at bent- submitted to* Thus the 
..oet fchiller in 1 0 0 1 told his countrymen that their dignity 
■ ri a

an ethical greatness, which lives In their culture 
In the character of tlsoir nation and which is 
jpenclenf of thdr political fat©#, * Eternal dls- trace to the who cl on s not recognise Isis

blessings ap” - ooranti and , human being and who » /l^c the hi 3 * meatuses and the Fren ohm an
..Is luster# r tr 'ficks with the worldly spirit*
*b raould A'c-aiise that his role is the greatest; s.3 
he lives in the middle of the peoples of Europe* so
he also represents the sect of humanity# where? ©ris
>there are merely the blrarv- i and the l e a f*3.

wd vlahtOg writ In 1807, with almost as great political
■raslvenecjs and unrocused ideal ism* concluded that*

The conception of the unity of the G-erraan 
people is far from becoming a reality; it is only

X* Hermann Keller# e polltisohen Ideenbrslge der Gegen-
Jb:Ii£ts Breslau* ± ta 19267 p. Pi#
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a general nostulatf of the future® But Mien It 
ooimnt it will not bring with it some differen
tiated and exclusive national uniqueness but will 
bring to the citizens a realisation of their 
liberty® This postulate of a unified nation, the 
creation of an intimately and organically harmonized state is the mission of the Germans in th# 
plan of history® And so they will be the first to 
build s. true kingdom of law and Justio® - as it has 
neve:r before existed®®, a kingdom founded on freedom 
and dedicated to the olity of all human beings•1

The s igriif 1ounce for the Imperial study oh politico of 
e.h;: ■■ ;s b! ti sw, o : ' aw.vwfo e.h rmbhwlswl ideall'Wp combined 
with that of the elaboration of politico-legal icier.-a arid 
concepts e.l oh; exclusively op raced e rale lawyers^ could hardly 
he tear wgera tea - -at will a. spear in this ana the following 
ohawter.

.1 third tradition, as we have chosen to call these 
varied bat permanent wereeto of the pre-imperial aw^roash to 
politics, woo that which is usually termed Towanticism and 
t.ilohj, in essence, includes the- ideas of the so-called 
historical fohool® The idoaihwo of ouch men ms Fichte arid 
bilheim von Humboldt, however lacking in defined political 
objectires, had been basically on optimistic* ons, convinced 
brat sac full realization of the individual would, eventually 
create for the Germans a nation and a political life, superior 
oven to that of other peoples In terms of human freedom and 
dignity. The Romanticists and the writers of the Historical

1* Ibid., p® 92
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School, o r  the other riand, having experienced the poet- 
Hapolsonic restoration of conservatism and parti culari am,
5capaired both of the hope of building a nation by creating 
a people of autonomous and cultivated individuals, and of 
the possibility of realising that objective by planned, 
rational action* Still intensely concerned, however, vith 
fiic nroblens of Sart-an unity and national development*, ocm~ 
ouivea :ln an ccsentla.lly icfsnralvc manner ae: a. prcble n of 
'tic ivoluia.cn of fid led mar van collective solidarity,
the aritern of this nfcao; visual iced thi~ evolution at the 
fulfillment of a Semoi teneinschnfft, intimate, intuitive!, 
non-polifico.X and tribal-type unit -filch, e i o i t l y  and i.b- 
plicitly, va-ni idealised at a hierarchically organIzed, stable, 
agricultural community of virtuous, Instinctively loyal and 
■subservient Teutonic oitiaens, ' t bound the rasbbars of the' 
..bselJioehaft together rat tbs In participation in the Volks- 
htMJb s. po'nsr the full nature of oiiiori ens lisle, to be funda-* 

.ly Isieaosss ible to enp Ini col Inre 'itigntlori; although it 
obviously included a. net of nhn t uers felt to bo uniquely &er- 
nan collective iiorass the context of the development of this
femoinoohpft arid of Its _off »,> at. v/no history, which eras the
battlefield of various ional spirits and which, ultimately^ 
one the expression of a great Weltsrelafr or spirit of history, 
specifically, in Hegel5 « conception, through the process of 
the dial.eetic®
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1'C is true, of course, that such non aa Hegel one
"‘erlemj mere well asare that s .eeific objectives could
only be attained by rational hureoi action - Hegel1s analysis 
of the problem of G-err.ian unification as involving the 
development and use of political cower, for example, mas an 
eminently ^pagmatio one. ievortheless, the baaio theories 
of these suiters about i rail vidua! a w  collective human 
action vjrs niotvrdxys 1 cal * jJl£cdr pjc and hi-,tory -me eon-
...-aivs, -s: imsa'tl'' a * lasssi ae fore us stdsu. v.vtsm-mssa one
fate of individuals and cr-tdnsc and 'ditoip ultima PoXyy acre 
not accessible to eu,iri:al raimlysis. And it is as the 
fathers of this ayotiamte of the fpl.h ana of dj-tory that, 
the v/r*iters concerned became They dsoosited aha t
seems to fa ve become a a oraianer. tly available ins sirailon for 
defensive end imotione 1 Hormon m  tionalistic reaction* 
secondly, by their concession of ms organs c Herman €lenisin-» 
b oh aft arid an internatiseial scene in spied. the foraian Herlifgp 
:pe1 at nan in constant battle nitre the spirit of other r-eonles, 
they set nr a rationale for uncritical Herman acooatance of 
aha submission to whomever sms in -orsr and olainlfim to resre- 
aent the Holkgyelst and 'the 3 'hrdt of dilatory* and la-tly, 
by conceiving of the hold» the ;':e?ieinsgliaft ox* the state at 
an entity whose inner springs of action end whose fate cere 
In the last analysis beyond human underctending1 and control, 
they established an undercurrent of look of self-confidence
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rnd initiative vls-*a*»vl3 the collective, in whatever guise, 
which, given certain specific social end political circum
stances - which. will he reviewed in following chapters, aid 
each permanently to weaken the efforts of Germans to forrau- 
late and rationally to come to grips i/i th their political 
problems*

having thus briefly examined the academic politico- 
i.e g v l ,  the awolitierl him was istic wo ' err rw;t^whyoioaX kin- 
tor leal intellectual traditions which in wre-in'aeriel Germany 
pave uni vs rani values and common nation.--1 p-rob! era a a uniquely 
■Airman application a.ni formulation, we must now round out 
our short background survey by mentioning two episodes - one 
can hardly cell them traditions, which contained the begin
nings of an empirical investigation of the facts of political 
life and the use of the knowledge sc gained for responsible 
and rational political action®

aha hietorloa.lly earlier and more ok or t-lived of these 
episodes centered, about the efforts of the dhenish aristocrat 
hr: ran pom Gtein 11 to build, a nation through reforms »if After 
the military dsotructlon of -runsia in 1007 and the peace of 
lilslt, which left that -state only half of its territory and 
population, ftein had been Imposed upon the king of Prussia 
by napoleon, who mistakenly thought him. to be an agent of 
: reneh ideas and Influence* Indeed, Ate in w«e a reformer so 
:p;n ole on had suspected, but hi a reforms were conceived with
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the aim of building a soundly democratic Prussia and Ger
many which could once and for all assume and. maintain the 
status of a first-rate power® In a letter written in 1812 
ntetn stated his credo as follows:

I ara sorry that your Excellency spies a 
Prussian in me and discovers a Hannoverian in your- 
self* I have but one Fatherland, which is called Germany, and since, according to the old oonsti'■*:*» 
tionf 1 belonged to it alone" and to no part leu': ** 
part of it, to it alone, and not to any part o* it,
I am devoted "ith my whole hearth To me, In this 
-pwwif moment • ' • .a; •> -  ̂ the dynasties are com-
.)letely Indiaiarena; wwey are asms instrumented my wish Is that G e m  any should become great and strong,
Chat she may recover her Independence, her self- government, and her nationality, and may assert them 
In her position between France and Russia; that is 
the Interest of the nation and of all of Europe; it 
cannot be maintained in th© routine of old, decayed, 
and rotten forms; this would be like desiring to 
ground the system of an artificial military frontier on the rains of the old castles of the knights ana the toms fortified with walls and towers, while the 
Ideas of Yauhan, Coehorn, and Kontalembert were rejected*.

My confession of - ■ d„: is unify, and If that 
Is not attainable, then -•'* aw shift, some transition
stage* ?ut vihat you "-111 in the place of Prussia, 
die solve it, strew* bkvn Austria by 5 Use la an I the 

„ fcoral Mark and . s/idhern bar many, excluding the 
] shed princes; bring bad .maria, urteraborg and 
':..-«den to their condition beibi © ISOS, mid make Austria 
mistress of Germany. - 1 wish it; if is good, if it Is 
practicable: only cease to think of the old Montagues 
and'Sapuiets and those ornaments of old knightly halls:
If the bloody contest wuioh Germany lias maintained with 1 , " fortune for twenty years, and to which it is rw - 
anallonged again, is to end with a farce, at any XV**." 1 would rather have nothing to do with it, but shall return with joy and haste Into private llfe.l

F.R. deeley. Life 
Prussia in th® Mg
Tfffrp* 1 ?S.

Times of Stein: or. German: 
©onlc Age. Boston* 'Roberts Brotl iers,
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Although the2*® were many others in the German states 
at that time who shared Stein1s national objective, there 
were few who were sincerely willing to undertake the task 
of political education and democratization which he held
fundomental for the solidarity and rational political leader
ship of any modern nation# rt?he Prussian a tat®,tt he wrote
.vfter the military collapse,, ifhaa no oo. vitut the
sirorams power it not she red between the sovereign sih the 
eeeretentatires of the people. It it a very nev eat revets 
of many individual provinces pieced together through in
heritance, purchase and conquest.8-̂ If it was to survive, 
ho insisted, and if it was to he possible to build n Merman 
nation around it, one had to recognise that,

fartloipatlon of the people in legislation and
administration creates devotion to the consti
tution, an informed and intelligent public opinion about national affairs, and the capacity, in many citizens, to contribute to the conducting of these 
affairs® History teaches that there are*many more 

at generals and statesmen in countries with a ^ e constitution than In those which are despotic

Because of the look of organized political initiative
rvKjny fcb.s German peoples who, In political matters, hod been 
trained loyally to accent the direction of dynastic adminis
tration, Stein realized that the way for democratic refora

l. Quoted in Hugo Preuss,
Jahren Deutsoher Politik and Gesohichte. Tabingen, Mohr,
TfgST^P*b. Xbjjd*, p. 30.
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would lxa¥«i to bs opened from abovo, in such, a way, preferably, 
as to encourage the maximum of spontaneous pa Ft1oIpa ti o ru 
It was for this purpose that he intended his municipal re
form of 1808. Prussian municipalities were to he given self-
government which would, then he extended to the provine®if 
until, ultimately, a system of national representation could
ba created which would at last bring to Oysraany government

That thin task would not he an easy one btsin and ills 
colleagues and supporters well realized* One of Stein1 s 
aosoeiritoe, Frey, wrote at the time,

The principle of suspicion whioh pervades 
Prussian government and administration has brought 
it about that controls have been piled on controls, 
and that municipal affairs, like everything else, 
were subordinated to these control®. Everything, 
even th© most insignificant detail, had to be passed 
upon by higher authority, to be decided higher up, 
to to© commanded from above... How much good has 
been smothered because the state insisted upon, inter* 
venlng in all civic affairs... It is not improbable 
that' th© new shape of things w5.ll at first be aceos- 
panied by inadequacies, that lack of experience and negligence will spoil much. But one should not lose 
heart because of such shortcomings and should bear them with patience, for they are the inevitable retribution for long tolerated error...1

The reformers1 hopes were well conceived, but their 
fears were no less well grounded, fess than a month after 
th© new measure became law, Stein was dismissed from office.
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Only the desperate .affairs after the defeat of Jena, had 
Induced the king and the Jftnkers to allow reforms to be

s»

introduced. Ones© they had regained their composure* as 
It were, authoritarian, dynastic reaction quickly reasserted
itself. And once the G-arraan Confederacy of 1815 had re»
established the authority of the old monarchles* leagued
'inaer 5©tternicii1 s leadership for the purpose of presenting
rr'-tissal oelf-detemlnation in Austria-Hungary and to fpus-
fcraf® liberal democratic aoveaenta in all of central Kiirop#,
farther reform -» unless if should fee by initiative from
below, became impossible, As Hugo Preuss* Imperial Germany®s
most a1s t ingui shed student of local government has written*

The new municipal government had been coneelved 
as a constitutive tier In the structure of what 
was to becest© a completely reorganized state; it 
became effective an an Isolated institution; for 
the reorganization of th© state continued to be 
frustrated by absolutism for another- forty years* 
and 'the 11 small republics11 of the cities stood 
out as an alien body in the heterogeneous structure 
of the authoritarian and patriarchal state.•« 
municipal self-government witftout a parliamentary constitution was like a building without a roof* 1
which is exrosed to the inroads of all the elements. •• "*

Miile Ateinfe re form was thus not followed up by the 
alflitjlonal measures which he envisaged as fundamental to the 
goal of a democratically organized* united Germany* his 
diagnosis of the German sooial and political situation and 
the remedy which lie proposed, provided fee first empirical

1. Ibid.. P» 39.
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and rational consideration of the whole problem, and w.n 
thus in sharp contrast with the formalistic and metaphysical 
evasions which characterized the three German intellectual 
traditions which were discussed in the foregoing paragraphs®
It is the diagnosis and solution which Stein proposed, or 
some variant thereof, which has r©-emerged in and underlain 
every German political science orientation, In the sense of
our da 1 Initiorm to this day* It has been an orientation 
shier hr.a been empirical arid liberal but which, as with dteiia, 
lias been nreoceuniecl primarily with the question of political 
nationhood: how this goal could be achieved, before 1871, 
and how It could be maintained, after that date. The signi
ficance of this priority of the national question, ana. the 
way it was defined, for the formulation and study of political 
wrotoXerae in Germany, will be pointed up throughout the follow
ing chapters®

she second eoisode In pre—irroerial G-ernian history 
which, together with the appraisal and program of Stain and 
his associates, furnished the core of what might hawB become 
on empirical German study of politics in the service of uni
versal values and applied as a national resource, as defined 
in our introduction, was the liberal movement among German 
intellectuals between 1815 and 1849* Although the Holy 
Alliance had firmly re-established dynastic authority and 
wwrtlsularism throughout Germany, German universities sue
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in maintaining a considerable degree of autonomy, and it was 
here that there developed an unprecedented and, for Germany, 
never surpassed sense of political mission, Inspired by the 
values of German humanism and working for their application 
in the form of constitutionalism after th© example of French 
Ideas and experience. Th# general orientation of this move
ment had been well expressed by th© historian Dahlaann in a 
•an- -- :hr-ting the victory of Waterlooi

. :. c-*.' happiness can no longer return securely 
so this earth until, m  wars have been fought and won by the people, times of peas® also see the 
participation and victory of the people, until the people’s opinion is consulted and honored, and until 
the light of good constitutions outshines the pitiful 
lamps of the dynastic cabals*^

in the decade after 1815 a number of the southern Ger- 
man states had acquired constitutional government, and it was 
the purpose of the liberal German academics and intellectuals, 
of men such as the two Rottecks, ’Jeloker, Friedrich Sagem, 
Jacob Grimm, Stookmar, Rftmelin, Robert Hohl and others, 
further to liberalise this © on sti tuti onalt sa, to extend its 
adoption throughout Germany, end to defend it against en
croachments on the pert of the unreconciled dynasts®

In addition to, or rather, inseparably joined with this 
sincere effort to broaden the rights and the power of the Ger
man citisenry, was th® desire to bring about the unification

1® Hugo Preuss, has deutsohe ¥olk und die Polltik* Jena,
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af Qt&rmmny, a desire which deeply moved ©very last man 
m & n g  th© German liberals* liidsecl# an empirical examination 
of the situation aads th© liberal and national motives seem- 
even rationally linked* As long as th© local dynast watched 
oyer and dominated his subjects, ther© was littl© ehano® of 
thoroughgoing reforms; and as long as there were no far- 
reaching reforms, the local dynast, in his self-interest a 
strong advocate of rotrtlcutr- rlsne could do hit utmost to 
suppress ana frustrate tho movement tor national on if iaalionu

throughout the 1840s a it became increasingly clear that 
there were only two pen sihle ways out of the dilemma: either 
b, simultan©ous popular revolt in all of the German state© 
would have to dethrone the dynasts or foroe constitutionalism 
and participation in nationhood upon them, or one of the 
largest states would have to be won over to the two objectives 
ana induced to take the initiative in securing the realisation 
of both in the remainder of German society* The fbrmer possible 
solution seemed out of th© question, firstly, because of the 
political passiveness ami division among the German peoples,
;wia secondly, because the majority of tha liberal academics, 
hardly legs than the conservatives, feared the extreme radi
calism of the liberal left and wanted no tiling more than a 
restricted, middle ©lass suffrage .and a national, constitutional 
monarchy® Consequently, It was the second alternative to 
which the German liberals increasingly gravitated* And th#
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state rtiloh they chons ho a in their hopes upon was rrussin,
the largest of the ferrm slates and the only one viith the 
military cover that would probably be necessary for the 
net I on a1 c on solldr.ti on «

The realieatten of the liberals' tv=o objectives 
through :Tusgian I nit!.>■ tivo, however, !n-.« scale the sore 
difficult bec;aii'""0 ■ russls nonsensed the aonf firmly en- 
bero'o': rr d;t i!i m l  o , - she boce«rr
tee v run si an hi nr and hit landed ranis to cr toy felt no in
cline'cion for taklrit' the lead in national unifleation. ^*efer~ 
ifesXescm the darnari liberal i n relic tfiosls dedioated themselves 
to the groat task of eaontirm rreasure upon and tisniat oyer 
the ■ ruaslan authcrdtiss# confident that only thus could the 
mal of a cons ti tu ti cn el beroan national state be achieved®
■ von oh on, In 1610, popular irarisinm occurred in various 
■a1 is of Oaraiirmsd innoirsd ay the deoiro for liberal re-for mo 

ho the enam-ale of a revolt :m:sirmt the siora'rchy in -.7;ri3, 
oho daman liberals did not snervo from the course they had 
dec tied ur-on In order to Xsaa and ojraapize t ha ssontaneous 
civic protest, Instead, they pothered In Frnnhfurt* n :ruls- 
hirehe to draft n dctsan national const! tution * after ranch 
theorizing, debate and dIsa.grecment, occupying many months 
of he a ted discussion, a document acceptable to all the parties 
to the convention w«s decided upon* by a rote of 230 to 248 
the dlBtlnyuislieci rearpsentatlver of liberalism from all th©
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Bsraafi states voted to offer the crown of a consfcitutional 
Germany to Frederick A'iHInra IF of Prussia, ana thereby to 
begin the realisation of their liberal and national goals® 

the Prussian king accepted* it is safe to say, the fat© 
of German society since that time would have been a very 
different one® But, fully aware of the lack of determined 
ails active popular support for the liberals5 sunnons, h© did 

« '"’he eroevi d J c h  a dahcm sodlerei ceol P. .';acei':6 « ha read led,
cec net a conceit, created by a revolution;, vy us3@nbiye If the 
ancient C"oen of the dernari nation, he added, which for 
forty**two years had lain idle, was to be conferred upon any* 
one, it ought! to- have bee a conferred by himself and his equals, 
the other princes® And therewith, with one blow, followed by 
a period of suppression end deep general dIscourageraent among 
che Berman liberal intellectuals \ the one groat her man attempts 
rationally to or©ate a atate which, at least In principle,
'wihhl have been a responsible pec-ple1© eta teg aaa shattered®

doth despite and because of this political failure 
th..e norh of the liberal Berman tntellectuals of the 1830s a 
ash’ 1840* s const;itutss on episode of the first innortmise for
fish future formulation and study of political problems in
Berman society® In the first place, there were written In 
these years the first empirically oriented treatises on poli
ties to apoe c v in Germany, either as studies in Start avis gen**

(the science cf the state) or «s politics® Bps of the
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mtter known of these works was Dahlnann1 a i-olltles, cm the 
Joels of the Foundation and Measure of Things as They are. 
first published in 1835® And while these works were not 
widely read in later periods, they provided an always avnil- 
'■ble inspiration and challenge to those scholars, few though 
they were in number, who were interested in developing a 
science of politics In the sense of our definition. Jocon&ly, 
■won more inrwrhsnt than the literature of the period, w e  
he- erra.'lo video the liberal a el 3 ode offered^ of earn of tempt
ing rationally wo. soberly to think through the groat problems 
of life and politics and to work for their solution accord
ing to their convictions* In view of the future history of 
the German Empire, It was *nost is -.ortant that there was at 
least one such ©r-i node In the be m a n  past to which politically 
sensitive hermans and liberals could look for a precedent.

'hif ortunr tely, however, it w.s a weosderit which stocd 
in dl.o shabcs; of failure,, of r failure of the most liberal"” 
minded* conscientious ana erudite men in Clerw&ny to achieve 
belatedly vfvxt had long since bsen cone to be taken for 
•■•ranted in other* western European countries with Qormtn 
society1a Intellectual, military ana commercial capabilities, 
and where the political action of the German peonies and the 
strategy of the German liberals had failed, the policy of 
blut und Elson of the Prussian Junker succeeded. Instead of 
a. responsible, nr tionsl, oonstitutl on al monarchy, Qorasn
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soeiety, hr-wing achieved nationhood, received an author!** 
t&pirn system which rooted upon exploitation of the Clernahs* 
gratitude for the achievement of national status and upon 
their lack of political aelf-confidenoe, upon suppression and 
upon c.--re fully manipulated social and economic concessions*
As liberalism in Gei » »ao not dead, but henceforth com
mitted essentially non-political types of expression* so 

em-drieal study of yevernrse?it and soaietyy tfiaeyh not 
eadinyikwhed by any mesne, w-s largely mistricted to legal 
a us ten^ll oationf the study of -special and largely technical 
s.soblesis in administration, and the objective study of social 
ehenmoericu The e m3  ,on of the over-all operation of the
state, its foundations, and the creatines upon which it rested, 
both from the point of view of its capacity to survive poli
tically, and of its effectiveness in realising universal 
'/glues, almost vanished from the German seen© for nearly half 
a ccpiturye

2

In IS 71 the otwdy of politics in Germany as longer 
l-okfifd subject matter* Indeed, saMcat has there been a 
situation in which greater challenges confronted the student 
of politico® A new nation had been created and was taking 
ate place in the delicate in terns, tlonal balance of power* A 
new role was Involved, a role without traditions, a role for 
which neither German statesmen, nor intellectuals, nor th®
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w *  la-vi class©a among the German neople had had the oppor-
•avg" prepare* In order to define that role and to 

id ‘ r-*-o its rational carrying out, the new nation * s 
i '■ g s T o n a l  context and its internal organisation required
in ton give and constant study® The traditional values of CJ-@p« 
can society vlsg-vis those of other lands, the reaction of 
the remainder of the world to th© achievement of Geritan 
oghoor'h aim tun, the egwrratioiA re '.grid •xdiltlcs renorally, 
saw awgtntlon of the A-ri.eesian eceiarchieg its military end 
its officialdom to the task of effective national organ*
I satIon and leadership, the question of political education 
for the d m  n people# the iroblen of politically coping 
with the 1 g't of industrtallsation upon the traditional 
order* - these were only a few of th© issues which now needed 
formulation and study end which challenged the Go . student 
of roll tics*

The resronso, liciwewexg was not forthcoming* After til© 
failure of the liberal political campaign of 184S and 1849, 
rad with the assumption of the initiative for unification by 
hioa^reh, and hie series of veil-managed and successful diplo
ma tic and. military coups* the liberal students of ’politics, 
among whos alone, political reflection and study in the sens© 
of our definition would have been possible, either turned 
away from political matters altogether, or adopted an attitude 
of ghathe the us cl51 And sines© Bismarck* s policy represented
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the realisation of the national goal which they all fervently
a ha re d, they accepted the system, despite considerable ini*® 
tial resistance, and set about to service it as experts and* 
at least socially and economically, to liberalize It as .much, 
as the authoritarian framework would permit® It Is in this 
manner that, by 187X, the study of politics in Germany had 
disintegrated Into a number of academically separated, and 
rssentia.lly technical disciplines In the .service of the in- 
serial status ouo» The foundationn of that statue ano Itself 
a-a re no longer questioned or evaluated#

dlnee the days? of Aristotle1s ■ olitlos, political 
science, whatever its precise name raay have been In particu
lar peri-da and situations, has been a synthesis of the more 
specialised disciplines of philosophy, ethics, law, economics,
sociology, psychology, geography and the empirical Investiga
tion of problems of government* It lies In the nature ©f 
the subject natter* that It could not be otherwise* nor 
should corf rrsry efforts methociologically to group , to 
subject to intensive specialised analysis, and theoretically 
to interrelate the various human and non-human factors In
volved In the behavior of Individuals and groups he understood 
as Implying a denial of the reality of this synthesis. On 
the contrary, the purpose of stash social science special!na
tion, ic merely to gain a more accurate and reliable knowledges 
and weighting of the factors Involved, so that th© implementa
tion of the values In the synthesis of political action may
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be more effective .arid successful*

It was quite different,, however# with the special—
ination of social and political studies in Imperial Germany* 
dot only was there no level where the work of the various 
1 1 so inline*? was subjected to coordination and synthesis# but
the exports in each field explicitly denied the need for such 
a synthesis* In foot, it w i  considered absolutely essential

avoid a3.1 reference to outside factors involved in a politi
cal science synthesis and U n i t  itself to strictly specialised 
conoenfcratlon*

The first discipline# which properly forms one elermnt 
in a political science synthesis, which turned its back# ms 
it s# upon questions of politics# was the study of society* 
It hod been Kegel who# In order to distinguish between the 
r̂easi of frecrlon and private living and these of supervision 

by government# had first suggested the conceptual division 
of state and society* In the years rf ter 1848# nen such as 
'Lorenz won hieing alelsX and von Kohl# .accepting this dlstlno® 
lion and convinced that the- political foundations of the Ggtr* 
wan state would toe beyond questioning# turned to the solan— 
tiflc examination of societal phenomena.# as distinguished 
from the state and conceived in a strictly non-political 
sense* Ultimately# however# like nearly all the students of 
the state and society in Imperial Germany# their work was
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in spired by the double hop©, firstly, of contributing to
what they held %roul& be the more stable and successful 
operation of the status quo, and secondly, of infusing that 
status quo with the human is t ic values which, though, they had 
failed of realization politically, night still somehow be 
rescued* Of this general orientalion, Botnhard Bendix# in 
his excellent study of the early derelopresrtt of German 
sociology, has written?

- that be _ . subject
of scientific inquiry arose*** in conscious oppo
sition to socialism* As such it was an attempt to 
solve the problems which this radical approach had 
brought to light on the basis of a scientifically 
acquired knowledge concerning social problems*•# or ©Ft won Kohl viewed the new science of society 
specifically in its indirect function for the conscious direction of human society, and sine® thle 
direction was at the time in th© hand® of th© state, 
th© problem could be solved only through state 
intervention®•.

■Stein had designated it as the function of 
the new science of society to give recognition to 
the human personality in th© analysis of the econ
omy and the state and to discover the social laws 
- ivsmlng society*«• Thus the traditional concern of German classical philosophy*•* with the individual personality was assureds the state itself was made th© guarantor* Anti although it may appear to 
us in the light of recent dev@lopae.nts as a case 
of unparalleled blindness, it would be a misunderstanding both of Stein and the academic socialists 
who followed him to disregard, or discount their 
concern with the welfare and freedom of the indi
vidual* In this respent they stood In th© tradition 
of German classical philosophy watered down though 
It was by their attempts to combine it with the 
interest of empirical social science and th© oppo
sition of-th© middle ole sses to the rising labor movement*

1* Be inha rd Bendix, 11 The Hise and Acceptance of German
Sociology® (unpublished H.a. thesis* Dept* of Sociology, University of Chicago, 1943) pp* 141, 175, 213*

mailto:dev@lopae.nts
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The subordination of this science of society to a
status quo in which there was no possibility of parti©!- 
pa ting In basis political and s octal decision-mahing* and 
no point in formulating ana adducing arm*a research in re
gard to such fundamental problems* bsought about two general 
results - the one contributing aubstsntlally to th© future 
development of an empirical social science, th® other seri
ously inhibiting the building of on effective ocierise of 
paliiiois for the floss, ?o quote once more , * ...
fondixj

• • • the decision from formulating political programs in connection with the discussion of and 
empirical research in social problems was a decided step forward towards a more scientific 
approach* and at the same time it was a first step 
towards th© elimination of social problems from 
social science researoh.*. and in the sease in filch this removal facilitated a stricter sepa
ration of value Judgments from empirical research IS say b© said that German sociology owes its 
development*«« to this governmental settlement of social issues*

■.a toe csfner hand*
the scientist could only hone that his actions 

b non-scientific oolit lea3 3 ̂ oi^iclisal would Ing about political eondlti ns ;hteh would render it " »30lble for him as a non- * In U"ip man i?f r®~> oh to bstwo a fun at ion 5 u ./ -1 ti on®*1

But since* by the nature of the Imperial Goman poll** 
ti-oai system* even the non-soientifle ooi.itleal individual 
could not and did not seem inclS.ned to evaluate th© preraises

i. H M . t  p* 241.
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aaG the over-all operation of the Herman political and social 
order* the strictly observed evasion of politically relevant 
questions in the area of social study was a severe loss to 
the study of politics as a social science and a national re
source In the sense of oar definition. It Is true, of course* 
the,t in the long run ffer-man social science stood to gain ap*» 
oreciably from this tyre of value-free research and theory* 
hat if was rat until roll on In the 1930so that the method-.

being done In other fields* xux finally focused uumn an ar« 
oraiual of Q-errnn society and volition In a truly political 
science non&e® the meantime. the existence of a Clesell--etBaftgiaggSiiBggarfiâ iagâ a

aohaftawlasenschnft sad© It all trie easier to consign cocio— 
logical facts to It* and to proclaim the narrowest ooaeible 
area of technical specialisation for the various 3tap to*
a i a s e a ncnafton«

airst In acadbrnio praietige amona thane who ■■ractised 
trie oueel aliped : t« ■ tswlssensohaf tsen. and fir at In t * in- 
fXaenea upon Ge: a Intel!©otua 1 s1 concoction of the imperial
order* were the 'C**t'srs'-h'p d -'-ppip oho dedicated then:;elves

'■f 5B'as>«»2i't!-*av*«45jaSMei3svstj»c«f>w« bmj£*ikikk sS2>» rtH%atWA«<8i!»'w»«i»«idi<a

exclusively to th© tank of Intsrpretina the cone11tutI on ami 
defining and theoretically systematizing the legal relation
ships which were involved in the operation of the new regia©* 
fiie generally acknowledged father of this imperial 0-erman 
theoretical legal approach was Carl Friedrich von Gerber* As
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oarlf c,o 1866* in the preface to his volume* (IrundfMmm elnes 
Systems ties deutschen Sts:'tsreehts* Oerber had written of th® 
“pressing necessity for the erection of a scientific system
in which the individual forms exhibit themselves in the de
velopment of a unitary basic Idea*11 Rupert Xnierson, in his 
survey of imperial German Jurisprudence, describes Gerber1s 
,jt>rwose ao foilowsi 1

?he new jurioprudonco vr-c to be 
4 0X1(3 than any that had gone bsfvw * o

L'-Z-/Xlr\

ortd i Ci© d iy v  f a
it none to be excluded all elements that soul a ri0p 
be fitted into the concepts of public law in their 

vclopment from the basis idea® Foreign matter* 
si.oh as politics or political theory or'private lac; 
concepts and methods * -was to be wholly banned from 
the now 3tant areehtsviaaenachaft* The purpose of 
the new conceptual ordering
of the valid public law of the particular state*** 
the new school broke with the jurisprudence of the 
pswt in order to be able to come closer to existing 
xv. llty®

Central to this new eye tenetio juristic positivism was 
the concept of severe y, and it is here that the double 
ourpose of the S t a at arechtal ehr c r ese; most olevrlyi to 
..rovide the new political order-'ith an allegedly non-poXiti- 
oaX? systematized legal foundatioa, and to conceive of this 
legal foundation in as liberal a fashion an they halo to bo 
compatible with the state1s political stability* Under the 
traditional dynastic absolutisms the monarch had possessed 
the sovereignty of the state in M s  own person, and his

arsg«Bis8̂ aeaii6aaa8ag*sSMBiEaiaa6«»g8P6asg«aaam«raBiawgi3g^^  !S!a<ê y»BwwiB««ajB&’«*aiBgjasg»^^<^^««ai»*sf«»ttEî a*iagaŝ «gist!Wttg5fjwa«gas»afetew^gs»a^^8ar-- ■‘x&mwwnes*** ssis^skkms**®

1* n ;rrt Emerson. State and Sovereignty in Modern Germany*
- >iaven. fale University Press. 1 9 2 8 m  49*
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relationship with hie subjects had been essentially & private 
one® Durlng the 18503 a, with the introduction of liberal 
and constitutional Ideas, this relation ship end the eon** 
ceptIon of the location of sovereignty had been changing* 
Howbere in f?ermany had "fee change progressed so far as to 
substitute popular saver eighty for* that of the dynast, but, 
on the other band, neither* had the absolute sovereignty of 
the latter regained intact* The progress achieved had, so

•say nark* fliiis, s..a far bacik as 1837, during the years of
liberal agitation, the jurist tiXkelis hdiinsel Albrecht had
suggested the desirability of establishing the state above
the ruler os well as the ruled® To bring this about he had
or crooned the conception of the state-person in the center of
public law* He felt that, in contrast to earlier periods,
people none coning to think of the state

«•« not S3 rfi p.*aviation of fflen which is designed 
solely or IrgafJ -tely for the individual interest® of those aon, they all or many, or even individ
uals, notably the ruler, but as a Commonwealth, as 
an institution, standing above Individuals, which
is dedicated to ends which are by no mean® merely
the sum of the individual interest® of the ruler and 
his nubjeots, but constitutes a higher collective 
Interest*^

It was this concept of the state-pereon as °the basic
id#a!l which was taken ever and developed by Oerber, Paul
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La'oand and the majority of the imperial Jurists* The essen
tial ohmracteristic of thin state-per-sori, for these jurists, 
visa its power to will and thereby to rule® All that remained 
so be done, as they saw it, was to deduce what the many con
crete relationships involved in the new lima ire were legally 
so bo, and how the theoretically absolute power* of rulershlp 
oj the stote-psrson wen to be limited® In this arocess of 
s n s - h i o a  • ' ' i n . s p i r e d  b y  t h e  t r r ; d i «

' • - . ..oclitsstaat {the stare accord
in';- rights) , the central idea of which woo that the achieve
ments of the state1© oiidsf whatever they might b©# were to 
tads "Iwos within the forms and limits of !&%/«

•Again st charges that they were serving as the sup-
-orters of authoritarianism, these jurists pointed out that 
both of their central concepts, the oto te-person as above 
not only the ruled but the ruler as well, ana the Idea of a 
o cooiarient of luws r;:thor than of rvirg were essentially 
liberal* And, at least in theory, this could not be denied* 
la effect, however, in Tier-; of the fact that the political 
1- ti tut Ians of tho Ampiro remained in the stage of witae 
Cioaa fcif uti oriail.isaj, eonpistifig in the spontaneous gift of a 
charter by the Crown creating a system of popular represen
tation with a merely critical function and no active part in 
the governraent, the stafce-person concept served only fa cloak 
the authoritarianism of the »-r-ussian Grown with an aura of
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loft}' neutrality, vhich made if all the nor© inaccessible 
to examinations of the actual distribution and employment 
of political povrer. l-ven info the days of the republic 
this concept of the ste te-person, and the mystique of the 
all-powerful and impersonal state which if implied, tended 
to divert the Germans1 attention from the fact that the 
©aeration and deciolan-mahing: of a. nation was aery much a 
eolifioal as 'sell as a constitutional matter, ana rwabetan- 

2.1 :/ aca : ; r l b u s s l  as  yi iriers'- laino t l ie lw p o l i t i c a l  c o a r i l e n o e  

end their sense of personal responsibility for ■'•tleipating 
la aAd scrutinising the decisions that were made in the 
e Is te * a rianho

ss with the theory of the otats-psrson, so with the 
concer-t of the R.eehtsstaat* As Ruggiero lias written,

• • * the drawing of this legal circle around 
individual.'! and s oolal rroups, in which the
aeditastaat consists, Io ends essentially upon ' ̂ T i ric^:  vi*"': •r-i tl>? • tete* A state may be• legalised h "• of - ression; a governing 
vitiSS like the bur.wan landed aristocracy may 
practise self-government to the detriment of the other classesj 'and then what becomes of guaranteed 
rights? They are inseparably connected, though 
not Identical, with the political ideas inspiringI \r revolutionary declarations of the rights of 
•”fg and may be systematized by a complei legal 
*- ; anism# but cannot be created out of nothing*
-hv mistake of German legal science is that# wishing to make rights an autonomous reality# it 
stakes them an abstraction, some thing unreal! the 
true reality of right lies in Its connection with all the activities ©f a station’s historical life*
Hence the * State of nights* • *® taken by itself#
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is only on empty fora»^

Use conception of the imperial German n trite as a 
leohtsstaat. therefor©, did not alter its politically 
authoritarian nature an&, as with the theory of the state— 
season, supported the uneritleal aooer'tanoe of the status 
si'Oj undermining* the effectiveness of ouch oolitSoally 
liberal forces aa remained in Germany, and divertinp such 
■ 'f hit .7 1 :v m ’oss :.m as oai''tsi. :Cram .aa. saaninatio:; of th.a 

structure and deoieion-makin,, jrooeas of the state to a eon* 
htsaUnfiori afhi eye tea at Isation of legal concepts* discussing 
the inRdequncy, from th® point of view of empirical political 
study, of this exclusive preoccuostlon with legal construc
tions, the German jurist Triopel wrote in 1929$

Hardly a single* one of ua older men did not 
begin, at least, In “"the captivity of the Gerber** 
hsDaiici school*.» The interest of this school in public law problems I® wholly confined to the 
analysis of mobile law relationships through the 
determination o ? their “Juristic nature, H to which 
the v A - s' 1"' ̂ p-aisiif ̂ r owl be subordw. C3 an & 
to the f- .ol j'-oent or/ 'em Uions hhic* . ay fee drawn 
from 'the general legal. concepts* Such an analysis amounts to nothing mors than the- manipulation of 
c’-e logical elements of which the concept of a X* g-l 
i - citute Is composed* Svery teleolorlea.1 consider*- 

is tabooed, since the purpose *diioh a legal 
institute is to serve is irrelevant to its existence 
as a concept* All political considerations, there-* 
fore, sine© they Involve purpose, raost be ignored*«•

Guido d© Hugglero, The History of European Liberalism 
(tv* by H»G-» Coll in gwoo'd'} * London»' ' Oxford t fnl ver «£ t y ' press, 1927, p* 257*
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The admirable sophistication which is re
pealed. in the writings of fee (Jerber-Laband school will astound future generations, but they will 
think mere skeptically about the relationship be
tween effort expended sncl results achieved than 
did the contemporaries*»• As late as 1913 A&vJSh&t?. 
cCterhart Ansohdtz, one of the best known Qeraian jurlsts3 refused to recognize Prussian hegemony in Germany from a Juristic point of view, even though be coneeded that It was an histories! and political 
:act® From tim position of fee Juristic school 
s.,ais was quit© consistent, • inoe it hoc! not found 
r way of fitting in the f ;i of this hr* crony as si 
legal c o n c e r t '

in r-esaonse to ons act of sroblsss which might properly have 
been part of the dons in of on ocfioe# synthetic political 
science, were the students of dozisloolitike Carrying on 
their resoarch, for the most part, ae professors of economics 
and admini s t r a t i on, and publishing their findings as members 
of the famous fere in f&r dopipljiolitih. these 3taatswlssen-» 
sensftier ’.-/ere eonoernod mfesapily with the impact of in- 
; ustr inli ns.tion up on the eyfeting structure of society and 
with economic ana social legislation which would help cop© 
with the changed situation® By the implication of their re- 
search selection and the general orientation of their work, 
bass© aeholaro, eaen more clearly than the St- tsrechtsslehrer 
and the students of deaeXXscr.- it# with whom they were closelyesr̂ £5ssssa»a*Kaffl.3afi!ai3Esfeĵ i«es»s. »*

allied, occupied a paradoxical, simultaneously conservative 
end liberal position.

Heinrich Trier©!, Btaa tarsolit unr ‘ olitih* Berlin* a. dei v gwsaee^Sfe^«aMi^ S »»tfaB»aasre<a^awiaw^^asajaaiiKgg9eea»*iB5a»^^^'«g^8s«sa^^»aiaeBfe8^safc w s»Bruyter, 192?, pp,
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On the one hand.. as menhirs of %'nm Verelft fttr So%t 
.ft lit. these 3o?.ia 1 noX1 1i 1cer seemed to constitute German 

counterparts of tbs British Fabians. Indeed* the Vereln had 
been founded more than a decade prior to the estab11ahment 
of the Febtan noclety, and the social end economic Ideals of 
the two groups were very similar* On the other hand, however, 
operating within an authoritarian framework to which, nt 
least until tor la o«r X, they anno ■"tel in'elicit loyalty* the 

a ,1 .hose lltiyaie in tett be tie rt»
erat. the ultiei-'te purpose of the Fabiane* elucidation of 
social problems we.a to provide intellectual Isndereltiv arid a 
specific program, of reform for a labor movenjent which would, 
by its own ’political pov/er, be able to remedy the injustices 
upon which the Fabian researches heel thrown lights The 
box i. alaol itl'- er. in contrast, './ere dedicated to serving a 
regime which considered it a first principle that the numer
ically strong German workers* party should be excluded from 
political power both by ar-prfw«ion amlt tw the extent that 
it was compatible with the interests and wishes of the other 
loman social ana economic groups, by concessions® This prim- 
dole the FoxiplnoXifiber could. not* or* would not, guest ion* 

a, while they were inspired by similar social ana economic 
ideals for the laboring Glasses as those of the Fabians, they 
asserted the authoritarian 9 t?te-person and sought to con
tribute to social reform, not by examining the politics.! 
foundations of the imperial order end ororaotSng democratic.
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working-class polltis-*:'1 aotioo , but by revealing problems 
and suggesting a&rai n.iazrr.tive measures which, by helping to 
lie©t the demandg of l-.bor, would strengthen the authori
tarian system.

For a convincing testimony both to the sincerely 
humanitarian motives of the tosielrsolitikor ~n:i to their non* 
political (ant. therefore, given the Iraoeriel framework) oon*“

leg survey of their own oonoe _>tion of their -oor-ka wrftteis in 
retrospect by Gustav fohroller, the nail oho played 'the largest 
'.aft in sonreninr their- Vereln flip lain ol it;

In the first days of October 1872 a number of men of all parties gathered in Eisenach for a confer
ence on the important social questions of the day - 
factory legislation, trad© unionism and the .housing 
problem. It was front this meeting that our society developed. One ©art consider the years from 1862 to 
1375 as comprising undoubtedly the soot important 
ts-ooofe of the entire century for our country. Tlio 
German Empire had been established; for the first *5 me the derman economy wn& operate v ■ on a so«l«» so - so win recognition tr those of " ■ hyp - 'y;
ur social structure - - resulting: £_*>*' rue- is. o-ioridom 
technical and economic advances; new social problems 
war# demanding attention; the modern working classes 
were becoming "aware of themselves. liew legislation 
was being written at a rapid rate, but the“German was 
still hounded by the narrow-rolnded, indlviduolistie provincial prejudices and traditions of times past® hew ideals and now arrangements and instItutions had 
So be developed®

One expression of this f errsent was the formation of the ts members
took their on the on#
hand, which had g r o w  out of the Radicalism and thelepublioanism of'the Forties and Fifties and inclined 
to the destruction of the whole existing order, andthose, on the other, which optimistically and com
placently tried to deny the working class problem and
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'.'v.* the polation to all outr problems in free 
oonoetltlon* they were fchlnicers, politicians* 
business men, journalists, philanthropists and 
economists who were free of class Interests or 
attachment to exotic economic theories and who 
believed in the possibility of social as well 
as political progress® They were determined to 
work for such social progress by helping to build the neoessary reforms into the order which already existed*

The Vereln. always to ini .of only a small 
group of m e n j t ^ y  never in t end's r to build a
^arlinment-ry nor any other kind of party* nor 
'uns it their •wjpoose to serve any party or cslo.se 
Interest in oarticuX:.r* * * -
dapiioateci themselves ans solely to enlighten* to 
reveal tbs facts; their speeches, writings, discussions and publico.tlonn wore intended merely to bring to all ••• rtiec and classes a. better know
ledge of the social situation arid to pave the way 
for justified practicable reforms*®® he never 
a ,ire& basically to alter* the economy or to 

-'upyeet a blueprint for some future social order*«, -*nted to stand outside the social classes and 
their class interests as honest critics of both 
capital and labor*,* he felt confident that from the fernienting atro p;Xe of the times there would 
issue fi new and hi-hew social harmony®-

In other words, in shte of their rdmir-.bla concern 
tor social refer wo and the hi ah caliber of their reas\speh6 
the students of hot3 ' 3 * -11i 1 1k, like the erudite Gtaatareotits* 
lehrer, ’-wre essentially non—political sneolalists. The work 
of both, it must lie admitted, -w* o Invaluable to the orcwation 
of the umpire «*> the sys tenet I so tion and Interpretation of the 
law and tho formulation and analysis of social and economic

1* Gustav r>ohmoller, *8inn und f@rt d@® ianpart@ilaoh®n 
Gtudiums der aosialen Fr-ptw, 8 Znmnzlp; Jahre deutse^c^ 
PolItIk (18P7-1PI7). Xr*rl5u, Puncker x HumBTot’,”1"T"’*f %pp* 23*25®
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nr obi eras preparatory to legislation wore jobs that hod 
to be Son©* But th1o still die not constitute political 
science,

Berra an society, having at long last achieved notion®* 
hood* nosososed. probably the coot erudite log*-*! and social 
scientists ia the world* ''hat It needed nest of all* how- 
o v e r ,  an a rstrosne^divc cor.s ider-"'. f ier i  o f  the erratic, i r -  

'gag- ann i t , la  - s i  .b ncd'al a n g ' d f j  .-aid i ' h s i n a t i n r n d  do-; I s i  en-  

making of its highest authorities demons trs ten, won a broad,, 
synthetic oolitic*-1 hiio *'•■ ted to the tosh, of cn»
'oirlcally evol.ua c ■ nr* the nation’o ctruoturs -end operation* 
and eaa-sino' Its strengths and o s - a h n e u s e B u t  this it did 
not rave®

The feru.nn ehi ••• of' o h  h, oorKleroua, well e to eh eel 
'■Itdi msrovici-rns, esiaunitl'jii and fuel, and be-'oohel with 
ooloihdol genonnts, ;fes oto'.nlno; full cooed sherd, on vku-t 
for the nest -not were uncharted and unsounded nsr-.s, The 
m i  at the heist, his meg and authority acquired through 
heredity, and supported by an imposing myth. rolled upon 
traditional nlsfiodg Intuition, and the advice of people 
nhon he liked* ‘the pattern of authority mas well worked 
out - at least in theoryj the stokers knew their business, 
and the rank and fils of the or cm - to the extent that It 
h'-d the time ana inclination to think about the situation
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ills liopud for the best®'

i '

lie Carmans1 Is eh of cor,; i a.til scrutiny over Cl.-, 
iso is ion-o. m Is * which sms to determine their political 
aid njllatoi-y i-te as individuals arid as subjects of the aspire, and their simultaneously foreboding, yet almost 
heerful resignation to this fate, has for a long tine 
see mad to me, at least in retrs^poct, to -■» ->;/ abolized 
oy the first stanza of an old he-man fol; s-m 2 

'•■’o^genrotl Morgsnrotl 
, nuchtest ralr sum frtXkien rod?
'old wlrd die Trompete blasen,
. ami muss ich mein Lebon lassen,
I oh unci me no her "ante rad I

Cbilheln Hauff, rfReiters horgongeoang,H 15S4)
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Chapter XI
3.M Social Situation

'■•maving' thus briefly outlined she condition of poli
tical study In Imperial formally, if© must nor turn to a sur
rey of the oltuotiou of ahioh, oe houe t :s demonstrate, this 
. ooul tarly eaecir.l 1 sea aria technical scholarship, rith It & 
svc.. of ralitlo:":! evaluation, was ,:a expo© ssisri. For pur— 
•oaso ".■■•■ far'.' :S.Ils.:;. ■ o,G' s. s a Igoi I. s-a bn a XI a I st isr avis a thru-
■ -V'ssss of this eitsr'.tlon: the ranner in which the Gorman 
hrvaire h/al been founded, the political ana social structure 
of that losr-ire, a t  the orient© tion. of he-man Intellectuals 
to the iivparlel ordet oo“. to orttera of politics in general®

The failure of the Iennnn liberals in 1843 to create 
a notional, conn t.i tu tioeal noi • rfy bod ended nil chancer?. of 
o roi-r:i/>ny '-cnlo'fef by nagot ia1 ion end demoor-tlc, political 
os, ; aosvsc. Janfao mhcb n ■ s p ramie. I no a In 1371 etas si
■.. i s  to torship i . a . ; o c c u  on c-'osf li o ting foaosr-g not an ogreersent 
bsiGoasn tiiosu The initl-'tiro for the fora-dion of trio die- 
t-"fomo nip, the ruthless resourue‘fulness for Itcr establish
ment , oral the non Ip nl a lion ona n tn to soian ship which node its 
os oration roasiblo, came Iron the Prussian Junker, Jtto von 
Jisiioi’ck® While the king of -erussia still held firmly to 
the eland lie had token against unification In 1848, Bismarck, 
in a letter written in. 1861 to the Prussian Minister for bar,
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hod concluded thets “Only by a reversal In our foreign 
policy can we, It seems to met free the Crown from the 
pressure v/hlch It will otherwise centoinly not be able to 
n l t h o t a r i d . ' ’ithln a, decade, by meeting the liberals* 
cie Lionels tor unification, r.d nil n I a trn ti v© reforraa a m  consti
tutionalism, by concilia ting the radicals and laboring 
classes with rronises of universal suffrage, and, by aromeet
ing the Interests of the •furili.eru ana anealria the o-olitical 
in L the" La. so for- ih:a.;eiv on aaaali or the r-UESian crown, he 
not; only srotesled that crown1 s aathoritarlan position in 
; russia, bat extended its power over all of German society 
fsxeeet the Austrian p-'-rt* And he die this with five acqui
escence, if not the acclanatlaip of nearly all of the merman 
peoples Involved^

In the Arussi&fi 'varliement, established as a, result 
of the liberal agitation, of the 18401 a, the pressure of which 
hlsparol hah token note In his letter to Rams,, was already 
so olrori’y tfrm the very first; ©tea in the srsparvtl one for 
Hi: scheme of unlflea iian oocrsd for a time to be In danger 
of being blocked by it* In order to enlarge and re-equip tlia 
- fanian arrjp preps rat or;/ to launching the war which he had 
decided would be- necessary to eliminate Austrian power and 
influence In Gerra&n affairs, fierauipefe. had, in 1862 and 1BB5#

1® Kerrruirm heller, og» cit*. p* 34#
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in traduce cl a military buayet which. the Prussian parliament, 
dominated toy the recently established Trogrcssive ;-arty, 
refused to pass# On both occasions h© diesolTed the loner 
house and proceeded with the planned reorganlnation without 
the constitutional pari lament any sanction* Three years later, 
u'heri the expected war with Austria had ended in a quick 
arusoiari victory, the rnoro moderate liberals broke avs.y from 
the ^'mrre solve a arty to fora a, arr-p M-.t.tonal liberal /'.arty., 
net on aoarseroor 2 * 1263. 1:10 Prussian, parlireaart g-w© ? h -  
aarokj by 230 votes to ?5,t en indemnity for the unconstitu
tional collection of tores® The Irussian liberals had suc
cumbed to Bismarck*s oroprna- and to his suoos«sf and had 
thereby abdicated their constitutions! political power-® Of 
this evon£ the historian, A#f#f# Taylor,, has written:

The vote of lepteafoer 3rd res as decisive a 
lan.i.jark in the history of Oermariy as was the Bill 
of 'nr''nr in the history of England#«« In each, os sc# 
the st-ir-gle between crown and parliament reached 
its te-8" r but in Truosia it was the crose which won*
- - j / liber 1/ • as © -'teased I : the Fx- n\Turt 
-ec'dsly of ^rj~ 0, had rsaar foupke a real upoeiy and 

therefore had no prospect of real success* 
liberal ism had been fighting a real battle, r.r *o^er 
feebly, and would, have won a real victory, * if Ain- 
-rok h* i once lost his grasp on affairs® After 
a, teraber 3rd liberalism was dead in Prussia# The 
russlan or own was a military monarchy and needed a 

parliament only to conet.it to Its expenditure for 
military purposes; yet the liberals agreed that the 
king had don© right to rcJ.se money for the army with
out the agreement of parilament® The liberals did 
not sacrifice their principles from fear or for 
material gain; they were bewitched by success, and 
success was the condition on which the Hohenaollern 
monarchy retained its power* The capitalist middle 
classes ceased on September 3rd to demand, control of
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the otate; they accepted Junker rule and confined
their liberalism to hoping that this rule would be 
exercised in a liberal spirit - 11 liberal a&minls- 1 
tratlon,H not liberal government, became their aiw.x

Having become authoritarian master In his own ances
tral house, Bismarck had non only to win the politically ex
pelled from acquiescence to wssitlve support* H'lth the f or-
mat ion of the worth Herman Federation in 1867, he began grant* 
Ins; reforms at a sieve w l d  rate then over Francs experienced 
during t;;.e greet s=;?olution* Almost at one stroke, Herman^ 
was given uniform legal procedures, uniform coinage, uni
formity of administer tlcn * all restractions on freedom of 
enterprise and freedom of movement more removed, and limited 
companies and trade eorabinations allowed* And in 1871 these 
same reforms were Immediately extended to the remainder of 
what had become the Empire, th© lands couth of the slain# It 
is not surprizing: that in the face of such a revolution the 
liberals did not challenge 8 Iomarch*^ possess Icr. of moliticaX 
poweri he carrying out their program far more auiohiy
than they could ever hope to achieve It themselves*

By 1867, therefore, the foundation of the uisnrrokl&n 
order live been laid: the coalition ho foe an the liberals, who 
hod renounced political power for the realization of their
nationalist, economic and administrative objectives, and. the

A.J.?. Taylor, The Sours© of German history, Hew Fork, 
Oov/ord-McCann, 1946, pp. 109-110.
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Prussian agrarian oonnervativee, who had accepted unlfI- 
cation and concessions to the liberals in return for the 
safeguarding of their own economic, political and military 
position* Junker Prussia was leagued with middle-class 
Germany, with military power* and highest prestige belonging 
to the former, economic power to the latter, and political 
power firmly in the hands of BIsm.arch, In the name of the 
now hra0Plpii-“fprw«ji -wwi-'pehpg

After the successful war with “ ranee f conceived. with
the double purpoce of eliminating hapoleon 111*3 influenoe
in ■ . tern and southern German affairs, -and of intensifying
the sense of national belonging by a common struggle against

1a traditional foe, Bismarck hastened to the completion of 
the edifice he had begun in the early I8601s* The first 
problem was formally to bring the various German ayn, ~tl-s 
Into the union on what, for Bismarck, we the moat , Cv'*n«.
tageous terms* 'The -a fa tea south of the fain, Bavaria in 
particular, out on a brave appearance of independence and 
bargained obstinately before they accepted ths Belch In 
1871* Ant their resistance was an empty one; they hod owed 
their existence to ths protection of Austria and. of franc®, 
and sino© this protection had ceased, they were at Bismarck* s

«aaS8BesiBBs«Bae*E*»ftgKfrre»)~-iirriHi ft««aMaBBg»gaBagft»grt»aiira»gB*«fes»»qBa? a ! »  i, ■ iQT iVi'.1wWr nr r r tiiiim rrT iiTii" r r - r i ir l.......

1* Bismarck had concluded, in 1Q68, that; nA more extensive
union of the majority of the Germans could only be obtained 
hf force - or else if common danger should arouse them to 
fury*54 Quoted In E, Ludwig. B1 aaarok» London, 192?, p* 519*
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mercy'® He could hr.Ye ermeased them In 1866, but their1 sur
vival suited his purpose?

Their abolition would have p u t Bismarck too much 
in the hands of the radical'nationalists and wouldhave left the king of Prussia in undeslr#d isolation*The sham existence of those kings and princes helped 
to oloak the very real existence of the Prussianmonarchy and of Prussian military power® Bismarck 
mlayecl off the states against the Reichstag#®® and 
the kings and princes Irê r. their titles in return 
for acting ao Prussia* s -cats in the government of Germany, much as they two acted, as Napoleon* s at
the beginning of the century*!

hie only other powerful, organised section 
society will oh hoc le be nttr-ehed to the new syste 
Rerrrr labor movement • One of the advantages for which the 
liberals, the agrarian oonservatlves and the German clynastlo 
Interests had surrendered their political power, had been 
the tacit assurance that the ouest tor economic gains and
political ‘power by this labor movement would be effectively
checked* In the hone of cliochargl:^ this obligation, but at 
the same time, of using tabor to strengthen hi a order by 
keeping It available at a counterforce to the other blocks 
in his coalition, Bismarck had, as early as 1363, contacted 
the founder and leader of the he nor al hraan "Porkers* Asso
ciation, Ferdinand Lassalle*

has sail©, like Bismarck «® though for different reasons, 
feared the Prussian liberals® fa S®H® Carr has written, 11 He

‘ge^»&Mas>’»sa®»Taa88'as«sa«ft8asasg3Bin38Ba»&»6S9igBggteasg3sgigâ ^

X® 1 <1lor $ 013 # S j, ® g }3 ̂ iX f ®
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was one of the first p r o t a goniot?. arid instruments of a

historical process which has not yet fully worked itself 

out - the alliance between socialism and nationalism*®^

I-ossalle had come more and mors to regard the state as the 

potential instrument through which the wrongs of the workers 

could bo rearer, os d and the a inn of ooeinlism attained. He 

therefore attached the bourgeois state not* as Marx, because
5 . . , %  V *  ’*■ ■-'•5 w  tv T g - H v j _ - v  p h ;'1 f r - g  '"o p r  pb *» ^  p / , w  l l  tr* C  r ' U  ̂  C  ^  h  V ? ^ r a  w ?  sf T >  h*

v a 0. ,-o - •.
C  W - h  .. ft

who* in a. speech of 18HE. coined the famous phrase of the 

flniprht-wotchman s t s i e h  i?,X'hus the middle class conceives 

the moral object cf the otnte® this object consists simply 

ana solely in securing the personal freedom of the individual 

aril HI a property, This is the n ight-watchman theory* for 

thin oonceation can regard the state only under the form of 

a night-vr:tchnaxi s/hose duties are confined to preventing 

bur alary and thefts ff2

Although b a s s n l l e 1?? program of embracing the power of 

tlio sir tie end seeking to cuts ley it for the economic and social 

advant.-'gos cf the working classes vac later officially re

pudiated by the Herman labor movement, the tradition of oppor

tunistic bargaining for conoco siona which he established be

came* in the long run* the eharacteriatic German working-class
•bwsessss

1. *-a #  * *• ^

n, 78
2. ibid..

in Havoli.st3.on, LCn&on, Macmillan * 1350.iesK^sMSessataM*^ (Sf
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adjustraent to the authoritarian ntets, This type of afi" 
justnent m s  promoted considerably by Bismarck® s act ten 8 
according to the lesson he h- d learned from Lassalle* 3©~ 
causa the Belchstag of 1871 won bo sod upon universal suf
frage, the derm on mrbi rig cl a a-e?, were not forced to submit 
to (on d did not enjoy the long-run political advantages of) 
'ever'l ;p:icr; • ti one of Tvctlaa-, but noli II colly 11 sciolin-
'1 ri ; 9 p m l  intocr' f Inn alliance m  lunior rortneri
of the nidllmcimU' e^rtie:p on - m  the c m ©  In Treat Britain, 
The suffrage hod been riven* not eon, ot one stroke* And at
one strobe, the Prrmm workers took their piece In pell tics; 
from tie beginning they were on their orris

Moreover, having allowed them to develop as a counter
balance to the liberals, Bismarck proceeded to grant the Ger
man workers a system of social security which g-r wb to them 
too a stake in the new imperial order, a stake which In
cluded measures for which it a m  to take labor parties in 
other countries y a m  of political educating, organ icing and 
fighting. it in true that Bismarck always considered the 
labor m m n e n t  subasraive clement in the etwte, and that, 
between 1878 and 1990, he even believed it necessary to de
clare it illegal * nodal security had not achieved its Im
mediate aim; it had not arrested the growth of the Social 
Democratic party* But, as Taylor hes pointed out,

in a none profound sense it was successful; It
made the German workers value security more than
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liberty and to look to the state rather than to 
their own resources for any improvement In their 
condition, The German workers ease to feel that 
they too were receiving protection and that the Belch was, In some sort* doing their work for 
then » the very feeling that had been earlier the 
ruin of Osman liberalism* If social security 
had been won by political struggle* it would have strengthened the confidence of the working-class 
movement to make political claimsj as it was* the workers seemed to have received social. security at 
the price of political si?hse r vience•» » ̂

Thus* up playing upon their national orlentotlo-': and

in. oonnlttlrig the liberals nncl labor to the renun elation of 
responsibility for their own or the nation1a political de™ 
oiBlon-making, and to nubor-Iino t insj theme elves to ths authori
tarian, russian-aominated otute* fore over, this authori
tarian state, no all the partiss to It realised full well* 
could only exist if eoeh group refrained from asserting its 
political poorer and. continued dutifully to honor the state- 
person.1 s position, os represented by Bismarck,, bxcept for 
the general pride in German national status, there m o  no 
common ground upon hh.led the various forces In German, society 
could lave net pad deaioaretlcally compromised* In a very 
real sense, the Irrorial order -was a truce which was able 
to exist'because, in fcho short run, It scorned to everyone1s 
advantage®

tor did the imperial constltution orovl3.es rtalltioal
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channels through which there could ha ve developed true 
political rapprochement and national vision and responsi
bility, The Chancellor, and through him the secretaries 
whom he appointed, were responsible to the popularly elected 
:'eichstog only in budget natters® In all other rewards their 
sassponalbjp.Itp w-■ s theoretically to ths upper house, the 
!;€deral Council, 02’ Bundesr'hp composed of repre rsntwif Ivas 
of the s t a t e w h i c h  la feat, however, was a completely 
rubho r -s t e? e p  a a t a e v ' t t y * P i  s i n c e  t h e  h o i c h e t a g  c o . h e  n o t  

initiate legislr. tiion, nor compel the resignation of trie 
Chancellor, the civil government In Germany eas, in effect,
In the hands of the Chanoellor 'Clone, with parliament having 
merely an advisory capacity. ffThe fate of Germany was de
termined by the •'tng ~ Kraperor1 a absolute will, Influenced after 
Isnarckh time by bad advice or- by none at aXl®'1̂r«

study of the process by which the worraan wrn^ire 
wa* founded, and the j-olItianX r̂ra.iiawaricnt e upon which if 
rested, suggests a corollary of the old proverb about success: 
that nothing faila like fallure* Tor centuries the Inhabitanta 
of the numerous dar*man principalities had submitted to dynastic 
absolutism in return for* efficient govermaent. had oriented 
their civic lives to the rigid dynastic class structures and

9 P« 3-19® bee also the excellent essay by Hugo Breuss, 
“Die Organisation dor Beiehsregierufig und die Partition** In

Tito ingen, Mohr, 1928, pp. 1?2*~200,
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ifi# “feudal, dynastic symbols of prestige* and* convinced 
that government was something to be conducted by those 
traditionally vested v/ith the task and expertly equipped, 
had becom© accustomed to turning for their self-expression 
to the private snheres of business, humanistic philoso
phising or trie arte* Because of the particularism which 
divided them politically, and because of their lack of 
political part ioip-r. tiorp th© 0-or mans hwu failed to win 
popular aoponeipntp ami na.flc-nal uni? la -k;inn* nnd beoauoe 
they had failed in this •■•Qlltical struggle, and lacked any 
traditional 02' revolutioiiwryy politically oriented set of 
principles which might, of lenot temporarily, have bound 
them in a united front, they turned for the achievement of 
their nation to the political subservience to dynastic 
rfiiirn**erft®Et with which they were so familiar. And, to 
generalise further, because they renounced their political 
responelbility# the nation which 2/as built by Bismarck was 
never able Cor forced) to achieve stable, democro.tie, poli
tical and social integration. As Taylor has written, !Sfoli- 
tioal parties became inevitably interest, groups, solely 0011*
eerned to win concessions from the state, but never suppos-

1ing that they might have to act responsibly themselves*si *
As a result, the survival of the German Empire, as had its 
establishment!, depended upon continued subordination to the

1* Taylor, op* olt*. r. 110.
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irresponsible deeisXon-ri&king and ths authoritarian mystique 
of ths st-a te-person* representing* In effect* the -'rue a Ian- 
german Kaiser and. M s  personally chosen navleers®

When to this series of circumstances is added the 
fact that* in the short run at least* the new order seemed
to bring unprecedented economic and Industrial development 
ana prosperity* it ’becomes understandable that the intelli
gence of Gerwariy either- turned a w-.y rfwcw volitic © alto* 
gather* .and sought its fulfillment In commere®, industry 
and the arts, ort if it bar! an interest in public affaix*39 
found it desirables either from Iao§; of political motivation 
or from a sense of the inflate instability of ths sys tea* to 
accept the status quo* to serve it as experts, and to avoid 
all evaluation of its strengths and weaknesses. It is surely 
not overrating th© importance of political science to Bay 
that this absence of the formulation and analysis of funda
mental political problems wnns in its turn# one of the car
dinal factors which nronioted and contributed to the toler
ating of the high-handed* politically uninformed and Irre- 
sponsible policies by which the German people were low into 
World War 1 find to ths destruction of the Empire for which 
they had sacrificed their political participation in the 
first place. As Arthur Rosenberg has written!

The intellectual capitulation of the middle 
elaes before William 1 mid Bismarck could perhaps be 
justified; but before William II and Bttlow it was an 
absurdity® The obvious result of such a feeling of
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Inferiority In comparison with the government
was that* on the occurrence of a serious crisis, 
the middle class simply looked durably to th© 
government and waited for It to act. If th© 
government; failed it, the middle class was in
capable of acting on its own initiative* After 
1690 Bismarck was made furious by the submissive- 
ness displayed by the populace towards William II, 
with the exception of the Social Democrats who 
war© opposed in principle to th© Blamarckian 
Empire, and by the lack of any serious opposition 
to the government* Yet Bismarck himself" must have admitted that this deplorable condition was the 
result of his own^political education of the Per- 
mars middle class*'5*

Of the social situation which produced this f-'teful 
absence of political participation ana leadership, Pdolf 

aborsky, one of hoimar Hermany1s feu outslanding politi-1

oal soiQntlsts, -wrote in 1932s
lociologioally speaking, the over-all picture 
was something like this: In front, a precariously 
•propped up facade of -wealthy rooms behind which 
w.as the substantial section occupied by th© bour
geoisie* Further back was the massive and not badly furnished quarters of the working class - separated from the front two sections of the house, however, by a deep moat* The feudal fs p ^ e  was 
'T' ed k th military enblems which r;; do wi c 
2 c- re colon on those who passed by, ecp >e Mslly a j no *> 
so me on# standing on a balcony of the first floor 
kept shouting and pointing to the displayed decorations* But those who lived inside this house di&n*t take the terrifying ornaments very seriously. 
In the house people went about their affairs in a 
very business-like manner and dicln1 1 worry much 
about what was going on outside*•• The Oerman 
structure appeared to the world as a terrible fortress and yet In fact was much more a large-scale 
bourgeois enterprise* *• It is true that the military continued to be the highest social class. It

Arthur* fosonberg, The Birth of the German Republic. 1971- 
1916 {tr* by Ian lrT5* Morrow},""1-Tev?""Toirk, Oxfo-r& univer- 
city press, 1931, p. 20®
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It was for this general reason that th# military 
mind was continually able to interfere in th® civilian life and in polities* This is whet con
stituted the essence of the much-discussed Prussian 
aliitaris®. It was not a question of military 
power* for many other nations too had suoh military 
power; what was uniquely characteristic of Germany, however, was this haphazard blending of civilian 
and military life or, as it wag called loosely, the crowding of the top hat by th® spiked helmet.
But this again should not be exaggerated®*® In many ways the military strata were becoming a mere 
appendage of the increasingly powerful bourgeois!©, 
an appendage, however, which the bourgeoisie with their feeling# of social inferiority considered an 
indis-oen^able adornment® « ®

BJist v/as this G-e*-: .:py? By no means a uni
fied nation®,. rather, p very precarious structure! 
a nation whose ideological superstructure - to use 
a Marxist phrase - did not fit with its economic 
foundations* It did not fit In two crucial, spe
cific aspects* in the first place, th© economic surpreraacy of the bourgeoisie was incompatible 
with the social preeminence and Influence of the 
disintegrating feudal strata and, in th© second 
place, th© existence of a reasonably prosperous 
proletariat which had recognized itself as such was 
incompatible with th© policy of excluding Its re
presentatives from all key positions, especially as 
was ths ease in Prussia under th© three-class suf
frage system..•

This double disharmony in the social struc
ture of Tilllam IT1s time prevented the development 
of any statesman-like leadership.•• on anachronistic stratum suoh as the feudal elements in the Imperial 
era could not offer any progressive leadership.. •
But precisely because feudalism was deferred to and 
because it was therefor® shown that the actually ruling bourgeoisie had psychologically not yet 
matured, the bourgeoisie too was unable to become 
th© bearer of progressive development* And as tnr 
as the masses were concerned, these had been driven 
much too far into embittered opposition to b© in a mood to concern themselves with raison d’etat and 
the over-all operation of th© nation® They could 
produce opposition leaders but not men who could 
encompass and represent th© whole people..* In 
constellations suoh as this.•• it is soraetinms 
possible for certain capable, far-sighted people to
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catapult themselves into positions of leader
ship; but this possibility had been blocked by 
Bismarck1s policy of discouraging the develop- sent or training of any stateeman-llke politi
cal successors..• As our economic situation 
became more prosperous, our political situation 
became wore®*** The majority of Germana thought 
only of business. Yes, one can say that w© 
perished not because we practised politics too much, but because we understood and practised 
it too 1 1 ttle, because we had nothing to match 
the uolltias and the statesmanship of the others.

•a too uignuiic nee BA Abe imueri c.i bolance of poli
tical forces lor rui under*eAeno 1 ng of the strictly juristic, 
public I-’?/ science of the? If - ■Qisrechtslehrerp Carl 3chmitt, 
another ferMOpi student of noli tics of the uoim.a.r period, has 
Britten:

Today ;ie nr© able to see through this so® 
called juristic purity, We know that It ©an in
iteelf be a piece of political strategy to pose 
as unpolitical oneself and to call the opponent 
:olitically partisan.•• On the basis of an - etually or seea&ngly stable international or 
national political status quo, it is easy for a 
Jur-1 -rud'once to develop, the sens© and purpose 
of iij :ih is to legitimise that very statue quo...
A s^yuad reason for the supremacy of a single 
theory and approach ?n©y be that one tries there- 
with to avold the raising of difficult basic 
Issues and instead copes with the dally problems 
of law ancl administration for which single for
mulas may suffice.. • In pre-war (I) Germany the 
re Igning 3 1 aa t a re- oh % s lehr e % the supposedly purely 
juristic method ofo^Band 7  combined both of thes© - 
the legitimation of the governmental status quo and the evasion of political diffIcultlee.••
i-syohologleally one may try to explain the success 
of this type of jurisprudence by the sense of

«W^5ms^@«aGW.^WlSaa@58!®SeS@!SSIsm«9«^^i*>»w«e'»5-..-^®1p1».iŜ @peea,^55«Kiti«ess^i-@|!gSigêW î eSTl«

1. Adolf Gr&bowsky, roll til:, Berlin. Boaeth A Linde. 1532,*•“ & <ei3te*n8e»&ewi»«t*8ŝ $stoK»ĉ B» w 4“ 4* s?

I s ©  w ' ~ >  -..s'*.,* ©
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seourity of the times*.. But a psychologicalexplanation is not enough* for the problem is 
more deeply rooted* it lies in the political 
situation itself® 'fills method of ciroumventing 
political principles corresponded wholly to the 
domestic political structure of the 8lamarckian Empire and Its constitution which can be understood Billy as a system of circumvented decisions® 
There may be situations In which it is practically 
necessary and inevitable to suspend difficult 
political decisions® If the political forces are 
equally laatohsd there Is nothing else that one can 
reasonably do*•» But it would be faoilah and in 
the long run disaoterous, to remain unclear about 
or to Ignore >;ir tore -a . •'*' /icon n; of •
oomnroniisoB* r t * ~ a©.. ’>rl; a ■ J^tlooX
'.'ilgnlflcanoe » d - *. iegectxy ui* oil t„o
purely juristic The German ctonetitutlon
of the nineteenth century left open the central 
Issue*,, as to who controlled the constitutional 
power*, sovereignty of the monarch or sovereignty of the people* the monarchy was not strong enough to maintain Its absolutism, and the German peoples 
were not strong enough to give themselves a constitution* For this reason the constitution of the 
German constitutional nonarchies rested essentially 
upon a compromise between monarchy and democracy*
In Bismarck8 s Imperial Constitution of 1871 this compromise as to the essential form of the state 
’.aw combined with a second which is also rested 
u-w n the suspension of a political decision and in
volved contradictory principles; the Empire wr>& supposed to be simultaneously a unification of all 
the German people - v\ a f©deration of the German 
princes*.« In reality the evasions and circumventions (of the S tag, t a re oht si. ©hr a r) are attempts 
to h; z ;aon±za and reconcile contradictory constitu- tic n-.l and politij'-l principles and for this reason are all the more , * fly ©ontentiesa reflexes of the 
donsstic politico- J'itii-3 quo the more they pretend 
to he strictly juristic an& to avoid everything 
political**1

laving thus examined the manner In which the G-erman

1® Carl Sohraitt, Hugo Pretigs a aein Staatsbegrlff und sein0tellung in der deutacli©n V>taatsT®hre.  ffelmgen'V''^oSrr
1930, pp. 8-S*
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Tatpire vs 5 established, and the balance of polities! and 
social forces shich, in ligranrck* 3 authoritarian frame- 
work, had so dlsc.stsrously discouraged and inhibited 
positive political participation, and evaluation, ve shall
now conclude our survey of the Imperial situation with a - - 
brief analysts of the r~erier:~l orient.? *11 on of (iatnan 1 a— 
telleetuals as they reacted to and in terms of the situ
ation* •? V'-riciu j'-'U'C'fp

The first point tc consider, In. this regard, la seat 
German Intellectuals hud not Inherited from the It* country* s 
pant or '"resent experiences any unlvernnllstic, politically 
focused inor Irati on or sense of mission* The aristocrati
cally tinged, ore-lrapcrir.1 values of bernrn Iiu.nnntna, con
ceived and conteav-'-lrted In evasion of the ■••otty life of 
particular!?tic dynastic abnolut * am, haci too lory soared 
in the heights of unrolltisal Io 1 tbt\rperttin» Although the 
liberal novonicr:t of the IdTO® a and 19-401 a constituted an 
attempt to briny this humanism to bear upon the problems of 
cons tltu ti ion cl reform end national uni f icrtien, it had had. 
a. vary aer' k popular f oil owl rip: and, In the last analysis, had 
not oonbined Its valuer. with sufficient political realism 
sjici determination* Then 31 sranrck finally established the 
empire, it was not, therefore, as the culmination of a great 
German movement with a unIver sa!i3 11c idea, but, rather, oe 
an act of Bisrs-rsklail planning, of will, m &  of for©©* Thus,
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both in their* orientation to national and international 
affairs, Berman intellectuals lashed the a wise of inner
conviction* a our a j a n d  mission ttfhleh has clayed such a
vital part in motivating intellectuals in other lands*
To quote onoo more, in this regard, from Taylor* a short
but astute survey of German history’

The emr of 1 8 7 0  mud.® Germany the strongest power*
In Europe *«• Each of her predecessors had stood 
for 3 owe Phi tip; Spain for the Countered e forme. tlon, 
'f'o!lsrohisf France for aristocratic oivilirrtion, ’ 
FapoXeoriio France for ©quality ape civil liberty* 
Germany stood for nothing, except Oermnn power*
The organizing r -welty, the selfless devotion, 
the critical ir tolllgencc, the scientific curi
osity, which in western Europe were liberating 
men from the tyranny of others, and, still more, 
from the tyranny of nature, were in Germany em
ployed to liberate the German state from the con
trol of its neighbors or of its subjects* The 
highest faculties of the mind, and these the Ger
mans possessed* were put in the service of a 
mindless idea*!

On® of the eonsequen©e© of this absence of a uni- 
vsrsalistic idea in German politics, combined with the noli- 
fioal impotence of the German p©r-Xiaments .Citself largely a 
result of the lack of the inner conviction for standing up

nto Bismarck and his puthoritarinniaa'"'} was the failure of 
political problems and issues to attract the number aria

1• iny lorf opy pit », ps 118•
2® Thus Hug© Breuss, discussing the drafting and acceptance 

of the constitution of 1 8 7 1  ̂ observes? HXt is a remark
able proof of th® sterility and impotence, in the area 
of constitutional organization, of an approach to the 
state which is without principles and which abhors ideas** Co p* olt*. p ® 175)*̂9aa»*«»3a&:3esa»«®£«sMg&3-**- 4» *
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caliber of intellectuals which they did in France and Eng
land* far example, and are doing increasingly in the United 
dtatec. As early as 1905 the German economic historian 
Gomhart had observed thatl rtsith ua there I $ no diversion 
of talent info th© field of politics, as In other* countries* 
©dither the rich, nor what is more important, the gifted 
rehears of the middle class are withdrawn from economic 
life to devote themselmss to politico*,5-"

another conseauenoc of this fact flint the he m a n  
nation d i d  not represent the culmination of a unlvsrsallotIc, 
politically Integrating set of values, and in port a. reason 
why this vimi the erne, res the IrodltlcriaX social and politi
cal Isolation of German intellectuals which, rather than 
being changed between 154° and 1371, vs- r IntennlfleeU In 
this connection re shall cite from the analysis which the 
sociol . ,st Albert Salomon dedicated to what he called, ahie 
aToblematih ..doig aputsgheii 5 1 1 dung*?l AsXomcei begin a by de
fining the concent of humanism? *’Humanism. as a. sociological 
phenomenon signifies the existence of a group of people 
which claims to be oriented to the contemplation of intellec
tual and cultural matters mi cl vhl oh. In doing this* deal In-so 
any diroot social functions** it represents the autonomy of 
the mind (dee delatesK  the absoluteness of spiritual and

        1 lViJJ.WTUM11 'I11 ■̂t"—" n T * * * ’’--n—fTP—-WHt-f—' ■ ■ ■ .,nr■ TfflffllWEV,—* ~

Is Quoted in Taylor, q d * ait., t>. 110®
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cultural values.,* alienation from the worl<l«,fA HlntelXi~* 
genfsiafH in contrast to "humnninra, * Salomon fief loss as 

group of intellectuals which, in the market economy of 
capitalism, assume the function of enlightening the di
vergent social groups in the consciousness of their own 
situation, and of riving their actions meaning and signifi- 
oance. In this °i tuation in tsll.aoturl iam a oaiailctoa i f 
to klatorInal movements -01! qiasts for objectives,, ^

f011 sidering the roeition and orientation of German
intellectual0 in terns of these two concepts, oalooion finds
that, unlike their* countemcrt r> in other western European
countries, these people have not yet reached the state of
Mintelligentsia, '* but continue to hover between it ana the
tradition of •humanism* I

Having proceeded from a middle class in the process 
of socially emancipating itself, but which has not 
yet become a political movement, they*•• find their 
hi; nest- ideal in the aesthetically cultivated human 
m g  « 3y.t such an Ideal can provide no type of re- 
p-r,*c; station, since it does not stimulate cohesion, 
authority or universal integration* If is, rather, 
a neutralizing and aepoliticiming of bourgeois values 
into concepts about the True, the Good and the Beau-* tiful*.. Here rather than in a tension between 
worldlineaa and spirituality lies the understanding of the German intellectual orientation to the sphere 
of pure mind and of the characteristic olympian and unworldly stand where clear and hard-headed decisions are necessary in a given concrete situation*^

I® Albert Salomon, wProblemstik der deutsohen Blldung,{} Dio 
Gaeellsoho.rt, vol. IX, January 1932, o* 88*

a. IgidTTPrifg.
3. ^  pp* 66—67«
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This lack of political orientation aril sense of 
applied. 3 0 0la1 function among her mars Intellectuals was even
further Intensified by the manner in which the Empire ha& 
been established an! by the politically irresponsible and 
author It or Ian virtue of its social integration and decision- 
rarhlng# is another observer of thls development has de
scribed ltd

M  th the collapse of the political liberal oaria* 
reign of Ihff rale the revival of re act ion 4 there 
bogon a process which increasingly forced the 
intellectuals f r o t h e  position of leadership 
which the / I'd occupIad during the y©nrs of 
1 lbera7 *1' tlon.• * ThI s 1nolat 1 on expressea 
Itself in various forms. Characteristic,. par
ticularly for the above-avei - ;e Intellectuals* 
was the hoe tile aversion to the problems of the 
times which* depending upon temperament* tradi
tion and. circumstances, found expression in 
flights**• into heights of lonely ecstasy* as 
h-ietssohe, for example, in the aystlelcing of 
problems of personal ad jus traent, Instead of in 
the empirical analysis of their'social roots, as 
In the "shologIon1 literature, or In an embracing 
of the ■ 2-lnoiple of art for art1 s sake as a last, 
saving virtue* «. The intellectuals considered it 
as honorable t;c " ' down u">on political problems
with an. air of aristocrat Indlfieronce• Oorwiany
produced,, no Sola who, &n r_* the persecution of 
the Social Democratic par sy,1might have jumped into 
the breach with, an J1 accuse*

'•"‘title a oorwil lew'djle number of warssari intellectuals* 
after If71, thus turned away fwow social and political pro
blems with even gre-ter abandon than had been the case 
earlier, many others a/ore rapidly converted to a type of

H©no apeior, ftZur Sosiologie der b&rgerlichen Intelli
gent In Deutschland*n Pi© deeellsohaft. vol, Vt, July 
1929, pp. 85—66.
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ehauvlniom which drew Its nourishment from the cupboerd of 
German romanticism. To quote another scholar who h«s con
cerned himself with the political orientation of German In*
tellecteals t

The imposing success of Bismarck quickly extinguished the old ideals in the minds of our In
tellectuals, or, rather, translated them into 
something completely different*•• Before 1870our universities were the horns of a sense of
democratic freedom* After 1870 they are a hotbed of that spirit which simply equates the leioh 
a5* ths Ge ana as wi th TI ariar ch. * n cae-: isi - *•, ,, , ■- whl oh 
Is convinced that Germpn unity could • waaa 
boon won on the battlefields with tthloaa .ah 
Iron,* a m  which Invents the Bismarck ayt’p ,«
This state of mind grew with Bismarck* s intoxi- catlngly quick aeries of euooesses and took possession of our educated classes with shoeking 
rapidity.•« The spirit of Independent criticism 
was choked off, and wherever it manifested itself, 
was defamed as sacrilege against sacred patriotism 
••• with this is combined something which seems 
to hold a greater fascinetion for the Germans than 
for other peoples - the penchant for hero worship* 
■without this penchant, national romantidea In Germany could never have grown to such, damaging 
proportions*•* Antisemitism la the necessary 
nccorapanlraent of this hero worship.•• r copies who 
believe in God in litairn guise, also believe In a 
human devil. The or' h  * comforting as the 
other* both make it to avoju! ho winy toexamine one1 a own s.-ortcn .Inffs**.!

Before leaving this discussion of the nlter-natlve 
'Vc’vrisan Intellectual reactions of subjective seiritnnll ty 
end fanatical patriotism, we shall quote the words of the
German historian Friedrich heineeke, who, as one who grew 
up in the period after 1871, hr a sought to relate this

1. Srnst yon Aster, "'rationale roraantik,s* 1 ■.! a G-e g ell a ofaaft. 
vol. t s 1924, pp. 241-844.
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development to trie whole atmosphere of imperial German 
society?

The time for enthusiastic dreaming,searching and groping, th© era of complex 
national issues ana deep soul-aearching which 
had accompanied them warm now over* The straights, broad highway had bean broken through the medi
eval town and th© power of the -’russian monarchy 
had become the benevolent regulator of the nation1 s life* 3eeau.se the situation which 
aisaarok had created vmo almost unanimously accepted by fie m a n  academia?*, there w-'-g no more 
reason nor room for basic controversies and the 
oreetlcrl end rdf 1. XwswphlcwX losuom riilcn hue. up 
to that time been a source of conflict gradually 
atrophied* * * The demands of the fourth estate 

: cos':. * * rr • i by intellectual and middle cl-, 
rhea r: tn inconvenient and onno;. in^ digtuvb- 

aiio® of tf‘o be- utiful harmony that h :u. been nchicked in 1871* One either withdrew into th© 
quiet ■ : oyraen t of the comfortable standard of living wrieh the middle classes had com© to enjoy 
of else one turned to making whimsical and ominous prophecies about the eventful decline of culture 
through materialism and revolution •* without, how
ever, being concerned with the nature of this decline for the time being* 3Inc© the social 
economic questions of the day had a specifioal_„ technical aspect, one believed on© could leave 
sham iu the main to economic experts*. • flint via a 

'-qv': o the uni cue atm os where of the new
w ire - abioh we all brer triad with complacency»
, - - o the new feeling of security which radiated 

ii'0 :z It, the unconditional confidence which was 
placed in the virtue, stability and. adaptability 
of the foundations of the new ir-tlon - the monarchy, 
the ar- *y and the professional . hnistrn lore.*1-

driil© the Germ on hnir-ire, baaed upon a compulsory 
sub or <1 irmt ton of social^ arid politically unreconciled groups,
had thus either- further alienated many of Its already

1* Friedrich Meineoke, flDrei CJeneratlorien deutsche 9elehr*ten- 
oolltik,rt '-tip l- ur?r ers6nllchkeit« Berlin, hlttler, 1935# 
op. 149—150*
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traditlonally unpolitical, human!Stic intellectuals, or 
turned, them into Irrationally patriotic bigots, even those 
among educated Germans who had retained a sense of politi
cal realities, gave evidence of an intellectually inhibit
ing feeling that the new order {to which they were devoted 
because, for better or worse, it was the German nation and 
had brought prosperity) souId not stand an examination and 
evaluation of Its foundations* It is this lack of confi
dence in an” alter* not Ivos to tho fionsr'okian. sys tjen of 
authoritarian stability, which underlies the whole intent 
of the work of th© 31antsrechtsl©Jarer and their conception 
of th© He.phtii.gf- - 1 based, upon the central idea of the al
legedly neutral stcte-person* The Jurist Gerber articu
lated this sentiment when he wrote? *A state which Is founded 
upon opinions can only have an uncertain and tottering ex- 
isfc@noe*H^ And the name fear that the system* a capacity to 
survive depended upon continuation of imposed discipline, 
is at the poof of the employment of economic and social re
formism in the service of the authoritarian statue gup by 
the Sozialpolltiker. As Gustav Gofcraoller put if!

w© in Germany today have a stronger monarchical
power than any other country, a monarchical power which, thank God, actually still rules in basis matters* In the last century and this we have 
effected great and beneficial reforms*•• But for this work the precondittfcmls, that the ©eonosay

Ojioted in Trlepel, op* elt. $
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and that the ultimate power of decision be 
reserved for th© elements of government which 
stand above the partisan struggles.

Th® practical job which th© political and social sciences m d  our Vereln fHr SoglajL- 
polltlk fas© today eeems to i O o W t o s i i p y
tnejuntellectual tools and techniques to strengthen 
these elements# Our task is to maintain control 
on behalf of our collective Interest against the 
self-interest of the various cl&esee.l

Thus, wtmn viewed in relation to the manner in which
iiiiij -"-OIL CSi G _ GO Tii'i.Xi X OTi. ?i.JL fit.;’//' ore; OP ' C Gi""*

csl and social structure* and to (lertmn intellectual re- 
aotiono to, end in terms of these Giron :r •. ncee* the ab
sence of political study as a social science and a national 
resource in Imperial Germany can be more readily understood® 
Nor is it difficult to understand the reasons why such 
study of public affairs as did develop took the specialised 
and fundamentally technical forms of f$tentsrechtolehre and

** ®65Se*MStttiw^swwtissiwe®«i8*»«®6»«sw»*ieiM*e!=ai5S-sa«!i®@»siims»ss»

gop,3 ■ * oil1ik„ in the last anal?/sis, the abdication of 
basis political evaluation aiici the carry.ing out: of research 
upon which such evaluation would hare been possible, was a 
satter of enthusiasm for the new system and irrational son~ 
fidenoe in the ability of its dynastic organization and. 
leadership to define nnd realise the society8s values and 
objectives and to assure its survival. It was a feeling 
which, considering the facts of German political experience,

3&hraoller* ctd. ©It® * p« -3B
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was not surprizing* It was a feeling which, even, at
least In the short run, seemed plausibly rational: the 
system was passing the pragmatic test; it seemed to work• 
The questions which no one seemed to ask, however, were: 
at what arise, and for how long?
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Chapter Til

Delenoe of politics and of the ^rooleits Involved

The German people thus rejoiced in* lived under* 
and -/ere committed to nerve o new national regime which 
operated upon assumptions which never become articulate* 
vihioli Gated centuries into the pant and which* for th© most 
;/art„ oers fully lonoreclt Chile the ataatoreohtalehrer1 and“*■ '** ’ «ŝ 5̂ -S>5SisiKia»swrâ !ras*e#ssass3A»ai*!Sssê 6f«»ssa?a»i68®-5&B<â »ia’®ssiwsfĉ 's»

ana Blsnnroh5 s shrewdy intuitive deeieiori-aiakinp^ claimed 
to be acleoufitelp diachargina; what elsewhere was the function 
of political science, e fee/ of tholr countrymen* portico-* 
larly in the years following Bismarck*s dismissal* began to 
reconsider the whole problem of political study and its 
possible development hntli as a social science and as a 
national resource* These men appronched the problem from 
various points of ole// aous until the outbreak of World. far 
I'h remained a wary onfall and unreoogn1 red minority among 
Gorman academicse Their work* however* forms, the only native 
German bridge fcotwser, the sterile period of the inspire and 
the rapid developments of the restless and. Introspective 
political science of the Weimar years* As such it deserves 
at least brief recognition*

The first prominent Garnian thinker of th© Imperial 
period who concerned himself with the need for a synthetic
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study of politics -vc-s trie historian Heinrich von TreItschk©* 
In 1851, at, the very b ..rming of the period when th® study 
of politics In Gernsny css disintegrating into unconnected 
ana specialised disciplines, Trettschks singled out for 
attack the development of a science of sociology separate 
from the study of politics* His criticism reveals both Ills 
conservative nr ti ©rial Ism as -well as his keen Insight into 
th© Implications of thin Intelloetual development® hen like 
cor Oucirp Ips.1 ;.,Ph pop nobi v;ere postulating the existence 
of a concept of society which they held could and should 
be studied apart from politics® According to 7reItsoiiks# 
honevery the study of society was only of Interest and re
levance as part of a. bro uly conceived and synthetic science 
of politics®

as Tr-eltrschke sao itP the development of a separate 
science of sociology which claimed a subject matter which
■s-eo irrelevant to the study of a oil II os rrpi due to two 
general causes® The first tm a the narrowing down of the 
study of oolitic a to a.n Increasingly exclusive concern with 
the rp:p outward forms and formulae of actual govorrr.ient, 
"One eouates the ®t'tefn sage preltdchhe, -''with ito juristic 
and political forms and institutions or with the apparatus 
of Its administration ana proclaims that what the govern
ment does not expressly touch Is of no relevance to its
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existence, f'uoh a procedure, in Treitschk©1 s viewy is 
to Ignore the fact that every aspect of social life and. 
action in relevant to the operation of a nation, regard
less of whether it is of I'rruacila'. te concern of government 
policy ox* regulation or not* It is therefor© iraperaflve, 
Treitschke feels, that the subject mtter of sociology be 
considers.I within the province of a synthetic polltleal 
ooleacie or general H.tae t owl s sencoh^ ft and be conducted as
ouch p. •■.'■ if w- ■ : lifpo lire tin’:-- of Palo iw-ilej

c;rl*'= rolil j hohceip and other students of politics mid 
society ■■■ho h- .1 nevc-r heart of the science of sociolo »

A second m i  related cut more alo rail rip reason for the 
development of oeo-rrnte science of sociology, as Treltschke
sat# it, was the tnonet of industrial!ration upon Germany, the 
resulting tranofornation of German society and the absence 
of an. established governmental and political order which 
could less the nor developments integrated In an Jiermonl- 
ously functioning political sya tern. He writes:

The theory that society and the state 
should be ' ct apart for seonrate study could
ap.ly have '* *n thought up n c  and in our- situ-
•Tion,.» .. .tites are In process of dip solution
gii:, trail si deration and nobody can predict how it 
will all end* Industrial, progress has created 
within the shortest tiae a new ole an of people 
whose nature and significance is as yet scarcely 
recognized. The special interests of the remnants

1# Heinrich von Traits ©like, ^  o " c * o r1 j_
Heipsig, p, werael, 1859, p T l l .
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ot our ariatoeraey hê ve kindled In recent tines 
a class hatred which such s highly educated 
people should overcome long • *c. In a vcrd,
state arid society in present-day Uf-'many are 
widely rent- asunder, and Just as the lofty ideas 
of the last century felt compelled to build Ideal 
states, so it is that the contagious common sense 
of the present feels Inclined to conItrue the 
momentary present e 'reomotanees as normal andnecessary.!

recognise and ru/elo/ ~ooiolopy 5-9 9 separate 
aiuci'pliau aprrf fro::: '• Patios,. Tsm> Itoohko f;o'Zseh, 'a-ala
bo so -.doit too . v ::or.: 000 ■ ..: 0 >00 bo sol s crip- too
temporary inability of the te-'oon 0all tioal and y;overosoen.tal 
system to cope -•-■.!th ant to mterr ::o the social one economic 
changes which the social sy** tea -00: oitccrrolnr* hit plea 
oeoi thr.t Ihio re scorch conducted 00 ooeIoXcn;*y be conceited 
ao in the arovinca of a broad ant. synthetics science of ooli
tic n Ins feed* the problem ’t'-s “not to found e nevr science 
but to free the study 01 aolltslas from the lost remains of 
natural loos* loiaa-XI'as and to r-lso It to- the lavs! of .on
.analysis 01 toe oolitic--! o-robj] oroo Involved In the existence

* 1of a nation. ”"■'

In or-I coo to contribute to the development of ouch, a
political science, srsitsehheg between 18?4 and 1096, hold 
a series of lectures on rollties at the University of Berlin*

1. Ibid.. op. 93-99,
2- I k M * ? P* 24.
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which soon acquire:! great popularity among educated Cfor- 
mans raid acre held to constitute the last word in .scienti
fic arid pragmatic political study# Traitschhe* e outline 
of the -say he conceived of his subject vasa indeed, pro
mising. The- study was to da iivided into five parte* under 
the general handings: the nature of the state, the social
.1. W .  a a: ..... aaJ I ’ ... i . a a ^  ^ . ... ...̂ ... , ... 0  ^  ... ... S' .1* I ■ - W  a t  ’■. t»a. S  ... a. =* i- ■ I,.1 ... 9  3 .... „ ... ^

broad range of aa- serials nisi oh ha a.fiusal so the auscution 
of his project* 'hit: eoatcmt of his stu.iy* however* not 
only marks Try It ".alike as aery much a captive of hi 3 situ- 
ation* but* inasmuch as hs articulated and elaborated the 
rayths and vrtionaliactiona of this situation in the voice 
of scholarly authority# the net effect of hio word siaa to 
remove the fundaments-.! politics-1 i-auss of the borman. umpire 
even further- fro a empirical ant rational, evaluation*

The sirhef lor TreItechie* lo thr out hie study
an abstracaioiig a lofty ideal and power which must remain
beyond utilitarian justification and empirical investigstiont

The state is in the first instance pov/er that It 
may maintain itself*., On principle it does not 
ask hov the? people is disponed; it demands obedi
ence J its laws suit be kept* whether willingly or 
unwillingly* It Is a step in advance when the 
silent obedience of the citizens becomes an in- 
'ward* rational consent* but their consent is not 
absolutely necessary* FInvfoas have lasted for 
centuries without the in a a;’ . consent of their
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citizens, •« the eta te needs ie-# in the first
place What is external; it ^ills that it be obeyed; 
its n-'ture is to execute ’f •’ it. chooses,,.3-

shat Treltsohke thus offered his listeners ana rendera 
aias not political science* but an elaboration of the jurists1 
conception of the etcte-person* the culmination of th© Ger
mans* long preoccupation with the state which thoy could not 
aciileve ana which* now that it hah been brought about by Bis*- 
a-r. rckf, they were oxhortod. to scoe.t as aeriething rhlah enfie 
u&cieione one exoQteo. oooakaaoo for* re--.eons a.iioa. thoy xoro 
not to question. -hiat he offered* moreover'4 was a ration*-
a.Iination of the fear* that the haia-ian of-he as it as© con
stituted could not survive on utilitarian grounds or on trie 
basic of democratic political Integra-tion. Instead of call
ing for an empirical. ana lysis of the relationshi s betteen 
the laiporiai aooidl structure ^nt the m t i o n 1: aolltical 
(leoialon-naairig v-rocess* for oxo .g'*le* he u r r e d  uoon his 
atnlouts th© virtues of ohodianoo * nt snort IP. run tneautgj ha 
alleged,, history and rnlnnao sis ru tw-f fane nevra of 
necessity the nrioe renul stt" o f  national enistence. lie 
attitude to h r 1 f ollo-'S; for* - hon ^re obeli ienos and uncriti
cal sacrd flea n^re gloriously .are" '̂roa-erly dIsoXayed then in 
wartine?

hithout war there would be no state at alls All 
the states known to us have arisen through wars.,,

1, A,L, Gonan, delections from. Treitschk.e1 a Lectures on ronin.eg. 
London* foimn t- Civ&'rp ill a t r># 1 2 ,
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The moment the stats ea1 1 si "Myself and my existence 
are now at stake IH social self-seeking must fell h a d  
end every party animosity must he silent® The individual must forget his own ego and feel himself a 
member of the whole; he must recognise what a nothing 
his life is in comparison with, the general welfare.
In that very point lies the loftiness of war, that the 
small man disappears entirely before the great thought 
of the state; the sacrifice of fellow* countrymen for 
one a rather is nowhere so splendidly exhibited as in
'OlPis « s *“

In his do sire to emphasise the virtue or ujiositlsrd 
oh s 11 on u s tv the pews’ s tin- has s tv iww-̂ W'/"■or ,, -•e itsuhhe
.:aA ),rp;et sloe ssurp;rrir I h ’.ta of lr,?. leg business mrl 11 serai, 
atllltw rien thinking a fuad’-mentslly subversive. '•"he-1 the 
hrssru needed to emulate, according te XVeltaehhe, use the 
ideal of tire feudal aristocrat; the "non who is treineh to 
•-•bey and to eaoriflce when th© king commando. The term in 
P .articular, both by temper anient ana by their business in
terests the antithesis of the ariatooraxtic-aiilitory type, would

hihare to be watched and converted to true 0erraaniomj !! There

1® gb 1 g a t pp« 22-24«
S* One critic of Treitnchkcha anti-llberallsra a.nd run ti. semi-

tiara has astutely appraised the significance of the his
torian* $ sentiments in this connection -- followsi nThis 
new aristocratic ideal of the German a cadcalcs was funda- men to 3 unnatural* It demanded n trwrw rwdoua sacrifice af
Intell ^ and an avoidance of critical thinking: about this 
basic ouostlons* •. regarding the tradition si Prussian-Ger- 
man state. Traitsohke and his followers strike so hard at
the Jews because they want to free themselves from the
s JewM who is in themselves. Treitsdike, for example, had 
himself been a. liberal journalist and deputy for many years. The more vehemently one separated oneself from the 
Jew mid tried to act aunjawish,M the more secure one felt 
about not slipping back into the middle-class, liberal 
type of error- oneself.11 {Arthur Posenberg, MTreItschke
un& die Judan. bur 3oel©logte der deutsohen aka clem Is chan Je.aktion,ff Die Oesellschp.f t* vol. VIII, July 1930. p. 81.
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is no room left n own cloys for cosmopolitan Juclai era,11 
Tre Its dike warned, aT absolutely only one means th
we can employ h e r e i real energy of oar national pride,
which must become a second nature with ue, so that we
voluntarily reject e v a ryth 1 ng t he t is at ran ge to the
manic nature* 151

Tnvirip thus defined and given his entraualasiio
' ti 1 ' : w? X ' U v . t ■■■• . . ■ / Pa t he- e te t;c«»na no-arh it r
- kk; k vj Oi-1 -L p irk a'„L V h ssooi n\ kt laia ao cus.i 'aoasoo-or c
powers wag oil acre vt :kf.d in this 3t-ks-r.srsori V; "> 0 2 OS!

Crer

■t
to d .Is charge the gr*--t -no varied responsibilities which
’./ere than encumbent uoon him* This Treitnchhe undertook
in a discussion of the monarchical form of government5

«.« It lies, moreover§ la the exalted pos.ition 
w  the monarch to see further than ordinary men*
'ho ordinary nan surveys only a small circle of 
real life* he can recogiiize this especially 
clearly in the involuntary class prejudices of 
the eve;* *"C -p- r * There are prejudices of the 
middle ; lr and of trie learned professions,
».n well - • tk'‘ e of the nobility; they do not 
■see the v.l* vie of society, hut only a small section« 
In contrast, It is olo-r that n monarch will learn 
to know more of the aggregate of th© notional life 
than the Individual sab.jact, and that fee la in a 
aosIt!on to judge the relations of the different 
forces in -eoiety more correctly than the average 
non can* ' ale Is true above all In regard to 
foreign countries• The king can judge much more 
clearly how things stand in the world without than 
the individual subject c m ,  or even a republican 
party government® * *2

la Howan, op. ait*, op* 6 0— 3 1 ,Ibid., o. 77.
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For a more detailed elaboration of Treitsehke* a ld#as
the student of the German Empire oan consult th© original 
sources, What should be clear from this brief examination
is that whet Treitschke called 1 .oil'tils was in fact politi
cal metaphysics, dedicated to the support and glorification 
of the Bisnarekian status quo, if politics was to develop 
in Germany sa a social science, it would ha ire to do so in 
spite of Treitschhe®

who one other vmll-known German scholar of the earlier 
imperial period who strongly disagreed with the efforts of 
the lerber-habarKl school of jurisprudence to exclude all 
political and sociological considerations from the study of 
the state, am a the jurist Otto won Gierke. Treltoohke* s 
quarrel with the narrow 3p®c ls.llsat Ion of the imperial aca
demics led, as we hate seen, to a broadly based apology for 
the authoritarian Bismarckian system. Gierke5s effort to 
supplement imperial loyal forma Horn, in con tract, consisted 
of an attempt to define the lawyer1s state-person as a social 
reality and to shoe that this reality did not merely con
sist of nn abstract rossostor of sovereignty and a multitude 
of l e g a l  subjects, but, rather, was comprised of autonomous 
human inf.iwidua.ls and groups who were organically integrated 
in a ooelol whole, of which the state %fas one aspect® Ulti
mately Gierke too, a captive of his situation and its tradi
tions, failed to come up with a truly sound methodology for
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oparoachlng the study of politics as a social science®
But, since ills theories, particularly that of the group- 
personality, acquired international currency, and sine® 
his work, as did that of Treltsohke, illustrates the ob
stacles which the scientific study of politics In Imperial 
Germany oonfrented, a survey of Gierke1s writings and general 
position Is essential for the purposes of this study®

oo the adequacy of the formalistic oysfenotiaatltms of the
S t a a t s re cht slehre r In the comment that, wIf the flood of
life In countless places pours over the ax tlfIcial dams
that -the Gy stem has erected to hold It lnf the fault lies
with the facts and not with the System®^ Some years lator,
defining his position more fully, Gierke wrote:

Th8 life of law is only one side, and by no means 
the most important side, of community life® The 
sclence^of law must newer forget this one-sided® ness® If must always bear in mind that th© living 
forces of the various social organisms express themselves outside the area of law, in all the 
movements of power and of culture in the general 
community life, and achieve their greatest tri
umphs independently of law, and even In opposition 
to law® Legal science must leave it to other 
sciences to discover the cohesions that exist, 
and to trace the unities that act, in all this 
extra-legal sphere® But while the science of law must thus receive from other branches of science the confirmatory evidence which they can give of 
the reality of the community, It can also make 
a claim upon them* It can ask that Its own account

«a3SSggSa^ai»aaw >g'»-W 'aCT̂'<»w®3»a8it^ji«i^»a»wii>awiM&r,aaiM'8f«acgiBW't*saBS8!s*csggi»̂ ^

lt6 Otto von Gierke, '* Die Grundbegriff© ties Gtaatsreohts, M 
Zeltsehrlft fttr die gesamt® Staatswlfisenschaft. vol. 30,3.874, p. 154©
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of th© legal expression of this reality should 
be duly considered Ir* any thorough and genuine 
Investigation other than legal*!

What Gierke objected to in the work of the Staats-
reohtalehrer was what he called their Homan law conclusion 
that the person in the eyes of the law “has only one singl© 
characteristic which constitutes its whole being, namely,

othat is is a subject of the law, ̂  as Labancl had phrased 
it in 1885* In w c h  a ?iess Hiorke raaintwined,, thsr indi
vidual was an abstraction with no claim to morality or free** 
dom or any other associations except his legal tie to the 
state* Moreover, it was only the low which grouped the 
various Independent hearers of rights and duties together 
into the state-paraon. Apart from this legal relationship 
neither the state nor* its Individual subjects possessed any 
reality© And within the legal relationship between the sub
ject and the atate-person there could be no intermediate 
re la t i on ships of any reality 02* relevance, Such o theory, 
Gierke held, neglected the fact that society existed as a 
great complex of individuals, relationships n.acl values, only 
3one of which, admittedly, were legally recognized, but all 
of whioh played, an import aril port and had to bo taken into 
consideration if one was to understand what was truly involved

I, utto von Gierke, Dag We sen der Mensohliohen ferbtede, 
he ip gig, Dunoker irTrhSPETO^

ft t&r das gegaate Handelsreoht* vol. 30,<M8M
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in the operation of a state® Moreover, Gierke In Bis ted, 
it was by no means merely a legal ti© which held the state 
together® That was at work here was an organic interde
pendence of all the ports: individuals, groups and th© 
state alike*

/**•lsrke*s general diagnosis of the Inadequacy of the 
Imperial legal study of the state, although scattered 
throughout M s  works and of ton ofatod only by inr''Xloati onp 
oat thus a rather astute one, and rajyaht well have served 
as the at&rfing-point for a social science approach to the 
analysis of German society and politics* As had heen the 
case with Treitsohke, however, the positive contribution 
with which Gierk© sought to supplement the formalism of th® 
Staatsrechtglehrer. fell fnr short of the quality of his 
diagnosis, at least as far as th© development of politics 
as a social solft&e* was .ooncerned* Gierke5 s interest in 
the social reality which in his diagnosis he had field to be 
the foundation upon which the state rested, wos{ disappoint"-' 
ingly, restricted almost exclusively to a consideration of 
the existence of groups which he postulated as existing be
tween tfea individuals and the state® To promote the recog
nition of such groups, he ascribed to them the qualities of 
physical organisms, of real group-personal!ty and of will, 
qualities which, like the existence of th® groups themselves, 
were not the result of empirical Investigation, nor conceived
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in SJi attempt to build a more adequate methodology and 
theory of political science in terras of them* They were* 
rather* arbitrary Impositions upon the data by O-ierke him
self*

••/hat appears throughout Gierke's works is that th® 
political scientist in him drays securely suborainated
to Gierke the scholar of the Historical School* the lawyer-

to the last volume of his G-anossensehsftsrecht, ttd  oenetrate 
the new cole with a Germanist spirit; to develop its Csr» 
maulst content upon an historical basis; to foster the 
growth of Germanism in the future* M4 It was with this pur
pose that he approached hia examination of society with the 
concept of the Genogsensahaft. the association of rugged but 
brotherly Teutons which symbolized an ancient tradition of 
the German folk to him* and suggested the dualities of soli-
d&hity, of group-peroonality pnc! group-olll*

It is this same purpose? which must be kept in mind In 
considering Gierke *r> objections to the a priori conclusions 
of natural law* Gierke fully recognised the importance of
natural law values as a basis for the positive law and for 
liberal political actions he devoted years to an exhaustive

1* ptto von Gierke, Natural haw and the Theory of Society,
ItnlirrTri^^.800 Ctr* vi thlSrild^

IsmbrfSge, Kng*, The University Press, 1934, p. xvili.
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study of the theories of the state and society between 
1600 and 1800, a oeriocl when the idea of nc-tural law had 
been ve-ry muoh in the air* dhat he objected to in the 
theories based uson natural la w, however, war their seem
ingly inevitable over-concentration upon the autonomous 
individual and, as a corollary, their assumption of a 
solely legal relationship of the individual, to his fellows 
and to the stats8 that such theories ignored, 'lierlse main**-

r -  *'■: ' ' h f-'' , h ^ f  it f' y \  1  p  M p  d  T ’: 1 6  ^  | p p . , 1  p  y  p a  p  t h y  ^ p a l  4

Parity such as that which soy exemplified by the old - Ger
manic G-enosaensehnft« At the end of hio treatise on i5The 
Mature of Human groups,w for example, he says, 8One thing 
may be permitted to a jurists he may suggest the moral sig
nificance which belongs to the idea of the real unity of the 
communitya w He proceeds to maintain that it is only this 
idea, of wreal unity1:5 which can produce the belief that a 
group is of value in itself: and only the belief that the 
V/hol® has a higher value, as compared with its parts, can
justify, in turn, the moral duty of ra&n to live and die for 

1the dhole • ““

Gierke cf indeed, put ting his finger on an un
deniable fact: autonomous, rational Individuals, as Hobbes 
had pointed out long before, could enjoy no solidarity save
gggaassaaftdsamffln-—miHnra-s—tmu*»a»ei±Lisniaia**t!mMmimrimimiiiuuiaii>u*ii!itwirtrmr‘tiim'i\ m u W W '  mi«i'i m  ...... ....... .............. , m «iiMi„it -orvimin̂ ijnriHH • iiniTf'iTi niifVrnT^WflVTr'TVWri* '*——   Hum m ^ MsaaMwe^ aa ga zasaBtra—ewegsa

ls Gierke, has He sen der Henaohllohen Verbj.nAea p. 3 1 *
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the1 of suboervi ence to a be via than who would protect each 
from the other* If Individuals are to live freely and har
moniously torether, they must do so In terms of some com
monly held, in terra tins* norms, whether these are envisaged 
os incorporated In their reasoning faculty (as did Hooke) 
or are conceived as a sys ten of learned beliefa is Immate
rial . there Henke erred, however, as aid the whole Ger-

conception, once it is postals ted, which* by Its very de
finition, is beyond empirical investigation and rational
control. da •- ir Brnest Barker cm 2 pointed out,

Gierke1 3 -Genosaenscheft» with its group-person-
ality and its group-wili, is not a psychological* 
tissue** connecting: the threads of individual rainds: it is a sort of higher reality, of a 
transcendental order, which stands out as something distinct from, and something superior to, 
the separate r-^llty of the individual. Gierke 
borrows from Bvgolian philosophy rather than, 
from gpoup-psyciiology; and when lie v rites that 
’’human group-life is a life of s. higher' order*, 
in whloh the individual life is incorporated,15 
he is in a different world of idea a from the 
psychologist - a Hegelian wo rid of graded man fi
fe stations of the aterna1 mind.•.1

Bhlle Gierke had, as we have pointed out, quit;© rightly 
quarreled with the efforts of the 5te.atsrechtslehrer to ex
clude all social and political data from the study of the

1 . Gierke, Natural Law and the Theory
p • X X X 1 •
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state, his own rediscovery of s oclety was so biased by the 
metaphysical, concepts whleh he imposed upon his subject 
matter, that the scientific study of th© state and society 
wars not. substantially furthered by his work• In this re
gard Hermann Heller*e summery and verdict seem fair and 
Justified!

in the very worthy campaign of won Gierk© 
a go in s t the complete emancipation of legal con** 
ca-'ta o'"' all c etiological, tcleologleal and ethi- -'.a." ' •’■oise*. his c,.if unf or tuna tel y,

. * a . theory oh a '<_ . _ * to be meta-hy ", ul». r  • , jurisprudence -as sociology all 
in one. Yon G-Ierk® * a organic theory of the state 
was a praiseworthy but very uncertain attempt to 
conceive of the state as a social reality and an 
aspect of society: It sought to e xplaln what was 
Involved in the state-person and wanted to analyze 
the state as a. system of human living together* 
as a necessary product of th© interaction of httraan 
beings® But It confused this... vaguely conceived 
sociology with juristic and ethical and even bio
logical categories and thus opened Itself to justified attacks®!

'Ghat is more, even the political philosophy for which
Gierke her; become famous la essentially an ambivalent one®
To quota once more from fir irneat Barker®a appraisal of
Gierke*c theories;

If once we accept the theory of the real person
ality of groups, we are bound to see behind th© 
state the figure of th® greatest and most real of all group® - fee figure of the nation and the 
Volk itself.•• If the claim of groups other than 
the state is heard and accepted, the result will 
be some form of syndicalist philosophy. If th®

1. Hermann Hellsr* “Die Trials der Staatslehr©8
Soslalwlsaenschaft tmd Soalaloolltik. vol. 55
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clalra of the great national group, Incarnate In 
the national state, calls aloud with a greater 
and aore resonant voice, the result will be some 
form of absolutist and dictatorial politics*
And of the two remits it in the letter which is 
the more to be apprehended...1

dhlle Treifsci'ike and 1 le rke, each in his own way, 
had thus attempted to broaden the basis of -politics! study 
ana has failed to make- any 1 sating orogross, at least from 
the; point of view of the development of polities as a social 
ooiao'ioap tfa; Caw..am jaai. me fmor-g Iblfineh sue meson in re** 

oiaiiilng both a f I r a t - t e  Afantsrechtglehper in the Gerber- 
....abaiic tradition, and , at the oorao time, In giving what was 
the first recognition accorded by an imperial jurist, to the 
importance, for the study of the s tp te, of the subject 
matter of social science arid of its ruethodology. Instead of 
limiting his conceptI on and analysis of die state to its 
t(i , juristic aspects, as r a e  the case with his acaclesiic 
colleagues, Jellineb held tlv t 'there were tv?o aspects of the 
state in  terms of which its study had to be approrc the
sociological os well os the juristic.

The subject matter of the first is the state 
as a. social phenomenon. It Is concerned with the 
enip.trica.lly perceivable subjective and objective 
events cf which the concrete life of the state Is composed. One usually calls this type of analysis 
the historical-political. It is concerned with the 
history of states, their development, transforma
tions and collapse and the social requisites and

1. Gierke,
p. XXXiV.
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functions of states as w H l  ao their constituent 
elements arid the relations between these elements.

The second has for Its subject matter the 
legal side of the state® Law leads a double life. 
Once as actual legal practice, as which it Is one 
of the social powers which shape the concrete cul
tural life of a nation® On the other hand, it is 
also a content of norms which Is designed to be 
transformed into acts. Law in the latter sense 
does not belong to the real in of whet Is, but of 
what should be; it consists of concepts and tenets 
which serve not the analysis of what ia given but 
the evaluation of reality..• It is not the task of jurisprudence ‘ bide the fundamental nature
of the -state but r, to order vha.t la given
wcoorwllng to set wulHa for certain .ourpones
and, to subject it to evaluation according to the 
abstract norms of the law® Legal science is thus 
a normative science, similar to logic, which does not t each us what thin- *4 are but how they must be 
thought of in order to .1 <=■-.'zc eossibie a contra- 
dictlon-lena perception.!

'difortuna tely Jelllnek only went p'-rt of the way; he 
Insisted that the study of trio state in terras of these two 
approaches would he ve to b'3 kept strictly ■ler^rrte; ho did 
not attempt to develop a rm thodology for integrating his 
cool olori.cn 1 Insights with his legal studies^ Lowavc-r, his 
work, unlike that of Treitschke arid Gierke, 'was a sure first 
step irs the direct ion that would rwve to be travelled, If 
from the old ftantoreahtslehre there vw s to develop a study 
of P olltlcs as n social science• As constant refsrences to 
his admission of the Importance of sociological consid©ra
tion a testify, he remained, even into the Twenties, a powerful

1. Georg Jellinek, Allgem©ine Staatslehre. 2 d ed., Berlin,
t• Hiring,
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inspiratlon to those jurists In Germany who were struggling 
to broaden their cl5.gicipl5.ne into an empirical science of 
politics.

Another indication that at least a few Germans were 
aware of the insufficiency of 3t.aa.tsreohtelehre and Soaial-
M M M M .  as substitutes for a synthetic study of politics 
both as a social science and a notional resource came In the 
form of an incidental artScdlc frit ten in 1 1 °? by the nleto- 
rlan Otto Hints®. Hints© Introduced, his remarks with the 
complaint that at the tr.i of his wrltinrn, '-One c m  hardly 
find a single well-known academic teacher mho rimes regular 
lectures on the subject of political the science of the state, 
in this sense* seems almost to hare disappeared for good from 
among our university d i s c i p l i n e s . after point to the most 
obvious reasons for this development* trie concentre lion upon 
specialized legal and oocio-»economic researches* Hintze faaleos 
the very interesting point t h m  socio-economic research* for 
example, Is not only necessary and relevant for the framing 
and administration of reforms, so it was conceived by the 
SoslalnolifIker*. but is very much involved in the 1 a.rarer 
question of national capabilities and power 'potentials, for 
this reason, he maintains that doaialoollfclk cannot be eon- 
sldered merely «s a specialization but must be Integrated Into

1 B Otto Hints©, 8a.osobers politlsche Entwlcklungstheorie, n 
Jahrbuoh fir Gpqetsprebuhg. V.e rival turn? und VoikBvrlrtqchaft.
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the perspective ana methodology of n broadly conceived,
synthetic science of politics?

... the npeoonclitIons for fee existence of a 
nation and its development are intimately con
nected with its economic arid social life, with 
the psychology of its people and with th© natural 
environment which is given by its location*®® 
and all this will in the future have to become 
the subject of constant research and study.*

fiirstz.e felt that one iw d to face the fact that th®
1 1 1  ;C: r :  :x- ? l  ® A  ^  ® ; “ i; p.- 1  '■* '% af f t  g  I p  /■ d p - a - J p

developed any reliable and accepted foundations or net-bad- 
ology - either in dernany or elsewhere. He warned, however, 
that attempts to put together quick and pretentious closed 
system- of general expiana Sion -are not what was needed*
dor did it bring one any great profit to continue to con
sider politica.l situations in terms of the traditlono!
Awi e to tel lan categories. h'hile hintae seemed to realise that 
the development of a true science of politics would be a slow 
process, he suggested that orogress would fee most fruitful 
in two directions, firstly, the building av< of an emwirical 
comparative study of governmental and a hniinictra tire insti
tutions and arose*?;sea, arid r-acondly, to supplement the former, 
p. study/ of the philosophy, psychology, end ethical values 
which are Involved in the development and operation of the9© 
governments! and administrative Institutions and processes In 
specific countries*

v»iai*a»^ia«gts»aaqa*giras^a8ZB»i68^a^eBfe$g«g^gjw»i«g^:(^»gs^si^.Amif̂

1* Ibid*. p. 768,
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While Hintze h-d. been concerned primarily with the 
nations! resource aspect of political science, the Bavarian 
economist, eta.tIstS.clan and some-time admin is ire tor, Georg 
von Ilayr, developed an approach to politics and a grasp of 
what would be involved In. its study as a social science which 
was truly remarkable for the tine and situation in which he 
wrote. In a pamphlet first published at the turn of the 
century, u.nyr pointed out!

comprise n wide range* of -.uc-pt ad<„ni „ .0 ay.t las s# 
ana the legal sciences as well, belong to th® 
genera! branch of knowledge called the social, 
sciences® Th®3© social sciences include all 
branches of learning which are concerned with 
any aspect whatsoever of human social life®

in years past it was in justified reaction 
against exclusive preoocupation with th© Immediate operation of government that one began to 
dobtulat© the existence of societal phenomena 
which had nothing to do with the state proper 
{Riehl, v® kohl)® But it was a mistake if one concluded, therefore, that state and society had 
to be considered and studied as opposites *.•

'.'tat© aru 1 society are not opposites® 
r;-!!sep? lssooIetyf 11 in my opinion, is the most 
•oneral concept which Include® all forms of 
social life m i  action and therefor® above all 
the powerful and formally raost highly organized 
systems of human social action, the state®

•. • Blan ©an be an object of study of the 
notural sciences when he is being investigated 
as part of the physical world® But man can also 
be the object of soclo-cultural research®•• when 
th© deslr© is to study and analyze the actions 
and achievements which result from his unique 
possession of mind and will...1

1. Georg von tfayr, B©griff und Glloderuna: &er ataatewjgnen- 
achaften. Tfibingen7*’̂ r ,Tra5pri^®n^Bu©ffian31uHg7~,̂ o¥7**pp• 
4—5®
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Havlng thus given us hi a general orientation, liayr
proceeds to outline a suggested grouping of the social 
sciences for purposes of teaching and research® He dis
tinguishes three general groups: general sociology, special 
social sciences and history, -olltlcs or the state sciences, 
which he considers one trench of the special social sciences, 
ha,yr envisages to .Include su oh general subjects ab socio
logical theory, public adwinIatrwtion# comparative govern®
-:aw w-j, ,, ; . . t i!i i-irsC* bi uu 2. a ■••■>(,
each of which is further broken down for more detailed de
finition .

In a speech a few years latar, also published ass a 
pamphlet, hayr openly attacked the exclusively juristic ap
proach to politics and the state and pointed out once again 
that the legal sciences were only one branch of the larger 
area of the social sciences and should be recognised as such. 
Within this Inrgr-r area, moreover', hayr Indicted, the aocio® 
logic*?! approach, ifby its very n a t u r e , led to much more ex- 
tens i vs end valuable enrol ricnl and comparative research than 
did the standard legalistic point of view. As regards teach
ing and research in the social and political sciences in 
German academic curricula, hayr made the following criticism 
and suggestions!

The fate of the Integration of the state 
sciences in German university teaching has varied 
considerably but in general has been very unsatis
factory. Txespt where they have been held together
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b.s parts of t m d l t tonal cameralist study, these 
late children of social science research have for the most part been refused n place of their 
own and put into the custody of the broad sub
ject of philosophy or tucked In with the ancient 
legal sciences. Neither of these solutions Is 
adequate. In the state sciences as I have de
fined and delimited them we have a completely 
unique and independent branch of knowledge which 
demands the creation of n. faculty of its own**, 
the development of recent research in the various 
Individual social sciences points to the necessity 
of this stop«“

to the pssalbls poll:., la hi laalionfions of o science of poli

tics* a rooifixo: whlon a --3 as p ere Go time as it continues to be 
timely: "The lawmaker* general feels a certain hostility 
towards basic definitions* Omni2 definitio perloulosal
hut here the scientist must always hors the courage of his 
com/ic tIong« T7nf ortunn tely, eoaeclally In our case, this 
hoc not el--ays been the oaoe«H*;:

:hi-othar indlcr'fi on that the realisation of the need 
for a science of -politico 5 n derm any was growing c?" -S from 
yet another eriter - diehard 1chmidt* Schmidt, hirnnelf a 
jurist, nasi In 1901 published a two volume work with the 
customary German title, Ailment© Ine 3taatslehre, of -which 
volume two comprised th© more or less standard t refit meat of 
the public law aspects of the operation of the state®

1® feorg von Mayr, hie Stsatswlsaensoh^ft u M  ihr fltandort 
In Uaiversltl.t3unterrieht» iiunichr^T'^orF^^olmT^TsiS«
p® 2 0 ®
Ibid., o® 12
X3S&G!*SV*'4xaatSS&& «r
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Volurae one0 however, to the consternation of "olxaldt’e 
juristic coXXevpitess bore the sub-titles ’‘The heneraX boots 
of PolItlord Life,” rnd offered on attempt, on the basis of 
a rather lengthy cooperative historical analysis, to develop 
a broader and more empirical a'rreneee of the many societal 
and political facts which were involved in the political Ilf© 
of individuals and nation- than the jurists were unuo xiy
el X ^ lhp( P’va fv ' .hi', a.

while iehnidt himself oonsldered his work of 1901 as 
an inadequate and still confused first step, he continued to 
concern himself with the general problem of the study of 
politics, and in 190? became one* of the founders and t-hs 
first editor of tin© new lournal feltschrlf t fir Foil % Ik - 
the title of which in itself Indicated the new and unortho
dox orientation of its founders and many of its contributors* 
The spirit In which the new periodical vms conceived and 
neii'mldt* s personal views on the problems of eloping a 
science of politics are outlined in the long introductory 
article of volume one„ ^Methods and Alms of the Study of 
Foil tie s ® *

Sehmidt begins with the statement that the study and 
analysis of empirical historical anti contemporary political 
material wmuet above all go beyond the aphoristic and essay
ist!© elucidation of Individual political problems of the 
day and proceed to an attempt®** to develop a larger frame
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of reference for " syr.teran.tic methodological Integration
of the phenomena involved*lifter aciwloring the fact 
that the development of an Independent, synthetic science 
of politics he3 been hindered by methodological objections
originating among physical sc' entists, philosophers arid 
his tor ian nt hohmi-it states bln own rest general method
ologies! position as follows; although all human action 
operates through common psychological end biological pro
cesses within the limits- of the given natural onvhronaeatt 
the attempt to explain poll tic--I actions from physical 
science laws is iraaosaible because a wide range of actions 
is possible within these hereditary and natural limits, 
Hancl the rao re * „ . human relationships become specific and 
group and national behavior becomes differentiated, the 
more limited are the general!sations which can he made on 
the basts of laws from the physical sciences*

methodology for selecting, gr*ouping, and analysing the 
material of the study of politics, fchraift varns, however, 
against the danger that too gre-t methodological concern 
arid hesitation racy make it Imrossible to a eh love any results 
whatsoever® T'o objection e thm t any political science fram®

1* Richard Sohmldt, **gfige und Ziele cler Follfclk,41 Zei t-

ixls fully realising the neec science

* ¥ JJ- * - 'J r"wo, u • o
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of reference will involve subjective values and will 
therefore be scientifically invalid* dentalst replied that 
such foci as the military power potential and capobi11 ties 
of a nation, the civil liberties of oitiaeris, the coopera
tive and harmonious operation of the state and the assur
ance of its peaceful and progressive development are indeed
based on definite values* This fact, however^ an ~chml-.lt

the point of view of theee foci* ifThe human n c e {s he says, 
ttiia8 always acted in terras of such values and goals*,* ewen 
though if is clear that the primacy of question a of the 
national security of states would immediately disappear if 
by means of some type of Internet!onel system of collective 
security it would become possible to guarantee world peace*

In the meantime, howeveip Z©hmldt believed that it 
up,s the task of an empirical and systematic study of politics 
to analyze the problems involved in the country1 3 national 
and international existence® In particular, he suggested 
the study of ouch immediate questions as demands for th© 
preservation or the reform of the monarchical regime, the 
operation or perilament, the functioning of the administra
tive system, and the adminIstrstlon of justice: "Everyon© 
who today addresses himself to the elucidation of these

1 • Ajgld., g ps lb®
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problerag without allowing the critical a tare of the 
methodologist to make him nervous will be doing an Im
portant end worthwhile Job*.• The methodological skep
ticism of the times will then only serve to make politi
cal scientists aware of the need for greater caution and 
self-control in their work.*1-**

Here specifically, Schmidt suggests that when com- 
paring the operation of different states one must examine 
the interaction in each case of such functions as the 
executive, the legislative^ the administrative and the 
legal system; one raust consider the functions of the state 
operating as a unit and those of the many political and 
other subdivisions of which it is comprised; and lastly, 
one must study the relationship of the various functioning 
organs to one another and to the individual citizens*

From another point if view, Schmidt declares, it 
Is always important to keep in mind the muestlorta 11 with
out what preconditions a nation, could not continue to 
operate, i.e. whot the requisites are for* a nation* s ca
pacity to a urvive•sî  In this connection one should remem
ber 11 that the qualities of the population, the psychological 
condition of the individuals and their effective living

i& ® & p ® it®
2» Ibid., p. 32®
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together, la one of the numerous factors upon which th© 
cultural arid especially the p TLItical capabilities of 
the nation depend..• The sad fate that overtook the lead
ing powers of antiquity was largely due to their failure
to recognize that in addition to external unity a large 
complex of political units requires a community of shared 
valuec to give it the necessary cohesion to survive® ̂

0 onsldes-ing the general condition of political 
study In Imperial Germany, aa we have described it in 
Chapter I, Schmidt had obviously arrived at a remarkable 
grasp of what constituted politics as a social science and 
a national resource for formulating and empirically examin
ing the society1s political problems® As he admitted him
self, his work in both regards constituted only an im
pressionistic beginning® Through his studies and associa
tions in connection with the 2eltsc.hrif% fir Politilc. how- 
every bohmlclt arid his younger colleagues cilci perhaps more 
than anyone else to foster the convergence of contributions 
from history, philosophy, geography, sociology, jurispru
dence and. the study of government which In the later Weimar 
yenrs brought German society a brilliant, although short
lived, arid for the most part unheeded, science of politics®

3ohmidt as well as the other scholars whose pre~

1. Ibid.» p. 34-35®
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occupation with the formulation and study of political 
problems we h«ve so far examined, fully accepted the 3la
marckian Empire and its premises® In their desire to de
velop a more adequate science of politics they seem to 
have been motivated by two reinted sentiments; th© feeling, 
firstly, that the operation of this Empire could by no 
means be properly understood in terms of StLaatsrechtciehre 
and the unconnected state sciences alone; and, secondly, 
by the prc-vtr.y- can,vbetion, suqrorfeG by the example of 
political study in other countries and by the rapidly 
accumulating data about government and society, that this 
understanding could, in the long run, only toe provided by 
a German political science established and recognized as 
an independent academic discipline.

After the dismissal of Biamrc’g however, and as 
the socially and politically precarious stability of th® 
German. state became increasingly apparent, aggravated by 
the Xr: oh of international vision and the incapable and ir
responsible leadership of Gilliam 11 and his advisers, the 
desire to underofand the operation of the Empire was trans
formed into a, quite different motive. Particularly after 
Germany5a politically and ideologically unprepared Involve
ment in World War I, there developed, among at least a. small 
minority of responsible and politically aware Germans, a 
determination to challenge the Empire*s very existence and
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to exaralne its every premise preparatory to reoonstruot-
ing the whole system® The extent of this rejection of
whe.t hod been, m&y be p*r. thered from a comment raecle in
1917 by Tax Weber:

Got a shot would 1 fire, not a penny war loan 
would I subscribe to if this were not a national 
war© If It were only son earned with the main
tenance of our state structure, or- that we should 
keep this Incapable dynasty and our unpolitical 
civil service, 1 v/oulcl not support it»A

Soil'nrbun-Pt.oly for tf.o politic.:'?.! fk to of !o;r:orny 
Europe, the men who hod now at lost seen through the Im
perial system and rejected It, did not and could not re
present a resolved, popular political movement of like 
sentiment® They were, in the first place, middle-class 
end upper-class scholars and philosophers without any 
direct, representative political affiliations. What is 
more, as sympathetic as they might be to the cause of the 
masses of the German laboring classes, they tended to share 
the Germaji ruling circles5 distrust of the! r political 
ability and trustworthiness® In the second place, as «ax 
Weber had indicated, the war was fsi t to be a national one® 
The German nation had taken a long time to achieve and had 
been boi , at a price the enormity of -which was only now 
being fully recognized® If the nation were to be reoon-

i n«......................

1. J„P„ Mayer, Max Weber and German Tollties. London,Faber l- Fab
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structed It would first have to be defended, no flatter
how great the misgivings one might have about the dynastic
organization and the values It stood for* And, lastly* as
events after 1916 were to show, the German people, who had
so long been trained In political n on-p« r 11cIpat ion, simply
could not toe roused to determined political action over
night* As Max debar observed in. another ■wartime soscsrt:

Bismarck left behind ac a political heritage a 
nation with'"”*' m y  nollticnl education, far fee- 
low the let t} It had
reached twenty years earlier* Above all, he 
left behind a nation without any political will, 
accustomed to allow the great statesman at its 
head to look offer its policy for it,•« he left 
a nation accustomed to submit, under the label 
of constitutional monarchy, to anything which 
w«s decided for it without criticizing the political qualifications of those whp,., took th© 
reins of power Into their hands,'1

This mounting rejection of the Empire, by the minor
ity of demon Intellectuals in question, did not, thus* ero- 
vide a program or leadership for organised wera«n rolltlml 
notion« dor did it moduce any tmeatisoo amis the manner 
of formulation and study of political problems! the crisis 
seemed too Immediate and far-reachine for -gfee* methodological 
ccnternplatloru -'hat it did produce, however, ware a number 
of appraisals of German, history, political institutions and 
values, such as hod never appeared before In Germany, and 
of an astuteness which makes them Important even today for

3-® Ibid,, p. 59,
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an understandIng of the problems of Gorman, society and 
politics, and thus of German political study.

The first of these unprecedented, politically ori
ented appraisals whloh we shall consider is that of the
jurist Hugo Preusg, Breuss was one of the very few im
perial 3teiatsreedits!-hrar who, from the middle Eighties 
until hio death in 1925, sought to p-rtloloate both in
tellectually an.l pi-re1 1r^llv in the ■■ vs I t t i n e v e n t s  of 
his time, An active champion of liberal democracy, he 
had, Pit an early nyo# become interested in ciiinic . self- 
government, and, In that connection, in the reforms of 
3tein and the political program whlch underlay them, chile 
he shared Gierke?1?? Interest in the association and the 
organic interdependence of such association® in the state, 
he rejected the latter* s metaphysical inclination and 
focused upon the liberal Inspirit ion which the theory and 
example of the Genossenaohrft could offer*® In line with 
hi£5 liberal and democratic values, he dedicated one poli
tical analysis after another, both popular and academic, 
to such Issues as the problem of gaining for the German 
people a responsible executive, the problem of reforming 
the Prussian three-class suffrage system, and,, above all, 
th© problem of remedying the lack of popular political 
consciousness which the imposition and acceptance of the 
Slamarckian system had so successfully promoted and which,
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In Preuss* a view* constituted the principal reason for 
the authoritarian state9 s sur?i?al» His consistent and. 
sincerely liberal efforts, and hia reputatlcn as a jurist, 
brought Preuse the opportunity and responsibility of frazn-
Iflff the Walntar Constitution and. thus, at least as far as 
he could, appraise the situation in 1919, of contributing 
in a no at i~morte.iit nay to the deyslopnts nt of Herman no
mocracy, which had been hie lifelong object lye®

Urif Ultimately se cannot under take- a aetellecl exam
ination of Wreuss1 s various political writings in the pre
sent study® The reader who knows German will find sn in
clusive, representative collection of Hreuse1& political
works in the volurae, Htaat* ftecht und Freihelt* fublishecl 
In 1926 i#ith an excellent Introduction by Theodor Heuss®-^ 
Hiiat we shall confine our attention to, for present pur
poses, Is Dreuss' s moot comprehensive, and. for this study 
most 2-el8vanf analysis,, his volume entitled. The G-ermaii 
.4.0 0 pix~ ‘ na nlx.f;l erg published in 1915*fi

Hreuss begins his analysis by admitting that the 
tine In which he lo writing, the second year of World. War 1# 
ia not an ideal one for the kind of soul-searching In which 
he -will be engaged* On the other hand, lie insists, he will

1. Hugo Preusss, Stae,t> Reoht and Frelhelt. Tftbiftgtn, Mohr, 1926.
oft, » Hugo Preussi. Dag deutsche Volk unci die Politlk, Jena, 

Re Diederiehs7i91or^
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be posing some fundamental questions which will have to b@ 
answered whether* Germany wins or loses the war. To lead 
him into those questions he focuses upon two facts; firstly, 
that, as th© war was developing, all groups among th© Ger
man people seemed to be looking forward to some kind of new 
and reformed, age once peace had been restored, and, secondly, 
that, when the war hod broken out, a deep sense of relief 
iiaci swept through the German people, how is one to explain

areuse suggostSj lies the key to the undarstaiidiny of im
perial German politics; and this key is to be found,

in the absence, in both our national and Inter
national political development, of a greet <nl 
clear sense of purpose which might have ins Ired, 
oriented and hrited our public opinion* After 
th© establishment of the German Empire this baala 
deficiency was at first not felt because of th© momentousness of th© national ©vents themselves, 
and then concealed by general preooeupation with 
all manner of incidental developments* But for 
sea© time now, tills look of goals has resulted 
in an oppressively sterile seas© of emptiness.Gelf-pr ®s0 r vatIon and maintenance of what has 
been achieved is the precondition, but cannot be 
the sole content of the international and domestic 
politioal life of a ©rectivs people.1

This lack of politically Integra ting and inspiring 
German values, says Prouse, baa been evaded and rationalised 
In various manners. The economic achievement© of the tint®
absorbed the attention of a good many Germans, and, in the 
course of the years, politico! apathy even became a fashion-

!• !&&£•» PP-
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able pos2 for the successful ana hsrcl-headed business man,
ranch as the German man of culture had lone* looked down upon, 
politics 0.3 something aItagethcr banal® s.oreover, even those 
Germans who recognised the weak political consciousness of 
their countrymen, sionly concluded, m l  consoled themselves
with the thought that a nation sS/mly cannot have every things, 
the Germans hnd Gone ou t, e tana In ply well In music, science, 
technology, warfare ana business; politics wan sinialy not

Gu.t suck evas i on; r  m i  r t  ion o l i  s -  fieri  o f ^ r e n t s  n e e k s

to rn hi- r s k e r g  cam only era! in cr 1ms troohe s
?i*: should have become evident even to the most 
un olitlGally minded of our people from the powerful and awful events which are transpirlng right 
now. Once the Germans finally assumed the status 
and role of a nation, the fruitful development of 
of a core of common political values became, not 
a gift among others, which a people might or might not possess, but a most inklopensable condition 
for Its survival as *• nr ilon and for its activity 
as such in all other* - •* > > ~ s . , „ A,nd not even the 
strongest and nor,t oucoooaful military capacity can r ar-we as a substltuto for this condition. In 
the f jl lure to recognise this fact lies the pre
sents aour* t>, greatest peril.1

-' 1 thin Germany, 1reuse maintains^ this absence of posi
tive! Integrating political values ana goals has had the most 
crippling political results* 1‘he rapid development of Ger
man business and industry has created economic and social

I*. Ibid*« p* 8®
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divisions which, when imposed on the already existing, un
reconciled political animosities, hrs brought about a poll*® 
fical stalemate of hostile and imeompromisIng opponents*
In the area of International politics, Preuos acids, the 
results have been no less disastrous*. German military 
capacity and preparedness have been maintained at the highest 
level in Europe* let the decision a is to the level of this 
©rep erectile 33 ncs been nn nrbitmry one; it line not; been geared 
t o kn e v n on oh j e o t i v c o * k c n result, because
be pit any had no defined In tern a 11 o rial political goals, whi oh 
the neighbors might hove been able to take into eon side ratios 
In the shaping of their own policies, Germany1s high level 
of armament has unnecessarily, but quite understandably, 
been the cause of constant International tension; for* wTher© 
is nothing which can be as aggravating and productive of sus
picions as an abrupt assertion of power without actual or 
plausible political objectives*• * Th© onfcbre&k of the » 
according to vpeuss, demonotrr most c ly of all, the 
consequences of fee lack of proportion between German military 
and political preparedness;

The complete military and naval readiness on the 
very first day seemed to prove how consciously th© German people must ha we long prepared for 
this war and desired it**. But military power 
Is, after all, only a means for th® realization 
of political objectives; and th© ©caplet© lack

1* i.bld-n. f p© IS®
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of even the slightest political preparedness at 
the ©oiaent of mobilization would, rather, give 
proof that we did not want this war, Indeed, that 
we did not even sense its possibility in politi
cally comprehensible terras* *• Now, however, w© 
must realise that, if the dimensions of the out
come of th® war correspond to those of th© fight
ing, the German people stands before political 
problems of a vastness such as have seldom eon- 
fronted a victorious nation*^

Having: considered the con D..-uenosG of the absence of
integrating and guiding political values in Geraan dorses tic 
■pollfloe and in. the idwalsiLf of Carman aiiitaoy and foreign 
policy, -reuss raises the guest ion aw to why, once the war 
had broken out, most of the world and olmoet all of inter
national public opinion and the international press, imme
diately lined up against Germany; why there occurred

... a general agreement of the political individuality of so many peoples In their reaction to the 
political character of Germany? an almost Instinctive common feeling, on the part of the peoples of 
these many countries, which, in th© moment of decision, caused them to overcome the very real dif
ferences among th© .‘reives In order to unite against 
the political inal’ ■ > y of 2

The usual answers which were given to this question 
both in Germany end abroad, Trsuss insisted, were inadequate*
It was more than a nir tter of conflicting' economic and politi
cal Interests? inore than merely & matter of poor German 
diplomacy and inferior propaganda techniques® dor was it
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simply a question of Germany being an ecsor, for*,
3Does It not sound like bitter* cookery that the two greatest 
imperialist and agaresso? nations of th© modern world, 
deiaooratio England and autocrattc ’• ussla, should join, to— 
gather to restrain our desire for c o n q u e s t ? T h a t  was 
basically involved here, - reuse maintained, v/ns the seme 
lack of guiding, universally valid values in the premises 
of the her man state and in Germ on politics.^ to which he had 
already ref erred & ;v'ha an csp- thy zo Cernany, .as he it,
went back to the manner in which Bismarck had brought about 
the ..rife1s establishment. kclitisc and policies in other 
countries were, it sag quite true, just as realistic one 
cynical as those of Germany* The difference, however, vss 
that Germany as a nation stood, for Re ale ol it Ik« Prussian 
authoritarianism, German power and nothing raor©® The hu
manism of earlier Germany, which was ctill diffused through
out German society, had never broken through info deroan 
politico, and so remained hidden to the world behind the 
mask of the Iron Chancellor and Gorman in&ustriousness and 
efficiency® To see the crucial element which woo nils slug 
In the Gorman political Individurlity* arenas, suggested, one 
hat to look, for erumple,

••• to those circles in England whose views con
tinue to be governed by Puritan traditions® These
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people demand, in fact, the t political measuresmust b© sanctioned by general” principles of 
morality and Justice, One cannot simply dismiss this as hypocrisy. One must remember that it has 
been these people who have long continued to de
mand their government* n compliance with the pro
mise to evacuate Egypt, and” who, during the Boer bar, voiced determined and outspoken protest against this aggression; protest such as woulcî  hardly even have been possible in our country®-5-

Th& remainder of freuse*s study comprise© a review 
of German history in which he osoks to demon^ts'ats^ firstly, 
how g,a t; Aortic aiawiaw soesf <\n sly frusirctoh the suoccssful 
expreaaiois of German democratic political action, .raid, 
secondly, how German political apathy and inability so or
ganise behind politically oriented values, made it possible 
for authoritarianism to survive and to grow ever more damag
ing. Unless this chain of general cause and effect era 
broken, dreuse warned his readers, Germany could not long 
survive as a nation, whether 3ho ‘won the war militarily or 
not. The problem, os he saw it? was to ret the war over 
with, to fsoe up to the tragic political errors of tho past, 
find, lastly, to build a democratic Qerraaliy which would re
present some universal values find would be come the expression 
of the active participation and semse of political respon
sibility of all the groups of German society. Gusio, tech
nology and hard work were not enough: what the German people 
needed as a nation was statesmanship and politics; and that,

1 • •ijJsLslJiG # -f ® *0 5 s
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Preuss concluded, was something that they -would hr-a© to 
develop for themselves.

The second of the evaluations of G-srraan society and 
politics which we shall examine is thet of Gaither Rathenau* 
Industrialist, utooInn socialist, scholar, statesman, and 
one of the most sensitive of articulate human beings which 
imperial German society produced, GTtii© there is consider” 
sable pener^ 1 agreement in the- -/lev; a of . reuse and ' sthona.Ls 
no regards the weakneos.es of Persian. politics, the latter4a 
diagnosis is conceived in oonoinerbhly broader dimensions.
Loth the substance of Srthensu5 s work and the nature of his 
general approach make his treatment, if any thing:, even 
richer in insights into the various aspects of the G e r m a n  

situation which nr© relevant to this study.

Lafhenati1 a appraisal of -German society' and noli tics 
is contained, chiefly, in three boob<3, published between 
1 1 1 2 and 191?; battik f® chap Ik dss Gels to up run?
¥011 Koranenden Dljmen* Hie basic orientation is one which 
s© shall meet again in our consideration of some of the out— 
standing contributions to, and criticisms of sociology aria, 
the study of polities In the Twenties: the conviction that 
the Individual in the western world, and particularly in 
Germanya becoming submerged in an inherently authoritarian
and inescapable process of rational*.zed T>ro&uot±on and economic
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o; laation CZwangsanstalt) over which he is losing oon— 
tTol$ and which is destroying his soul* The logic of this 
13© chan i sat ion has fused the whole world together* at least 
potentially* into a single economic community* a machine 
whose fuel is property in the* impersonal form of capital, 
and whose sole object, to the extent that It has one, in 
humanly meaningful terns* is profit* The human being has 
lost all independence* individuality* higher sanction and

'sis only status lies in the various roles which he performs 
in else community of production or- in the legal ana adminis
trative npnaratus (the te) which services it. list is 
more, this nechan ization lias brought about an isolation and 
degradation of a large section of humanity, the proletariat; 
and this proletariat1a political reaction In terns of or
ganised socialism, with its defensive, rae-too claim to a 
share of surplus profit and economic and Itlonl power, 
is, in turn, only an additional testimony to the laanhiniptey 
of values In terns of whlch mankind might control the mech
anisation which It hno so brilliantly built and faltiifully 
served* Moreover, cjven the orientation and sense of dignity 
and belonging which patz*Iotism offeree! in tinea pant Is 
being rapidly destroyed: the non~ratlonal elements in modern 
nationalism must, in the long run, be disruptive of, and 
Incompatible with the universal process of mechanization!
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and, to the exteat that natl omilism is rational, it only 
becomes ail instrument through which the mechanisation ex- 
press©a itself. If human beings ana to eoo&p® Si© fat® of 
the beehive, Rathenau warn®, this process of forced sub
servience to mechanization and efficiency must be reversed* 
Somehow the Individual soul must be raised above it, to con
trol it, and rauat make it serve his dignity and values as a 
human personality» that is the problem with which all of 
saPliCnlau! s ■ " salt 1 as.tooy conooi'S'iOtn

before consenting uson the profound German disorisrita* 
tion which 8athenaufs general diagnosis reflects, as indeed
did that of Ereuss, v/e shall consider Hatheiiau® s views as
they are focused more specifically upon questions of Gorman
poll tics* It is interesting to note his first reaction to
the outbreak of World dor I, for example® Expressing his
profound shock, nl ana die appointment in a letter to a
friend, he writes!

We mist win, we a net win! .r.~ yet wo do not have
any universal sanction* • • .on different it w m
with the claim to unification t#il©h gave us strength and justification In IB70I How different were the 
demands for our existence in 18131 A Serbian ulti
matum and a she s.f ot confused and thought leas dis
patches! If only I had never seen, how‘things operated behind the scenes*** Necessity or not, higher authority or not - It did not h a w  to happen this 
way! Do you know why we are in this wart 1 donot* •« What ©an com® of Itf via ha,to no strategists 
and no state e a «  * * * 1

4gqaga«BgSBg&»s3ajgaa»m»*aS«lt^^

1. Harry Graf Kessler,*rerk* Berlin, h. Klemm, 1928s pp* lBo-186*
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Two years later* in his discussion of Q-eriaan poll-
tied behavior* in yon Koiaaeriden Dlfagsri- he writes* in a
similar1 vetm

For years 1 had foreseen the twilight of £h$ 
nations* and had t»r&X4©d It in apeeoh and writing*
I di nee m o d  its signs in the iispudent folly that 
paraded the streets of our great towns; In the 
arrogance of materialized life.®, above all* In the deadly sloth of our wealthier bourgeoisie*
• .1-arsed In bir'ino'*/’ affairs and shunning raspon- 
Lltxllty®*® X to m t  belleve In our right to 
guld© the des tin;, of the world*•* for we have 
not learned to our » Fa have
no right to to r mo and • ,
upon other civilized nations; for whatever weakness 
theae nations may display, ore for our part have not 1; 
yet acquired for ourselves a will to responsibility* “•

Fhy to this* he asks* why do the Tomans I'mve no will
to political responsibility? -he first reason* he suggests*
is that the Germana have never halt lie benefit of inspiration
from transcendental, politically oriented and politically
applied values. That has always been missing from German
political action and political leadersbln are Haims which
era not dor!.red from research and study, but which arise in
the mind, from a consciously or unoonsciounly Intuited out-
look on the u n i v e r s e * ^  For a hundred, years* the historical
method has been the only approach to political affairs,, and#

If the nan of learning enters the field of political 
activity# he will find if necessary as for as his

1® ' aither R&thenau* In Dave to Qom§ (tr# by Eden and Cedar
m l ) , Heir York, A* A* Knopf * 1921* pp» 185—186*

F« Xb id* s t>* 188®tssssaaasŝ e«ffii!̂ «s S?
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alas are concerned, to deduo© them from the extant*
Had Provider*©© followed his method, there would 
have been no g^out turning points In history; the 
t@nd«n©y dominant at any time, continuing in oper
ation, would have led to an ever ©loser approxima
tion to the unattainable point of Indl?ference.

Subjectively, the political method of men of 
learning manifests itself ao an avowed leaning 
towards ‘tradition, towards deduction from local, 
temporal, physical, and h»n'Piistic data, as an. 
aversion to all that is '• -.fiat© and Ideal*. •

Cl nee transcendental valuer, have never- been introduced into
"■■oinrum y-nlit5.ee hr war: virion arc! gift for practical
politics, even the iererg: 3.0 weeps of freedom he.--.re the stamp
of the corieeavetiTO historical sender:

The Qemmi concept of freedom, which is likewise 
a creation of erudition, contains... some such 
declaration as the followings loti do not desire 
to be fr@© frora all restraints* An organic re
striction is interposed between license and free
dom* ton are not subjected to any other restric
tion than this organic, divinely willed restriction.
• • • If you recognise this, you have an inner f r*cp - 
does. tn addition pro have transcendental, 1
sesthetic, and relh•k>us freedom*&-

But, fatherim? points out, reasoning from such a vrgue'fy he-®
fined, myntla.nl conce’h  of the organic, not only juooifieo
©very hind of enslavement, but undermine«, the will, the cson**
f i-Junce, and the sense of rnnponslhilitv for formulating,
empirically studying, and corning to grips* with the nation8 3
DClitionl problems® If the Oermnn people are ever to be com©
masters of their own tate and remedy the social and economic
inequalities and the political weaknesses of their feudal-

1* Ibid., up® 180*189 
2* Xgid*. p. 190•
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capitalist state, they must finally free themselves from
submission to the mystique of this historical fatalism#
They must realise that,

To destroy the dominion of feudalism, capitalism, 
and bureaucracy, the essential need is not the
change of a written word; th© essential thing is 
the will# But it must be a will surging up from 
the depths of the people*s consciousness, a will 
sustained by the power of the nation and guided 
by a knowledge of the bonds tp be broken and of the obstacles to be overcame.-^
' ' *'• *'.'•• ■ , ’ ITwwflg'g

because of the inhibit!ng effect of the organic raoloaals 
of the statue quo, and, secondly, because It cannot be 
gained from the elaboration of legal and constitutional 
prescriptions which 1ms ©nagged as many of the students of 
the state in Germany* The knowledge of the bonds that have 
kept the Germans In political massiveness for so long in
volves, rather, an unde r s t and in g of flthe aggregate of tra
ditions, political usageo, Inherited outlooks, self-protec
tion of classes, ooogtlve golectlon, submission to ilm law, 
family relationships, the privileges of wealth! arrogances 
and obsequiousnesses,,. *

flip mont politically grralyslng tradition in Germany 

has been the long monopoly of mower and the symbols of 
prestige by the aristocratic, feudal classes® hot only the 
masses, but the middle classes as well, have been enslaved
aflsa^aegasgijaBBmf&IWtfaaa&flgaM^i.gssajBBgeattm^tm-mg ^^

1* Ibid., p. 205®
2® Ibid., pp. 205—200»
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t© feudally sanctioned discipline and obligation, and,
*efen when the obligation is repudiated, the revolt ia 
not a vigorous assertion of frea&ors but- a deliberate act 
of insubordlnation, performed with an uneasy conscieno©.H3* 
The Gorman sense of freedom, eonditioned by this all-perva
sive experience, has always been a defensive, unstructured 
and, potentially at I a n " a n  anarchistic one# This has 
been reflected both ia "?aan ©ultural creativity and in 
o pol I t ia al a xpr e c si on i

Profundity; a sense for the essential of which 
things a n  but a reflection; vigorous Individuality 
and systematic universality, leading to recog
nition of and clue esteem for the counter-’•ossibillty to ©very possibility « these qualities U*-*© from 
the first mad© the German an opponent of form. Per 
all form is limitation••• In the united provinces of the arts and sciences, ot individual, social and political life, we can find hardly a single fundamental form which Is of German origin.•• he have 
remained poor in forms because mb lenrned to despise 
tJ'xbm® .  .

v/e are losing the civilizing fore: *.~wh isderived from the res©Xute maintenance of nr-’ 1-tried forms., » If, alik© within our own boro.epg aim In 
foreign lands, we display so little colonizing 
energy, if we have proved unable to rive t to our
selves our own kinsmen and the nations we have per
meated. •• the fault does not lie so much in our institutions as with our lack of Inborn capacity 
for lordship... a harmony luties eia rights? an 
inward realization of the f r and the i-c r; a re
nouncement of petty claims and a firm giyaJp of 
essentials; a sacrifice of the convenient for that which is truly worthwhile« Above all do 1 mean 
remorseless Justice - frog-spirited, independent of 
prejudice and senaoriousuess.*»

1. Ibid.. P. 832.
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He for whoa unfreedom is "bred in the bon®# 
who unwittingly reoognlzee that he is lorded oyer
by a dominant east© which he no longer* loves and 
which, fa© sos©timee envies, he who has cos® to re
gard M s  own fate and that ©f M s  children a® ir*-- 
revocable, finds M s  ooneolation in eont@apla.ting 
tfaota® who share his lot and who bend under the 
saa® burden* In the long run, he will rather bear 
enhanced oppression from his horn superiors than 
ass one ©f his fallow® rie© to higher levels and 
win freedom*.* The naive delight of the Americans* 
who are newer weary of adding up the dollar® of 
soul© self-mad© millionaire, and to relate that this 
master of millions began life as a newspaper boy, 
is only ^oaslble In a” land Mtore everything regains 
open to Ml* • The ISm e 1 of our mnloontent*. M i l  
oor ; *■* a ' • .-;v- 11 bo the * * b (. .'or .
cha: :;o!.h i1 tin of the ti ,at Jatic i%L* ;;orId* bust 
as llttl© will It be the detir© for unhindered 
spiritual ascent*. Their ©raving is for the most 
jajetin©, unreal, and dangerous of materialistic 
utopias, for equality, even If It should be an 
equality which can only be secured by a general 
levelling down***

d® must never forget that these narrow 
outlooks endanger political ideala* For inasmuch 
as every free and desirable condition aust b© based, 
not upon inert democracy, but on the vigorous up
ward and downward play of spiritual forces, It 
follows that feelings of ill will are pre-eminently 
calculated to hinder assent, and to maintain the 
power of dying tyrannies simply because people or© 
used to them®!

Because of the absence of unlysrsailatlc ideaa in formas 
politics ana the defensive, unpolitical conception &nii ex 
press!on of freedom in Germany*

The political future of the eonstry Is not a
question of institutions but of character® Every 
state©man of the coming days#.® must realize that 
the awakening of new moral energies is the funda
mental prerequisite to social reconstruction, and

3-® Ibid** pp. 222-225
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that institutions obediently and readily follow 
human development as the bark follows the growth 
of th© tr@@* A century ago we became a nations 
fifty years ago we becam© a state; now, by an 
Inward rebirth, we must become a political nation 
and a people*a state*!

Unfortunately a victory would toe an argument for th©
status quo* nevertheless, regardless of how the wax* ends, 
Fathenau feels, it will have contributed some of th© impor
tant ipreconditions for* the moral rebirth which is needed*
In the:- first pisnep thor-c -a a- developed# because of shared 
wartime hopes and sacrifices, something which had never be** 
fore existed? a true sw-nee of German community* 3y their 
fighting and suffering, the German lower classes have y;rGven. 
to themselves ami to other Germans that they can no Ion,;c:;• 
be excluded, that they comprise the core of the German nation. 
Hathenau anly hopes that when th© fighting is ower they, as 
well as the other Oorras.ti classes, will remember, wthat the 
state and country are res pi*bl* <?.-**• that every individual 
is peraeiiently re swon si'tolo for this cause* • * ”■'*' '-Secondly, 
the decline in European prosperity which will result from 
siie warp the disorgan I s a t i o n of property and the increase 
of burdens which will fellow, will orepywhere reduce the 
economic and political power and confidence of the upper 
middle class® There will be serious economic dislocations

1* Ibid*. pp* 22 
2 * TOLtt*. n; 250

225-226*
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In the ral&dle middle classes and many of its members will
drop out of their- traditional stations and, riuthenau hopes,
11 will draw attention to the ;'*rofound defects of our social
structure*"■*' And, lastly,

The war has finally destroyed the freedom from 
tie© characteristic of an individualistic economic 
system, and has paved th® way for the development 
of new forma of eommunallzed economy, for It has 
made everyone realize that the economic affairs of a civilised state are not the concern of In
dividuals, but the concern of all*2

It Is up to the German people, tnthienau warns, to 
see that, once the war ts over, these hard-won pains are 
put to the best political use* This moans, above ell, ex
tensive reforms In the German parliamentary system, in
volving the followings firstly, the Introduction of a properly 
designed system of proportional representation! secondly, a 
reorganisation of German political p.-rflesj and lastly,

•. . that the German p.prlhssiits should he givsn 
a positive1 function*.• thro they should be ranted 
the possibility of creative work. „. The ; res-
man who has been trained only as s. critic krowe 
nothing of essentials® He has learned parlia
mentary methods and legislative formalities, but 
has never acquired responsibility re a doer, a 
discoverer, and a creator*•. On© who practices on a dumb piano will never become r. ri&nlst. An 
Irresponsible critic forgets his own waaknesses, 
and grows Impotent because he regards himself as 
Infallible*/. The occupations of th® members of 
the present German parliaments cannot create true 
statesmen! those %flio sit in these parliaments have no power to strive for ultimate e n d s ® ..5

tin -I'lMjjii-m  .. ... lyiiHi.n.)'  ..■»■.. ......... w»rftf.iinpia-i-f.i,n ■! w     »i*.n i"H~¥Wn iinii.Tiiî*- mu'   iMTWi ffiffniffiflMrriBinriwiiii rr1imiWTW.riii-nrTî i;iiriv-Tri7--;miiTm,-ri-̂ri-̂rinW'initifrrrej|i|irTiffii iirritrrfm̂ -̂ irinr̂ m'T̂ ?MTrim Tri’iffiitgi

I* Xblcl,». p® 23 i®
2« .XO.lffi a , P» Sol©
P s X ol d,., p • 2159 *
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But, kathenau concludes, the realization and effective
ness of these Institutional reforms depends upon whether
the German people develop the w !j1 for political thinking 
-and participation* -'-rily this will can save them*

■la have dwelled at gone length upon our consider
ation of da thenau^ and hwv© quo ted extensively from his 
writings for two reasons, Tit the first place* the insights

valuable contribution*? to on itiwxern tanking of the situation 
of Imperial Gera any to which this survey teaks to relate 
the condition of O-eman political study*. And t in the -eeona 
place, besauae the range of Hathenau*s “ ysis ana iiis 
general orientation provide the first substantial example* 
in the German political literature, of a work conceived 
and executed in the souse of the norm of political study 
which this survey has posited! politics simultaneously as 
a aooial seienoo and a national resource*

Before leaving our examination of the study of poll*** 
tics in Imperial Germany* and its social and political en- 
vironment* we shall attempt a brief sunraar;/ of our findings* 
he discovered* firstly* that* after Bismarck* s imposition

1. It is Interesting and perhaps significant that both Preugs and P.athenau were Jewish* In 1922# as Carman 
Foreign Minister* Hathenau was assassinated by a member of an anti-democratio* militarist and racist counter6* 
revolutionary group*
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of authoritarian unity upon German society, the empirical
and philosophies1 consideration of coll tied facts in
volved in the operation of the afate (a type of study that 
had never been highly developed in Germany) vanished al
most completely from the demon scene* Its place was 
taken by a number' of unconnected and largely technical 
state sciences, asdic?-*ted to serving the status quo® 
deadend y the rest prominent among theso was ttoots”
_ ,  v / h i s h  j x s a l e :  t o  x w c h b . c s  a. 1 1  a o l i f l e a l  d a t a

astajiiirlstlc and ooneentrwted tr~on the logical syeteiaa- 
tlention and elaboration or legal concerts based ii.-on. de
duction??. from the eentr--"! nnsumotien of the str be—-person % 
Another important branch of the state sciences was the 
discipline of 3o%!alr>o11% Ik, which nos oriented to the 
double objectives of value-free analyses of society as
d orontlatecl frost the st-'-fcs, and Introducing eocdxlly and
economically liberal Ideas Into social policy with a vlews 
ultlrw:telpj to proaotinp the r;rw-ter stability of the au
thoritarian monarchy, which It hold to be a prerequisite 
for the survival of the German nation® Ideologically, the 
spirit of free, empirical Inquiry and philosophical reflec
tion as regards practical politics and the operation of the 
state was replaced by th© mystique of the stat@**person# with 
th© ultimate sanction of the metaphysical concept of the 
organic®
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We noted, secondly-, that, at least among a sraall 
minority of German scholars arid intellectuals, them was 
gradually developing an awarenesa of the inadequacy of the
established study of the state, and a movement to supple
ment and reconstruct it a.s a true science of politics.
Treitsohke, for example, had seen the folly of excluding 
a cons ids rati on of social phenomena from the study of the 
state® Kin positive nontrihution, hevr very amounted, in 
xafecig o n l y  x: a s am,- 1 1 y hexed .vstoreot he grllly t:ho
statue qua ay Ixxt ■ a 5 f undo men 1* Xly  ̂ rue t raday si cal ra
tionale! he conceived of oolitios as a national roHOurce, 
but not as a social science. Gierke, too# had Boon the 
shortcomings of the nxrros n -u roach of 3f o.af graphtslehre! 
but, with his essentially a priori concept of the organic 
Crenoosensohnf t, he too failed, to further the dove loo meat
^̂ sesammeasssitmxB̂ssaîiŝSif*&ssŝB>f!eiiŝsiS!iPf<̂essieissŝ^

of a German solenee of politics. dayr and Gohmldt, on the 
other hand, while still accepting the imperial system, 
nevertheless oriented the5 s:1 work to an curlr* loal exam in, ofIon 
of Its operation and, even more notably, rami© 000010010*11316 

progress in the tack of developing a methodology of noli™0 
ties as n social science* Finally, the works of fremss and 
hathenau, Baaed upon the implicit and explicit recognition 
of the fact that politics sj a social science was not pos
sible within th© assumptions of the imperial system, re
jected that system and set forth a forraulation of baal©
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ftermmn social and political problems such as had never 
before appeared in German society® At the* end of World 
War Ts therefore* although the dominant study of politics 
continued to be conducted in terms of the specialized

first steps towards a method
ology of political science had been made; arid at least a 
minority of German intellectuals had rsisad the questions 
with witioh that political science would I;-are to concern
i a. ,irp  do  
a, w  - >  ..a <?, %

V;€t must nowy in brief suasaryq answer the question** 
to what aspects of the imperial situation is th© absence of 
a German soienoe of politics to be attrlbut©d? Basing our 
oonolueions upon the foregoing survey of both the represent
ative literature and the highlights of tb© structure and 
politics of German society before and after 1871* we can 
say that what was involved, If it be stated in Its most 
general terras, v?as Insufficient motivation and excessive 
social, political and emotional determent*

The central point to note Is that in the conception 
of the le: people, accustomed, and assimilated as they
were to centuries of dynastic rule, politics was essentially 
a matter of the state and the state53 tie o i sIon-making and 
adminl strati on, theoretically, at least* in th© interest of 
all the members of the community according to their h^aditional
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social and eoonontic expectations* This general circum
stance hnfi, if we may be pardoned an oversimplification, 
a number of most important results®

In the first place, since it had always been the 
dynast and his aristocratic supporters who in effect re
presented, the state arid its functions of admlnistratlcn 
and defense, the deference which was accorded the state as 
m  fW'Osratus on r-.-florni trounhp area confused with* arm 
■reinforced by. the m m a m l o n a l  defowanoe accorded the ciy- 
nnstic circles on the basis of the myths and traditions
upon which they mughf to found and sanction their claim
to the monopoly of power m l  syrionymousneos with the state®,
1orsover, because the feudal aristocrats enjoyed exclusive 
power and highest prestige,, the other classes of Gornmn 
society directed their amlretione to acquiring ties symbols 
and accepting the Ideologies of this socially and politically 
highest clasp* ini in g o  doing, they sail© Gem&n society12 
smrender to the dynasts* confusion of rational and tradi
tional claims to exclusive control of the state all th© more 
complete* These other classes -were, so to meaty tied to 
the status qiicg and committed to the surrender of pel it: 
rights ana rsaoonoibilifcies, not only by the ostensibly ra
tional dictates of efficient government, but also by the fact
that they had accepted as their own Ideals th© very symbols 
and aytixg which were used by the dynasts to justify their
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claim to exclusive responsibility for the affairs of state® 
In such a situation there could be no powerful stimulus to 
empirical political study, at least as long as all classes 
were sufficiently appeased or suppressed* As far as the 
dynasts were concerned, their qualifications for tb© job of 
government seemed oelf-evident, not only by tradition but 
also by the expectations of their subject?;, .intuition, 
alvino guidance t h  the hel'o of oicsh vfviRsrs -s they might 
esioooe* tecres c * or- foe remainder or the
population the motivation oven vieaker* if the atwt© lo
a moztor only of the otrairilttration of dynattic-made de
cision?;, all that ie required ir- expertise, loyal servants 
to execute Che monarch*s presumably rise will, moreover, 
if it io truly the business of the dynast to rule, th© ior- 
oulatlon and empirical study of national political problems 
is not only irrelevant, oat nay risen outrightly impudent 
raid seen sacrilegious*

~n the second alaocg since the various strata of her— 
nan oosiety lied never find the rennonslbility of governing 
end making nubile decisionn by politic;'':, they vere never 
obliged to find the agreement iman fundaneotale# the In1ss« 
'Tstion for democratic compromise, which clone could h&ve 
persuaded the members of trie various strata to permit the 
direction of the state to become a genuinely public matter* 
because they would not entrust th© safeguarding' of theIf
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unreconciled group—Interests to a eomononiiee between one 
another, each group vreferred the allegedly neutral direction 
of the state by the dynast# But, because they failed to 
trust ©>~e!i other, and because the dynast* s rule was exclu
sively a matter of Imposed adniniafration, the German 
people* s attitude toward© puKt 1c policy always remained ah 
essentially negative one, camoitulinag in effect, a defense 
by S'-’oh yraua -gainst the nnoroac-hmente of both th"5 other 
”h u a n d  ths G :o "no h?hi v 'Saf-erhar:: -vr: ^sotian-f • 
p roach to government could 7-©an r be little initio fi os, aar- 
tioipation and vision on behalf of the whole community* And 
without these, the foroulatioa and study of the aonmusilty* s 
political a rob lens would 20001 both unnecessary and unreal
istic.

In the third place, because politics van essentially
a matter of dynastic adninlotration and the defense of 
factional interests age ins t the encroachment- 0 of that ad- 
ministration and the Interests of other factions, the imlver** 
sal ethical values which were present in Germany as elsewhere 
in furore (albeit tinged by close contact with the politically 
and socially dominant feudal classes) were never oriented 
towards or worked into political activity* There urs no 
practicable ftaietien for them, no place where they could 
effectively enter* And because such a universal et.hi0.al In
spiration was 1--*.eking, the already petty and passive condition
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of German politic© v;nj all the more sterile* fortoter,
without such values to bo applied to the concrete situation, 
ther® wmim no problems of trio scope tli-'-t existed elsewhere*
A problem is only created when a set of facts is viewed 
with reference to some value# On the other hand, because 
there was no effective political bridge between politics and 
universal ethical waluasg ouch values an existed, especially 
of tar t b s  o n e  a y e ^ t  a n a  u n s u c c e s s f u l  a t t e n e t  t o  b u i l d  ’* v.c V: 

a. bridge la Id-hx van a either sloughed lata abadanix tr- tls-a.

Cas with the jkpw/; ̂ o 1 > or built into toe formulation
of Iv 'd ooaoe^ts (a? with the Fechtee teat Idea of the it feats** 
reoihtBlehrer)* For the rest, they were left Isolated and 
free to develop into various forms of speculation without 
any practical political corrective. Their adaptability as 
Inspiration for the formulation of political problems and 
for political action " • , thereby, all the wore question
able.

These, then, In oversimplified and sir::r:i splash form, 
are the? aspects of the tr.-. FI tlonal Obrnari situation which 
weakened tbs motivation for, and deterred the expression of, 
a synthetic and evaluative empirical study of politico In 
Imperial Germany. Since thi 0 Imperial dew-many had been built 
by dynastic polities and, In the view of most German Intel
lectuals, depended for its survival on the continuance of 
such politics, the existence and the effects of these
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tradltioiial oIrournztone©s were not fundamentally altered®
11is chief change was that the frame of reference was now 
no longer merely one of a large number of ■principalities,
but th© whole German nation, hli.tle this change gave the 
national resource aspect of polf.tioal study new emphasis 
(see Treitsohke), It Introduced the old aril fanciful meta- 
ohysioal tradition of the orswnle German folk Into pollfci- 
cal thinking, and thereby created difficulties for the do** 
veil op meat of poll it s m ’ .-■ ;e:ovh\X scsosec In f-s
exist to the present day..

By 1071 the metaphysical justifleatlons of the pnr- 
tlcularist .ynat&iea had been, for the moat p-rt, at least 
consciously repudiated, It 'was different with the meta
physical Ideas which had grown up around the concert of the
German Volk* to which the authoritarian Bisnmroklan bmpire,
the political realisation of that concept, fell heir In 1871® 
Because the German people lied so long felled to achieve the 
political realization and the defense of their Berman Iden
tity through nationhood, this realisation and defense had 
coiae to find expression In fsrioun ideologies and. theories
dedicated to the general purpose of exhorting and ration
alising differentiated Ctsrasn cultural and racial solidarity, 
involving, usually, reference back to some idealised medi
eval and Teutonic golden age® It is with this intention and 
In this soirit f • t the theories of the Volk and Its ;olh3*- asssasssBSfaB̂ igSS* ‘msm&Mgm
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gelst. (if?, well as the idealized concept of the oprgnic 
Geme 1 ngeliaft were conceived; If Deuteehtum was to he de
fended* and If if could h-ve iso rational political defense,
It would have to base its survival or on a metaphysical oasis, 
one guaranteed by the splrit of history*

The development of suoii a defensive, aetaahaaioal 
rational© for* the maintenance of what as as held to be the 
ideal Identity of the? group is "©rite cnSerot-nFhlc 
of th© oiaouostonoees fstviouoh, la oSreotg if undoubtedly 
contributed considerably to the undermining of rational 
efforts to bring about the much-desired convernion of tfie 
German Volk to the lerrrri lafion by alarmed and oonulew«as56®fc»sfes*i«a3a. ■*

initiative* However* ones the desired national status hah
been achieved* the faot that the authorIt rrlan a ismarchIan 
order fell heir to this mystique of the organic fernan ¥ol.|&a 
gave to this concrete embodiment of the 0 or man rat Ion a mete— 
rhysloal sanction* which seriously hindered tic objective, 
and e . 5 rlcal inrestlgetion both of 'fee processes of Its 
operation and of its basic social and political assumptions* 
In the first place* there acre introduced lata the Gorman 
conception of the operation of a state a numbor of a priori 
notions which die! much to hinder the realisation* by German 
intellectuals, of th© fact that the conduct of a nation* Ilk© 
that of an individual* must be based upop the moat objective 
possible ImowXfd;*© of its own workings and. of its human and
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non—human environment, and upon the most rational possible 
decisions (made always, by human beings on behalf of other 
human beings) upon the basis of that knowledge®

This failure to conceive of the stats as utilitarian 
apparatus, which should be responsive to huraan deoirea and 
subject to human unde re tending, responnihil ity and control,
vdien a- a 'ried with the other aaaecr* of the eh.tuition as out
lined rboYSa further contributed to the dot errant of ea spon
sible political ini tl-: tiro nrh ■ rtiai' a- tlorr nnt ir,et# to thts 
feteinent of, and ’H»&keneb motivation fotp a science ot 'poli
tics • ivsn after torae or the set other dyrinetie asrectt -vsre 
formally removed in ISlfg the mystique of the Volk \ trengtri- 
enocl by the augmented sense of german national de:f eiri veness 
and Insecurity resulting from the lose of the war, conceived 
as a wnp for the bind loaf Ion of the h^rowa Volk and nation) 
continued to dog the development of politics as a social science 
in a number of which am a hall have occasion to traced

1.® In addition to making the problems of the nation* a oper
ation more inaccessible to objective,, empirical analysis, 
the metaphysical heritage ot the or - lie Volk has provided the ultimate rat I on ale of ©very : ntl-democ" tic' and 
national! a tic movement of German reaction* ileal
solidarity of the »i orman people le eiwlrp'reo Is h"ve exist
ed in the medieval and Teutonic past, In vji organic Gemeln- 
sohafft Mbioh is generally defined as a racially distinct, 
submissive and corporately organized society with a great 
and just leader* Thus, as with Hasism, th© rationale of 
differentiated &©rman solidarity was combined with political totalitarianism, claims of racial and cultural supe
riority, and ultra-conservative patterns of economic or
ganization, with an allegedly just leader representing
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p © have already surveyed the condition of imperial 
deroan political study which was the expression of these 
many and subtly Inter-acting social and political circum
stances* One other point,- however, remains to be noted* 
Because of the absence of active and positive political par*** 
ticlpation in the inspiration of ultimately universal ethi
cal values, and because of the aboisasa of the national Co.tia 
always ultimately International) integration and sense of

miration of ouch values affords, German society suffered 
from a profound sense of disorientation, evident not only 
in the condition of do nestle and International Perninn poli
tics, but also In the unsuccessful attempts of demons as 
individuals to see their actions in a universally meaningful 
manner* freass ted spoken of a deer sense of errtinesn and 
lack of objectives in "orman society; ■■ethen.au conceived of 
Pis work as an attsrrmt to rescue the human soul from the hllisc 
rrocesses of -nechnnlpod proaaction; Our-n^n ooofiolopist a$ moot 
notably P&x '-'eber, concerned themselves almost, exclusively,
In essence,. -with the in-erg ©rial rational! zation of J.nduotrl- 
rlinn and the capitalistic money economy, which m s  acutely 
felt to be nsechnnising* and bursfiuoratizing human life; and 
Pauald Ppenglery for example, generalized from the absence of 
a universal ethical Inspiration and direction, in German so- 
piety, to a conclusion that the whole Pest ras spiritually
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baiihriipt and In decline,,

hs long as the tna.dlt 1 onnl near or/, of social, poli
tical and economic r cl -1 i o nship o m d  expecta tions remained
intact in Germany, this fundamental dioorientr-tiori was ar
ticulated only by a minority of intellectuals. After the 
collapse cf the "moire, bowevcr-, and in the politically,
socially and economically unstable si ta-bdsn of romthloaii 
ilseo thru: I' r,;:ds n ■; ■■ p.: .a s - la -a; no n is/e; outsail
10.0 lor- in the do / ini. colon co ncaIoice-. I es-oolsas* is-maas Ingly 
the deep-felt, cry v's— -- h/v- values, Valuer. which aoulu glue 
tin; O-er-'ucji e o • venae of direction. and n Rta basis for
•political Integration, ini eitu. the so osies often •••ont the 
sentisisaf, that social scienoe, -1th Its ~1 of objective 
analysis^ riot only could not provide the direction that was 
felt to be the fined s test; need, but actually contributed,
by iso dote, oho a inneo ti ;n f Ion of nollticr.l si!" social patterns 
and " rcccn-es, to the suVr-rersien of such values os remained, 
nicr. son tinonfo not only provided the soil up-on sdsiah In
tellectual fnscisn could orons Put terloiioly nooea the not!- 
notion m b  threatened trio objectivity of f-onauon scholars of 
the Pel rear ■'"orlos oho 'sees hovelGoing the study of noli tics 
as a social science,

Tho study of politics during the aeirar/f yearft, to which 
a® shall rare turn, enjoyed the benefit of a situation in which
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political insti tut ion a h'©i, p  lent tieore tlcally, been 
fully secularised, no to areaks oxkI in vfaich there was 
complete Intellectual. one. political freedom. It coffered^ 
however, from two general handicaps* which were doenly cm- 
bedded in the her-nan political bach grounds firstly, and In 
suite of the formal dwell oration of -"ocular sovereignty, 
from the fact that Germans in general still tended to feel 
that th© atg’ta a--© oasho© stove its citizens*. and f-osehov 
o n U i n a y  to a; ©r-sta? hp If'-aia a.- deny ---a ono a© as it 
loyalty ©rid service* Ihe realization that everyone is 
resaonsibie for the uncUjrat'osding, criticism and decision- 

and deelalon-mojsina of the state, the iggr J . U c c, 
had still not heeaie fully established1; and ceeondl?/, delmar 
political study as a social science '-suffered from th® above- 
mentioned sense of lack of social and ethical integration 
and direction, which ceemed, among many intellectuals, eon* 
stantly to tempt the scholar struggling for objectivity as 
© social ncientl.st, to make a bolt for absolute values as 
a human bslnge In the -survey of he!mar political study 
which follows, we shall always have to bear these ted In
herited sources of weakness In rnlnd.
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oinla-iOfil political study* to 
■was not until the late Twenties and er rly Thirties that the 
full scope of the political problems of Crerinan society was 
squarely faced, and that political study acquired a conscious
ness of the challenge it confronted and a methodology to meet

Thaptsr* IT 

of a Science orTolltloa from

With the loss of the war, 
cratlo republic* end the domestic 
economic and political read jus tmente, 
sary for 0 e r mo n a o o i e t y s ids © a y t o a y l: I c 
X egoclly  n eu loap  ;■■!:■ f w a v ' : : :  . ' ■ l  sap so

yrantefU Altarypn polliionllf unconcerned a
of the state sciences continued to be the bowiiamt a: 
to rant ter 3 of the public Interest* even the 
scholars found It necessary to en-y;:o In r-t 
amount of re-examlnatIon* For the most 
re-examinetIon0 conoisted of essentially 
at ions pertaining to problems oilhlti

the
m ;.i
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tliat challenge as an inua*»en&©nt discipline conceived as 
a socle! science and a national resource*

This belated development of a science of politics in 
•Germany was the product, fashioned in the minds of a handful 
of outstanding Gorman scholars, of what fed been a gradual 
convergence, throughout the Twenties, of contributions prin
cipally from the fields of political naovpmvdayg sociology 
and jurisprudence*. finoe the coo tribe Claris often came fron 
scholars "harp In the nnuassr' of their sor'ig ciarcr'Cai ofmcoic 
lines, and since many of the no si valuable treatises were 
not specificelly conceived with a view to political study, 
but only later adduced to that susfosc by scholars in dif
ferent disciplines! than that of the original author, the 
systematic presentation of these diverse ana ancoordinated 
contributions offers some difficulty® In order to rive what 
a© believe will provide the clearest possible aioture, re 
have divided this seecmd naff of our study info three cliapters® 
Chapter IV, the present chan ten, nll.1 con of-it of than"'© parts, 
dealing with confcributions to a German science of politics 
from the fields of -nolitidal geogrnrhy, sociology arid juris— 

arudence* Chapter V will cionra-iae a survey and an analysis 
of the Weimar social and political situation, and an examin
ation of some of the more outafending and representative poli
tical writings which Illustrate the operation of this situ
ation upon the formulation ©rid analysis of political problems®
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Rlnally, Chapter VI will survey the works in whloh th© 
various untocordinnt©d contributions examined in the present 
chapter were niethoctol really Integrated end built into a 
synthetic science of politics as such.

1

One of the first and potentially nost valuable con

tributions to the development of a German science of polities 
pwe from the gcoier:"'1 field of wcGGkiipnl poo'': w isw flfaa-w/P 
the national resource orientation an" the Internationa! poli
tics interest which motivated the wen s/ho worked In this 
field were very much an expression of a native Gorman concern 

with. Germany1« Internetlone! position and role*x the general 

approach and the original coneopt & which they employed were 
those of the Swedish scholar Rudolf 1C jell en, whose trans
lated works had begun to achieve considerable circulation 

In ■ itiany just prior to the' end of the war®

f jolleri had been trained In a juristic tradition 
similar to that of tha German Lltfiatsrechtslehrer. Hevinm 

realized* hooc?ers that this p/prs^oli afforded little In** 
sight into the many factors which were involved In the
potentially explosive international political alignment 
which he was witnessing in the decal© prior to 1914* Kfallen

X* A fact which* In view? of their lesser* concern with'the 
requirements of socle! science* resulted in making muesli 
of their work spurious, as t#e shall demons trot®.
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had set himself tlw tank of discovering just what fees® 
factors wei*tf and of develop'no: & conceptual framework for 
considering then* His first attempt at an Interpretive 
synthesis -was published In Germany in 191? under the title. 
Par ntrnt rl*- *ebensform* The central thesis of this book 
vias that the state had fa be considered as an actor and that 
ana® this was realised on© could %hen proceed with devising 
categories m u  oethad© of analysis for examining the various 
factor a which w v ©  involved in state behavior*. the m v ©  
point of view, but move systematically worked out, was ex
pressed in his neat volume,

r ore setting forth his frame of reference, a jellmm 
devoted son© discussion to what Is held were the principal 
problems which would have to be faced in developing and
systematic political science knowledge**

m g  building of a systematic science of 
politics involves and depends upon the solution 
of three specific problems - firstly, the question of defining the subject matter of political 
science, secondly, the question of demarcating 
the boundaries of this science, and thirdly, the 
question of the internal conceptualizing and Si© 
organic dividing up of the various aspects of the 
subject matter* Practically speaking these three 
problems are interrelated in many ways and all 0 
must be solved before a system can be developed*10

1. Rudolf KJalien, g
KirzeLeipzig,

2. I M t * #  P
S.7*

f f § § § § ?
flg-aaLJElaga-SgaSga.
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The subject matter- of politics, ao bjellen a w  It, 
wan 14 the state as a fact of international law, as a member* 
of the system of nations; those acting per sons of id story 
which are known to us as England, Germany etc. They stand 
before as as objeotlve, living realities® Our .lob is to 
analyze the operation of these empirically perceivable, 
ouper-Individual realities,3^ That it would not be an easy 
job, however, Tjellen fully realised, 51 because theae are 
such serious impediments to the necessary objee tlvit ys ■ eree 
■ ■.•reoonoeationa end superstitions creep into this area than 
any other, for In no other area To sc .may and cuoii great 
and sensitive interests converge®i;~

To further clarify his approach to the subject as he 
has defined It, hjelleri gives the following explnnnt Ion of 
his general methodological position;

It must be emphasized from the beginning
that our empiricism in no way conflicts with our 
general notion that we are concerned w 1th super** 
Individual realities® Empiricism Is not so Idso 
materialism, and the materialist has not oeen 
able to consider the operation of the st^te any 
more directly than has the idealist. To the ©X“* 
tent that we empirically perceive states aa in
dependently operating units, we can proceed from 
this conception as a”working hypothesis. Our 
proof will II© in Itm ability consistently to 
account for th© facts* In the great controversy 
between the individual!s tic and the collective 
5...stic conceptions of the stste we therefor©

1 . Ibid*, p. 8 .
2. Tbid*. p. 9*
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oonsoiouely-and firmly admit our alignment with 
the latter®1

la order to show that there is some precedent in 
Germany for the type of empirical study which he Is sug
gesting, Kj©lien quotes the following sentence from the 
historian J.G® broysen1s lectures or* .ollfelos. delivered 
in 1860s ^Politics is not concerned -frith what the situ
ation of the world, of the nations or of the individual 
state should as, but with sh-t it is p.ml wh-t it can be
come in view of what is known about the factors involved 
in the constitution of national power; it does not oat 
forth ideals but analyzes concrete reality and reveals in 
the latter quite different spriy*s of action than the nebu
lous ones which are ascribed to the f srier® 11 Unfortunntely, 
Kjellen hastens to add, the jurists and the experts in eco
nomies and administration; eclipsed Droysen1 <* and other 
scholars* first steps tow-rds a synthetic, empirical 
science of politics in G-eiaaaiiy. After8 referring to the 
largely unrecognised but creditable work of '*• r.tsel and 
Penck, who had tried to make geographical fats, available 
to the study of polities, Kjellen points to a report re
leased la 1917 by the Prussian ministry of Education which, 
he believes, heralds a new approach to the study of polities 
in Germany* In th© name of the Prussian government, this

1 ® Ibid®, p. 9,
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report called for th© encouragement of foreign studies at 
German universities, for the extension of the horizons of 
politics to include not only jurisprudence but geography, 
sociology, and economics * with the general purpose that 
th© German people be guaranteed a more profound arid com
prehensive 11 political undersbanding of th© present*” tt 
is in this sense that he too understand® politics, says 
KJellen, !liri Its honorable classical sense of a synthesis 
of all Imooleaoo concerned with the etets®«hA

ICJelien1!? actual conceptual fraraewort for consider
ing the data of politics as he understands it, is oorroris©& 
of five general categories, es.oh with its own special scien
tific term and broken down into further sub-aspectsi geo
politics, seneeraed with the country* s location, its geo
graphical form and contours and the nature of its territory 
and natural re sources j ecopollties comprising the sphere 
of government participation in the economy, the nature and 
problem© of the existing privet© economic life; demopoXitie®, 
involving the background and general equipment of the popu
lation, its physical condition ail its psychology; socio
politics, concerned with the tyre of social ago tea and the 
problems of its operationj and, finally, what Kjellen called 
eratopolitios, devoted to th© study of the institutions and 
processes of th© governmental system, the problems of its

1 # lbid*, p • 16«
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operation and the state*s general capabilities as r as 
power. To the elaboration of these five categories ojelleri

idevoted the remainder of hie study®

it is interesting to note the parallel between the 
appearance of FjelXen1s efforts during and at the end of 
World War 1 to devis® a conceptual framework for- analyzing 
the fnote of International politics and similar develop
ments in the United States just prior tog during and since 
World War 11® ind@eds there ere saiiy similarities in the 
substances of the two types of analysis* although WjeXlen* s 
conception of the state as a sup® r-pers onal entity, while 
intended as a hypothesis to aid iri the analysis of the roots 
of international political behavior, was dangerously close 
to the traditional German mystique of the organic, and was, 
in fact, used In the service of that tradition by a number 
of German students of politics during the years that followed*

While the new empirical and systematic study of Inter
national politics which developed in the United 3tales vms 
inmedlately taken up by scholars working in hi established 
social and political science tradition* and who readily 
oriented themselves to formulating and analysing the United 
State®* new Internat! onal role, fee outcome in the Germany 
of 191% and the year® Immediately after, was quite different®

maBSaaa Bewar  miinri|^ ii]-j,'iiiiifriiTlTPMapa«Biaiy|yajMTj fff^i«iijwMafirm muinrniifiiiinii n mm lliilflPii mlfi ir 'l i i iumi     .. mru y ii     .111 'w mnwu’ifrf  w................................ . "  fiwwfea a a -

1 ® Ibid®. Fart 1 1 1 ®
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Mtth, no such, tradition of an organized dleclpllne of poli
tics as a social science and a national resource, and with 
the over-all problems of the national existence of German 
society temporarily obscured by the defeat and collapse of 
th® imperial order and by the immediate problems of the new 
republican regime, Kjellen* s substantial potential contri
bution to the development of political science in Germany 
was largely lost* It was only in the syntheses of the early 
GMriles li'e.-t his work e-o ta>co a a raidtt la scstdn d; in; with 
methodological contributions fro :i sociology, was farther 
developed* In the meantime, ignored by the respectable stu
dents of politics, tjeXlenfs writings became the property 
of and were pillaged by a group of pseudo-scientif1g geo
graphers, most notably among them the retired array of fleer* 
Karl Hatishofer*

Had there been an established discipline of politico 
as a social science in Germany, the do t er ra I n I a tic geographic- 
el and demographic theories a/id researches of Kaushofcr and 
his disciples would have been evaluated, corrected, and 
methodologieally Integrated with the data of other studios, 
end would thus have comprised a valuable, stimulating and 
lasting contribution to the further development of that 
political science® Unfortunately this was not the ease, 
Geopolitics, conceived in the beginning as the study of geo
graphical and demographic factors In International politics
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w hi oh, it was felt, had been too long neglected in Ger
many, cast soon to consider itself as constituting the 
whole of German political science, a fact which made much
of its work both worthless and misleading^ (though non© 
the less influential end popular), and of which Haushofer 
himself was fully aware and which, at times, lie seemed 
even to regret*

The original aims of geopolitics -'w*'~baf or described 
in retrospect no foiloros

When, after tremendous sacrifices, effort 
find performance* • • a people experiences such _ re-* t 
destruction of its traditions way of life and 
such a wanton*•• mutilation of its territory as have the Germans, it has the right to ask what 
was lacking in those whose job it had been to 
guard this way of life and territory.,. It is 
this desire for a more effective scientific 
awareness of what is involved in the defense of 
the national form of life and living space which 
motivates the work of geopolitics*2

Deploring the absence in Germany of a political science (he
usee the English terra) such as wee available for the training
end guiclanee of Allied statesmen and for the enldgbtenrsn f of
their people, Haushofer attributes this weakness to the fact

1* A comparable situation sight bna© developed in the United 
States, for example, had there not been a broad, synthetic 
science of politics to evaluate, integrate and methodo-
1 agioally correct the one-factor “family pattern,H wbaby 
swaddling® and "sphincter training" explanations of poli
tical behavior which have been contributed since the war 
by psychologists and anthropologists®

2 * Earl Haushofer .It j,l., Berlin,
Vowlnokel, 1928, p® 29®
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that O-ersian specialists had been unwilling or unable to 
build na. broad methodology and academic* organization as 
a basis for the study of politics..« It Is into Lhis 
gap*w says Haushofer, “that geopolitics claims to be 
moving.

Haushofer* admits th.at *lf there existed in 1 a m a n y
a rebuilt science of polities, it would be quite conceivable: 
that the approach and wort of geopolitics could be integ
rated Into it;*, * th * bo recognizes,, acifeaveiq. that ;;thc 
great problem which faces us geographers is the methodo
logical relating of political geography, end its daughter 
science of geopolitics, to the legal ana state sciences and 
to sociology, ana their Integration into the over-all struc
ture of tii© sciences In general®l,lJ Until this social 
science interaction and integration comes about, however, 
aridg

as long as young; men cosing from one of the 
specialized state sciences are let loose upon 
th® difficult direction of their country* s poli
tical fat® without having a carefully analyzed
knowledge of what Is going on In the world or 
of geography or of the nature of their own or 
other nations1 living spaces and their development - as long as this continues to happen, It 
is up to geography and history to assume the 
responsibility for filling th© ¥a©uunw And it 
is for this reason that the small but pregnant and challenging prefix wg©ofl has be©n attached 
to th© word •politics®114

• f pp. 30—'©I«
* , P ® .
.g p» 71® 
e I P . 59 ®
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Thus, geopolitics, conceived in the first instance 
as th© study of th© geographieal factors relevant to the 
analysis of international politics, acquired a second and
broader purpose - the constitution of a science of poli
tics In general#”*" The consequences of this development 
would have been less damaging had geopolitics represented 
a truly empirical scientific method* From the very begin
ning, however, it represented a number* of a-sunipfions, 
values and concepts which -sere never examined in rn an-' 
pir-ioal study of the facts involved arid vhich sere main
tained against all criticism as a central dogma?

And what are the great objectives*.* which geopolitics hopes to realise for humnnlty? Mothing
less* •• than to make an as ;8 al to the reason of 
the peoples of th© world to bring about a just 
distribution of the available Lebensraum of the 
world according to th© dictates of culture, power 
and, economics, ' and thereby to put an end to the 
thr©@»c©fitiiry«"Old danger of overpopulation* • *
The key weapon of geopolitics In this task of 
convincing art5 the "figures of population dens 1 ty - 
til© number of inhabitants per aqua re kilometer.--

Hot only, however, did geopolitics claim tc bo i vj, 
filling the general function of political science a n d  exe
cute ftsJ.il task in terms of a dogmatic, u n s c i e n t i f i c  bias, 
but, and this f o u r t h  aspect of g e o p o l i t i c s  p r o v e d  moat 
damaging of all, it did so with the a d d e d  conviction that

1* It will be noted that in tills attempt only one even 
of KJellen* a five general categories was considered.

2* K&uahofer et al** o p * cit., p* 39#
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it was oalleel W'.on to act as a medium of popular political
education, to diffuse its concepts and its reasoning as
broadly as possible among the rlerman people« The geopoll-
tician, says Kaushofers

••* must combine the gifts of a good journalist 
who ©an #@© th© issues and needs of* th® moment 
with the serious and detached power of objective 
discrimination of th© scholar®.* Scientific 
geopolitics#•• rauot never be as dull as are purely 
scientific books, otherwise those who wield power, 
those who count in actual practice, will not be 
-•a" ched and convinced® * * Thz geopolitical ap~
’"OB.dh must; not a - r» olf-er' . - rove nil ng
,f o * a people w: , i»r« >• .; - <’t should always

»*. «•€) ; on ;T„o'riii not only 5h a -a— time maps ox 
central Europe but also the map of the world.
This would enable them to see the greatness of 
tiielr clanger and the fearful objectivity of their- 
desperate struggle for* a minimum portion of the 
earth’s apace®«» a situation from which no fix 
Into any ideology can free them*!

VThlle Kjcllen1 s attempts to develop a conceptual 
scheme for political science was not followed un in. tlx© 
sense he had intended, the geopo1 iticIans* making © n,yn- 
tlcme of a single one of his categories, developed a de
terministic, value-laden pseudo-science which gained little 
academic recognition but won broad popular Interest* This 
sseucio®science, for the reasons pointed out above, dir not 
neat the specifications of a social science In any sense 
of the term; and because it did. not, its avowed primary 
purpose of acting as a national resource was not only not

®# P"P • 39 s.nd 41®
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realized, but actually resulted in a dieservice as far as 
the rational Interprets tion of the international Jeraan
situation was concerned. Because the integration of what 
was valid in geopolitical theory and research into a syn
thetic political science frame of reference did not take 
slaee until the early Thirties, raid because the geopoliti
cs Ians successfully applied th erase Ire e a s political educa
tors of the people, a whole generation of Cknrmaiis was mis-* 
rriided by the or ere tern lid'is - time eh the Lebaiismea sea1 run oh, 
an approach rhiich later played an invertant pert in dazi 
propaganda and lent to hasi claims an aura of scientific 
validity, and an approach vhi oh, most tragic of all, was 
reflected in a number of the most brutal and disastrous 
of the basic decisiona of Nasi pollcy-makers, particularly 
in has tern nurope and hues la.*

was Otto haull. blriat haull found moat valuable in the work 
of hjellen for the further development of political science 
in Germany was the latter1#] ngrasp of 4  1 the aspects of the 
state? the state as a nation, a population, an economy, a

scholar wh esoentloll. sogrrvher bu
ecu oriented tc the broader- -oroblon

enoe through bio aceunintance vitb tF of bjellon,

society and a government**-*" - a breadth of approach which.

1. Otto :<aull, 
1935, p* ?0©

ohe Qeotrrabhla. Fierlin, 3orntr&ger,
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study of til© issoerlal ora* bithoufc ©nr'taging In the pseudo* 
scientific speculations and g e n e r o 11 z a t i on s of the ye op oil-*
tlolans, Maull agrees with the latter* In his view thet 51 It 
is constantly surprising that the science of the state has 
been a captive o f the study of the constitutional arid legal 
Institutions and has not begun pith the analysis of the 

fundamental requisites of a state's existence and operation* 
rhssss ‘basic requisites- rog~i to hada been Ignored as of only-' 
incidental inporta because they sera dadsn for- a'pifp.f1'" 
'■hat has been post neglected, ; m i l  maintains, has been Ike 
geographical and population factors. The neglect of th© 
latter, lie su_r©stsg h«a been particularly great in (k?rmcny 
beeause the traditional dynastic absolutisms found It un» 
necessary to be greatly concerned with the subtleties of 
tiis nature, the values and the? gone m l  psychology of their 
subjects*

In order to integrate his data into a
synthesised political science frame of re fere? nee, end to 
r*uide him in his research selection, ba.uXl tnkos up bjollon*s 
conception of the state as a su p er-oersonal actor® -akin?-: 
©very effort to use the analogy of the organism only* os ok 
aid for* visualizing' otate behavior mid the* interact I on of 
the political and other* factor?? which, .ore involved, he Is

!• M i n  P® 67*
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olearly a war© of the need for- keeping tli© a priori in
ferences which tend to follow from this organism analogy 
out; of his analysis*, Unlike most of the ge©politicians 2nd 
the avowed organ is fa theorists, for example, he shows a die- 
tlnot appreciation of the role of the Individuals who con
stitute the state and of th# part played by shared values In 
integrating them* To the question, ,:,Upon v/he.t is the devel
opment; of the organs ana of the national organ Ism hull ft*’ he

Th© binding force between the geographical area and the inhabitants is th© conception of the 
state, th# political Idea, the will to participate 
in th© state*•• Th® idea of th© state is a task which has been solved In various w&ye.•• in general, 
however, it must always b© recognised that the mem
bers of a state must In some degree of intensity participate In and share the idea of 'Sis state* •« 
a sound nation rests upon a favorable relationship between th© Idea of the state as a shared value and 
the remainder of the values of th© society* Where this relationship become unfavorable, where other 
values weaken or ohoke off th© value of participation in the state, the %^aXti©-bojid of the Idea of 
th© state eventually disappears and th© state organism is no Ion gar* in a position to operate, and 
disintegrates into its two great elements - a, gratia of people and a territory*3-"'

Although M&ulX had begun as a. geographer, closely 
associated for a tin© with the geopolitiole.no, he had cle**rly 
com© a considerable way* Hie beginnings of what amounted to 
a functional requisite approach for selecting the factors
relevant to a political society1s operation, showed an

x • Xo^dL* » pjp « 113—115*
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encouraging eooial sole nee awareness and marked a decided 
step on tiie way which the development of political science 
In Germany was to travels from no consideration of the roots 
of political behavior whatsoever (except for the sue tar* 
physical notion of organic evolution), to & series of one- 
factor explanations, to the development of a methodology 
for considering, weighting and int@r~r@lating all the factors 
involved and subjecting then to empirical aiialysisu

An overfall pnpraisnl or l;he aoi:l r 1 grrrw Ah r 
contributions to development of political science in
Germany must thus be both positive and negative®, An the one 

hand, although the ge©politicians’ larger Horizon and their 
emphasis on the importance of the geographical end do:so— 
graphic factors in a nation1s operation constituted a valu
able contribution, their determination to made a mystique 
of time© two factors and, id th an air of scientific certain
ty, to employ their reasoning from this mystique for the 
education of the Go people in the ^needed of dirt re
mained an otherwise unanalysed and organic-olly conceived 
Volka mad© of their rauch-discusoeel discipline, dint in effect 
wan a blind alley* And at vorst{ because of their ove?- 
slmplifioatlons and th© polltioal use to which thss© were 
put, they d M  ranch to remove important and complex problems 
and issues of national decision-planning from the real® of 
critical discussion and rational and empirical evaluation#
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0n tli© other hand, K jellen1 s conceptual framework
for the analysis of otate behavior, although largely nog- 
lected for a number of years, provided a stimulus to tie 
broadening of th© G-ernan approach to politics, which, so 
with Haull, was a very fruitful one® This conceptual frame
work of Kjellen* s, ra©thodologloally Integrated with the 
soclal-sctlon analysis of H&x febery serving so a corrective 
to Kjellen*s organic penchant* or-oved to be one of the chief
% f} if Y' pf !'<_t % ̂p k’ “h p |-n .ft p ph ̂ p fT--. % /ajV-. p ■ p *'fp  ̂ f* Ip cp m gt xf f ̂ "-Vfj ^ s

the h u m a n  political aoiencs of the Gariy Thirties,,

2
The political geographers, having rejected the suf

ficiency of the formalistic, juristic conception of the state 
of the_ S $ M M f f i l M E k t e £ i  hod thus, by their discovery of 
the importance of geographical and demographic factors, era* 
barked upon the process of empirically investigating all the 
elements which were involved in ® political society1 a oser— 
ailon* Unfortunat©Xy, as we hove noted, their assumption of 
an organ is X2 Uk  and their fascination with mcXterv of geo
graphy and demography, prevented them from reaching the 
methodological destination which, from the point of vie a of 
social science, was Inherent in that process. If their be
ginnings were to be developed into a science of politics, the 
necessary impetus and guidance would have to come from some 
other discipline. What was requlred, above all# was, firstly.
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an outline of what objective social solenoe was, and what 
it demanded by way of methodology, and, secondly, an ap roach
which, instead of postulating the existence of an organic 
collective, would begin with th© analysis of individual 
soolal-aotlon and then Investigate the roles and relation
ships in terms of which that individual soclal-actlon was 
Integrated in the organization and operation of the larger* 
system® It is th@e@ two requirements for the development 
of a Clgrraan science of politics which, no wo shall demon
strate in our survey of the syntheses of the early Thirties 
In Chapter fig were contributed by German sociology*

“In Germany,8 someone has said, “there is no soci
ology but s o c i o l o g i s t s ® T h e  task, therefor©, of disan-

Albert Salomon, “German. Sociology,n Twentieth^ CenturySociology. ©d® 0-. cJurvitoli and M.S.
Philosophical Library, 1946, chapter 25, p. 58?« 
Salomon continues on the same and the following pages 
MSociology became the concern of son® scholars who, 
starting from different fields of research*• • finally 
met in Si® development ©f sociology as theory and 
method® What has been the reason for their restless
ness? They were united by three common experiences 
which induced them to transcend the traditional scheme 
of sciences and to establish a theory and method of 
sociology* The first experience was the shook that 
they felt in the face of the gigantic syst«as of de
terminism which Hegel and Marx had presented®*. They 
revolted in th© spirit of th© positive sciences which 
were Imbued with a deep distrust of metaphysics and with humility regarding th© infinite variety o f ex
periences and events*•• They wanted to escape th© 
iron necessity of radical determinism* Th® second experience was th© vision of th© rapidly expanding ra
tional Institutions In the Industrial world and the 
growing pressure of conditions imposed upon the indi
vidual* The third experience was th© awareness of th©
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tangling and condensing materials relevant to political 
science from the hundreds of scattered and diversely con
ceived German sociological treatises, by economists, his
torians, philosophers and jurists, is a formidable one, 
and would in itself merit more than a single-volume study® 
For present purposes, however, with a view to focusing upon 
the contributions to political study of methodological 
awareness and emphasis upon the soc lal«ac t-ion analysis of 
the Indlvictual me temp which we ascribed to dewacn eooiolory' 
above, we shall confine ourselves to a consideration of this 
works of Max Meber and Hans Freyer, undoubtedly the two most 
important of German sociologists in this connection, al
though, as will be pointed out, their ultimate orientations, 
In a number of significant respects, were a uite different.'1'

German sociological studies, as we pointed out In
oChapter 1 above,*" had developed during the middle of the 

nineteenth century In a conscious turning away from matters 
of politics and the state to what was postulated as society®a

problematical character of the thinking human person, ofits Individualitys of its solitude in a world of collec
tive actions* These three experiences mad.® it possible 
that some soholars In different fields turned to a new science of society and of social conduct®M 1® In Chapter V, in connection with out survey of the Weimar 
social and political situation, we shall examine some ©f 
th© anti-soeial science criticisms which were levelled 
against Sax Meber and which, although th® writers In 
question ware not sociologists, nevertheless constitute 
part of a representative picture of sociological study 
during the period®

2« 3 warn. pp* 37-41.
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This preoccupation with, the non-polltlcnl and non-govern
mental had been a re p. o felon, as we noted, to the failure of 
liberal-Inspired German political particlpation, to the 
success achieved by dynastic politics in the struggle for 
unification, and to the authoritarian nature of the Bis- 
maroklah system® During the years in which this system was 
being established., and in the decades immediately following, 
the most outstanding fact about the ^society” to the study 
of which th© German scholars in cuestion proposed to dedi
cate themselves, was its very rapid industrialize Sion, a 
development iciieh proved all the more disruptive (and was 
considered as such) In a country where politically integrat
ing and effective shared values and compromise had never 
developed and ware given no encouragement to do so* And 
since the political problems involved In this industriali
sation were, eo to speak, ultra vires, the principal concern 
of German sociology became (and remained, so throughout the 
pre-World Bar 1 period) the Impact of this industrial!nation 
upon pre^eapitailst German relotIonships and values from an 
essentially Cultural, rather than nolitienl point of view®

111 spite of German sociologists1 essentially cultural
and non-political orientation, however, almost all of them, 
because of their motivation, their subject matter and their 
changing social and political environment, were ultimately 
led back to th© very political reality a,gainst which they or
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their predecessors had originally reacted® This came about in 
two general ways? firstly, because the study of human action 
leads to the study of groups and institutions among which the 
state must eventually be recognized and analyzed as the most 
complex; and secondly, if the motivation is primarily cultur
al concern with vfhat are felt to be the disintegrating effects 
of industrialization and the individualistic, capitalist eco
nomic system, because the state offers at least one possible 
ideology and framework for attematino a general reintegration 
of groups and individuals in terns of values other than mate
rial and individualistic. It rat ty the former process that 
-fax Weber case to concern himself o-'ith the state; mane Greyer5 3 
political orientation developed In terms of the la stem

In our consideration of Tax heber1s political contribu
tion to the development of a German science of poll tics, ve 
hubt note, in the first place, that this proateat cf German 
students of society was very much in the tradition of German 
semiology as It developed In reaction to the :Uv:wot of in
dustrialization, urbanisation ana l^rge-scnle, Impersonal capi
talist enterprise#^ This orientation of debar* f; ©marges riot
ĝjgKBiKgi^sasBi&aaB^ 9 iiEgam«iB3gfeMi38BMg»gaBB3a aatea«iBa«asas»gjBaffflp^iMi»fl«̂

1* As one Preach observer has commented: 11 The work of Geberg
the work of the majority of the German sociologists is concerned, above all, with the historical singularity of our 
Western civilization and attempts to understand its ration
alisation# Tt is not a question of re-establishing a dis
cipline, but a community, against bureaucracy and the ab
stract impersonal order.•. Th© basic concepts, the his
torical perspectives, the methods of analysis largely fol
low from this initial fact.sl (Raymond Aron, ha gpolologle 
AllggaMe Conte mp or a in e., Paris, F. Alcan, 193 5, p. 170.1
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only In his selection of research problems: the theory of
economic arid social organisation and the protestant ethic 
and the development of capitalist enterprise, T o t example.* 
but also In his explicit statements on the subject* He 
writes, for example,

Only a small portion of existing con
crete reality is coloured toy our value-condi
tioned interest, and it alone is significant 
to us® It Is significant because it reveals 
relationships which are important to us due to 
their connection with our values® Only because and to the extent that this i-o the ease is it 
worthwhile for us to know it- la kwh .hvk. fea
tures* .• but above all else, Av- f * si ' J th 
which we are primarily concerned clSj the cul- 
.tBml̂ iAgnl.fljaii,.g|:.a.g, Of the money economy...
%#© a re concerned with the analysis of th© 
cultural significance of the concrete historical, 
fact that today exchange exists on a nags sesleb

The emphasis with heber, however, remained, always 
upon the description and objective analysis of vhr.t was in
volved in this development; he was not concerned with sug
gesting a social or political philosaw-hy for establishing
a new value framework for restoring what h-d been. The
spirit with which betaor approached his adopted hash of
under standing is Indicated in the following passage:

Almost all the sciences, from philology 
to biology have occasionally claimed to be the
sources not only of specialized scientific know
ledge tout of W eltan a chauungen as well. Under 
th© impression of the profound cultural signifi
cance of modern economic transformations and

1. S.A. Shlls and H* a. Flush, ed., Max >/eber_ on the Method- 
jalflg3L_o£ $M--SmX£3L3£tem£LB.» a-lenooiT ^ i W 7 7 l 9 W r p P ^
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espeolally of the far-reaching ramifications of*the Blabor question,B the inevitable monistic 
tendency of every type of thought which is not self-critical naturally follows this pa.tiu

The same tendency is now appearing In 
anthropology where the political and commercial 
struggles of nations for world dominance are 
being fought with Increasing acuteness* There 
is a widespread belief that win the last analysis'* all historical events are results of the Interplay of Innate *racial qualities*11 In place of 
uncritical descriptions of “national characters, !l 
there emerges the even more uncritical concoction 
of Hsocial theories* based on the “natural sciences.:t «• • It la to be booed, that the situation In which 
the s- *>" i explanation of cultu 1 \ v its by the 1 riv* i n of “racial choree ter. "w  ̂ testifies 
to our ignorance - just as the reference to 'the 
“milieu" of, earlier, to the “conditions of the age* - will be gradually overcome by research 
which Is the fruit of systematic training® If 
there Is anything that has hindered this type of research, It is the fact that eager dilettantes have thought that they could contribute something 
different and better to our knowledge of culture than the broadening of the possibility of the sure Imputation of individual concrete cultural events 
occurring in historical reality to oonorete, historically given causes through the study of’precise 
empirical data which have been selected from specific points of view..• The type of social science in which we are Interested Is an empirical science

.       mi................................ .................................... iitltmWilflil|i|i'MiiiiriilM<imilii(i|Th'<ii'i|li' " f 111.  I1| I I'm m   of concrete reality (hirkliohke11mvlssenschaft/* our aira is the understanding of the oharacteristic uniqueness of the reality In which --e move*!

In order objectively to analyse the phenomena with, 
w n i o h  he was concerned, heber f o u n d  It neeeso-ry, In d o sling 
with each new research project, to do sonic Important m e t h o d 
o l o g i c a l  clarifying arid reconstructing® The German idealistic, 
historical and soqIo—cultural approach (G e l s teswls s e n sahaften)

i. ijaM«s pp. 69—78.
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had long emphasise?-;! the uniqueness of concrete historical 
confIgurationc and the subjective point of view* :eber re
tained the Icie- of the importance of cultural configurntIons 
and the inter-action which it stressed between the various 
aspects of the configuration concerned, his uniqueness 
among berntan sociologists up to th :t time lay in the fact 
that he rejected the predominantly intuition1st theories 
viol oh, in the berrian ivies 11 s tic tradition ( oonceivina of it-

'Sc.ha f ten ), tPilled too often to be rvie thudolo. ;icnl r^-tioml— 
meat ions of the? cuI3.ec 1 1 "1st and ultimately n e i n el 
cranoh of Porrmn historical thought® eber5 s purpose m m  
to build a social science di coin line e aulpoed for, aria -de bl
oated to the task of, the ‘’analytical ordering of empirical 
reality; “ it was in the process of realizing this m m ‘. m e  
that he eradually -forked out kin system tic science .of ver— 
stehenae dozlolo-rcle, n system of logical cssegorien *' n j in 
the ease of mnexn lined theoretical cn tegor ics la the phvqi- 
oo,l sciences) p couched in the ou’o jec -.Ive point of vk.mg that 
is, of the meaning of persons, tilings, ideas, norm tire 
oattorna and motive a from the point of vie v: of the per eons 
vnose action is being studied®

-;eber? o approach to the state itself mas strictly 
analytical and in terras of Its relevance to the aspect of 
reality for the understending of which? lie men developing hid
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ays tem of analysis:
Within the total range of sooi&l-eoonoslo 

problema, me are now able to distinguish events 
and constellations of norms, institutions, etc®, 
the economic aspects of which constitutee their 
primary cultural significance for us# Such are, 
for example, the phenomena of the stock exchange 
and the banking world, which, in the main, interest 
ua only in this respect#.• Finally, there are 
phenomena which are not '*economic* in our sense 
and the economic effects of which are of no, or at- beat slight, interest to us... v/e shall call 
these **econ omioally conditioned phenomena#1- The 
constellation of human relation ships, norms, and 
norraatlvely determined conduct which we call the 
H state11 is, for c:.r;:plef in id-' fiscal aspects an 
“economic*1 phenomenon; in no . so it influence-;: 
life through legislation or lee C and even
where other than economic consideration s deliber
ately guide its behavior), it is Heconomically 
relevant® 11 To the extent that Its behavior in non*1'economic" affairs Is p-rtly influenced by 
economic motives, it is l*economically conditioned#uJ-

It is in this connection that beher considered the
Question of the iristltutionalisation of authority and de
veloped his classification of the three basic general tyres: 
pa.t i on al-legai, traditional, and charisma tie# The former 
two of these nodes of orgaaizr tion he held approoriate to 
a settled, permanent social system and of rou1ine character; 
whereas the charismatic Involved a clain to authority by an 
individual, usually for particular ad hoc missions, and saa 
thereby specifically In conflict with the bases of legitimacy 
of an established, fully Institutionalized order:

i- !M&-> pp# 64—65®
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*hat la, for Weber, characteristic of 
the modern institutional order, is the relative 
predominance of the pattern of rational-legal 
authority. This is above all true of the modern 
state*•• this predominance of rational-legal 
authority is not a fortuitous curlouaity of 
m o d e m  Western civilization - It is on© of its 
fundamental characteristies, closely interde
pendent with a great many others. The free market economy could not function without it on an at all comparable scale. Such fundaraental things as personal freedom, and the most Important liberties as of speech, scientific Inves
tigation. the press, are basically dependent 
up Oil It* A

The state itself, for the purrones of his enely 
'teber defines as follows I

An Imperatively co-ordinated group will 
be called "political® if and in so far as the
enforcement of Its order is carried out contin
ually within a given territorial area by the ap
plication and threat of physical force on the part of the administrative staff. A compulsory
political association with continuous organiza
tion <polltlsober Anstaltabetrleb) will b© called 
a " stat©** if and in so far as Its administrative 
staff successfully upholds a claim to the monopoly 
of the legitimate use of physloal force i n * T S e ^  forcemeat of its order® A system of social action, 
especially that of a. corporate group, will be 
spoken of as "politically oriented11 if and in so 
far as it alas at exerting influence on the di
recting authorities of a corporate political 
groupI especially at the appropriation, expropriation, redistribution or allocation of the 
powers of government®2

In a society where political thinking had tradition-

1® A.M. Henderson and. Talcott farsons, tr* (ed. with an introduction by Talcott Parsons), Max Weber: The Theory of 
Social and Economic OrganlzatlonTMe^rTorEr^^oran^nT^*
viF5Tty^

9 Ibid * « p© 1*54 c
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ally restricted Itself to the formalistic and. juristic
conception of the sto te-psrson, or to the contamplation 
of the evolution of an organically conceived collective, 
such a matter-of-fact analysis of the organizational as
pect of the state and of its system of authority, and of 
Its tie-in with the whole aocio-eoonoslc environment, w&e 
nothing short of revolutionary, and could not tut ".cave 
its rnork upon the study of politics. -oreover, ©her1 a 
use of the subjective point of viwr of the individual 
actor as the storling~*polnt of bio analysis, In of?rp con— 
tr&et with the initial and empirically un-examined as
sumption of th© organic collective v/hich v/r.s cn-de by the 
geopollticians and most German students of the state, con
stituted both inspiration and pyxIdan.ee, as we shall sse In 
Charter VI, to those scholars in Ge rm&ny who vrere strug
gling with the task of building a German science of po 11- 
ties® Lastly, and rerhays nost Important of all, no a 
conf ribution available to lereloplnp; C er-niar. political 
science, s/as feber5 3 statement of what constituted an oh- 
jeotlve social science, a dlrhllchkeltswlssensohpvft t dedi
cated to the analytic-el ordering of empirical reality in 
terns of general logical categories for methodologically 
coming to grips with, inter-relating, and intellectually 
mastering* the data of social and political reality® The 
turnIng-awa.y of German students of society from the state
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a nd politics had, as we have neon, seriously Into over i shed.
the German study of polities® The objective social science
of Max Vleber and those who followed in his footsteps had,
in that sense, been bought at a high price, a price that,
as events have shown, could never be fully made up. at
last, however, mien these social science achievements were
finally adduced to the study of politics in the late
Twenties and early Thirties, at least a p^rt of that price

iwas being restored."'

bans Freyer, the other sociologist whose work we 
shall consider, and whose methodological contributions 
rlayed an appreciable part in the German aolitical science 
which developed between the late Twenties and the advent of 
Actional Socialism (as our survey of that politics! science 
and. the statements of indebtedness of the political scien
tists concerned will indicate), was, as far* P,3 his con
ception of social science methodology went, very much in 
the tradition of hex Leber. Like v?eber, he insisted thet

 ^UtfgiiTi»»aB5e»»'SMMaaaai»MB>aetgaMg8Biawi.uiliii'iilJTOiJi3lwijni8H'iW B i'awa8»ij<wBiiaa>gillB»TW'waigo,—    ■ ■  «■ »nnmiBW'iy.»VF.uamnii

1. On© Austro-Bohemifin jurist, interested in social seioncs 
theory and method, wrote in 1925, "It Is above all the 
sociology of Max Leber, which has created the method
ological basis for a. purely descriptive science of so
ciety® All future study of society which claims to be 
scientific will have to begin with his definition that 
?meaning1 as the object of sociology can only be the 
1 meaning* intended by the social actors, and not some 
objectively right or some metaphysically founded true
1 meaning*, and that in this lies th© difference between 
empirical and dogmatic science.tt (Fritz Sander, 11 Othmar 
Spanns 1 tTberwlndung' der individualist!schen G-esell-
schaftslehr©,m Archly fflr Sozialwlsaenschaft and Sozial- 
'oolitik. vol. 53, 1925, p« 13*
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Germ an social study would have to free Itself -from the 
abstract formalism of the delate awl a a ens oh a f t en and combine 
the subjective polot of view, as v'eber had done, v?lth a 
systematic analysis of empirical real It 5*” in terms of general 
scientific categories® For this development of the Gel3 tea- 
wlsaenachaften into social science, he felt that Dllthey 
had shown the general direction which would have to be 
followed, and whlehs in contemporary Arne rlcen sociological 
terminology , amounts to an incipient 3 true tor ̂ .1-funo tlonal 
point of view, although It cl early Illustrates toe ho a vine to 
with which the conception of the organism weighed upon der- 
tmtn attempts to come to grips with social reality:

The cheracterlstic of social systems consists In this, that their structure is conditioned 
by what Dllthey calls the purpose of the unit*®®
From the structure of social systems follows in turn the function in terms of which the Individuals 
are ordered In the whole® This relationship of pur
pose, structure and function *ls the eternal and 
always varying subject of the social sciences*••• 
in the realm of organic thlnas this relationship 
is only an adduced hypoethetioal, methodological 
prop for analysis; In the eaa® of 3 0 0 lal systems, 
on the other hand, it is experiences, and historically demonstrable»•• so that the organism Is not 
the clu© to tli® analysis of social systems, but th© latter, rather, should be used as the key to the science of the organism®!

If sociology were to remain merely c formal logical 
science in the sense of the Geisteawlssenschaften. Freyer

1. Hans Freyer, Spgloloprle als Wlrkllehkeltgwlasenechaft. 
he ip 2 lg, T e ubner," 1930,' p. 4&* ~~ — —  —
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maintains that “It would he 'denaturing*its subject natter 
ana depriving it of its reality. If sociology wants to 
grasp social life as s. reality* it must not take over its 
systsraatisation from the hogoawiaaensohaften but must de
velop Independent conceptual schemes proper to its own sub- 
ject m a t t e r . It must always remember, Freyer warns, 
that social systems are Indissolubly tied to man and time

..• and that they comprise the existential situation of the
human telnr* 'd'hat io involved. Is social reality as eon— 
temporary fate and contonpomry decisions o/hSch rwsw to bo 
made.11 ̂  ‘--’hat this amounts to, according to Freyer, la ahat
he called a Wirkllohkeltawlssenschafft. comprising sociology, 
psychology and history, with Its own conceptual sohemos a h  
methodology, separate from the- forma 1 logical and the physi
cal sciences and dedicated to the formulation and analysis
of man5s existence.

Freyer was thus concerned with the sane methodological 
problems and the somm ideal of ay stem'-tic scoi.nl odena; nt 
had been fax Veber. Apart from their agreement In this re
gard, however, there were, as rips been suggested, some sig
nificant differences between these two men as renrds the 
purposes for -hloh they felt sociological research should be 
used, v/eber, in analyzing the cultural significance, as he

1 .
O
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called it, of the money economy and what had come with it, 
never raised the question of the Implications for socio
logical Inquiry of the values in terms of which his chosen 
subject matter acquired this cultural significance. Hans
Freyer, on the other hand, was constantly preoccupied with 
the problem of sociology itself as an historical phenomenon,
and It was from the analysis of tala phenomenon and Its im
plications that he Inferred what he called the ethical 
function of sociological studies, using its achievements! an 
an objective social science to dischnrge this function:

Sociology developed as the science of the 
class society of large-soale capitalIs®, as the
science of the structure, the origin, the behav
ioral laws and the developmental tendencies of 
this social order of contemporary Europe* The 
philosophical contrasts of th© systems, the dif
ferences between.•. posltivlstlo and metaphysical 
approaches almost disappear In the face of this 
unanimity as regards subject matter*®* Sociology 
knows that, in coming late, it has not com© too 
late,,® It knows that it developed simultaneously 
with Its subject matter® To the extent that*®* 
social movements develop Independently of and 
apart from the state, to that extent sociological 
thinking matures.•» It is the intellectual cor
relative of the bourgeois revolution .-3-

In view of this origin of sociological studies I
Th© intellectual orientation of the Wjrk-

i« neither pure contemplation of a concluded and completed picture, nor the detached analysis of the nature of a permanently 
changing process. Rather, it is the reflective participation in something which Is happening.••

M l w  p* 8
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The eolertoe of reality Is simultaneously ethioal 
BQlenoem Not in th© sense that it oan discover 
ethioal norms or that it should apply them, but 
in th© sens© that th© very subject matter which 
it has selected for analysis bears in itself an ~L
orientation to participation in a certain direction*'

Because sociology has from the boginnin been con
cerned w ith and oriented to the under standing of the class 
society of capital!srai

it documents Itself from the very outset as a 
deeply snti—liberal phenomenon, as representing 
a point of view beyond the Ideology of bourgeois 
society. In conscious opposition to the classical 
liberalism of English economics end to its diluted Manchester manifestation, it reveals the allegedly natural laws of capitalist economies and societies to be merely a canstelletion of historical forces*
Tt goes further* the given class society is not only considered as not permanent, but is not even 
accepted as ah adequate basis for further development. The task of 'understanding of contemporary sociology involves the analysis, not so much of 
its structure as of its instability*«• the present 
analysis of the structure of society consists 
chiefly In the demonstration of th© revolution which is immanent in it - however the content and objectives of this revolution nay be conceived.-

In the existing stool ©logical literature f'reyer sees 
three general types of suggested solutions for overcoming 
the disintegration of cam 1 tails t class societies. Elis first 
is the Marxian! which would establish the r-roletari-': i eg 
the single class, which envisages an ultimate withering away 
of the state and which, according to Marxian theory, in
volved a series of international revolutions* The second

X. x old * * j *. gO0.
2. Ibid*. pp. 285-2806
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suggeated type of solution involve®, some >ind of motifioe- 
tion of th© liberal—capitalist order. Depending upon the 
particular point of view of the oriters, this modification 
ia set out variously as revised socialism, pluralism based 
on occupational groups or liberal programs t o r the n n<-- tared'! 
industrial society. “Common to them is that they discover* 
within bourgeois society itself certain developments which 
are capable not only of mi tig’s tina* or equalizing; the f la- 
grant inequalities of oapitollorp 'bi.it: of bringing about a 
s o d  a i order* which '-dll overcome the e sssnt i d l y  close nr, cure 
of capitalist society.n~ The third type of solution which 
lias been advanced in the literature is some hind of stn i© 
socialism® Thlo formula has been current In G-ermany since 
the middle of the nineteenth century and involves two pos
sible points of views the state as an agent for* reintegrating 
the society and the state as the principle of the nor struc
ture of reintegration*

For reasons which he gltgc In .-n ^nrlysis of the con
crete political and social situation in fein-ar Feme.ny, Freyer 
tabes his atoiici amen g those who , for German society, at least*
represent the solution of state socialism. As a sociologist 
he feels committed both to doing objective;,, empirical, social 
science analysis and to orienting his researches to problems 
Involved In overcoming the capitalist order, in reaction to

•1* » i D » f P • 2'©U a
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whlch sociology had developed from the beginning* ■'•-nd to
the extent that he woe thus engag©&, hreyer recognized him
self to be working not only as a sociologist but as a poli
tical scientist# Ultimately, he maintained, both sociolo
gists and political scientists were concerned with the some 
subject matter, and, if they mere social scientists, both 
should be working with the same methods and techniques®

Here then, in the wort of Mans freyerg we hare an
f a  T  "."1 h i  - w  Hr Ip V <  ff:; *§0 "re •", s 'i ,:h  *? b - T i  »*> "f y v  ; t 1  1" *, ’m g  ■. 1  m  v ?  -•'> f a  f a  pm-:- pa  g '  . „ .r> . p m  mg cm a  •, ;m ^

ology, and the objective social science me fn a oology ;/-ich 
it developed in this originally unpolitical In s~--i ration,
being assimilated to the study of politics in the form of 
what was, in effect, an intellectual olea for national 
socialist integration# Hot all the German social ana poli
tical scientists whose works re shall be examining proceeded 
from social and political oaience to national socialism by 
the logic whioh had moved Freyerj but many of then aid, and, 
even those m o  did not, gave evidence of having beer strongl 
subjected to its temptation®

-low could this come about? Horn could social scberice 
mince itself in the service of an idem which, once it von lei 
be renliasd, would spell its own doom mid the doom of the 
social ays teal and the Intellectual freedom which had made 
its development possible? Although we shall consider this
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question sore coeprehensively in our conclusion, ;c must 
Bay at least a word in the present connectloru

On the basis of the ore sent survey nn-n malysis of 
he m a n  political study arid its situation, it mould rvu-a--'r• 
thnt the significant reason for this seemingly paradoxical 
development is not to be found in trie foot t!s-t poll tics mas 
developing as an objective social science, or tin- t it was 
being conceived of as n n? tionel mource for formulating;

be frond, rather, re would ?ua;eg;, in the fact th- f e a r n  
society had never achieved national, social and t leal
integration In terns of liberal values. liven the absence 
of such Integration, and the disruptive clash of hostile 
political groups which characterized the Inter leini-cr orlop 
in articular (which we shall survey in the neat chapter-J, 
liberal Ideals and s. national political orient" ti on seemed 
inoorirn-1ible to men like freyer* If sociology and the mrr vino ot
ology halon it had. worked out were finally to be asnxo:bta ted 
bo the study of -politics, and if If a? as fait f iv-1 II coral 
aenooraoy aria the continued oae-ablon of the sfrab& oua.-l P not 
be reconciled (a. feeling which arc all the nave likely in 
via; of the deeoly-insrmined '-etman myth of tbs or*r-:nnie Volk„-* ^  v  ^  i - •-* "*• *■ ■*" U  UngggsttBgSBSSSeys* £■

and the l-'Ok of confidence in the exfectlveness of democratic 
control of the state, t-?hioh hod been existing for merely a 
decade, ana p. socially and economically troublesome one at
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that), then Freyer* e logic, anti that of the men >;ho went 
the same way, seemed Inevitable.A The only alternative, 
under thee© conditions, would seem to he that of t u r n  in;- 

away from politics el together®

The manner In which a state integrated on a nation- 
al socialist basis would accomplish the desired task, and 
define arid carry out its international role, were questions 
-diioh the Froyen-type logic, with its implied ultimate poll-

iOuate-psraon, albeit in teentie th-century form, -was be inf.: 
o o nip letea*

3
having thus examined the methodological eontributiono 

mane available to the development of German nolitic-1 , science 
by merman sociology, and digressed to indicate how at least 
one of the social science theorists found his way to national 
socialism, we must now consider the reaction a of taw., -as 11-

 «»yJ>Hrnnil:irili-W'i- ijiTin 111 i1 i r uim m ri in n n —i  .mil... .I wii-iftm~T- - r r i]rii-i'T-r-i—n.......-  nirt-i“— iW IS    ■ -  -

1.* ':e shall return to this problem in connection with our
concluding discussion of the tentative list of t recon
ditions which we shall propose for th© existence of 
politics as a social science and a national resource in 
any so@is.typ It should be noted that we by no means 
intend to apologise for intellectual 'basis like Freyer, 
no matter how Intellectual® It is felt only that the 
logic which he used raises some problems which were, and 
are, most significant for political science in Germany, 
and cannot, therefore, be dismissed with mere denunciation.

mailto:so@is.typ
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knovrn 3 t.aat sreoht slefarar to the development of this her man
political science and to the rein nr social and political 
situation in general® Although the brilliant Viennese 
jurist, Hans Kelsen, had written his chief sorko a fen years 
previous to the appearance of Freyer1« Vog1olonie als '1rk- 
1 Iphke 11 av/1 b 3 en g ohs f t. it is very appropriate, as will be
come evident presently* that his fisao should, be considered 
next to those of the he in an soc* nlo^ist turned intellectual 
• nail.

Velaen1 s central position m o  tbr.t the study of 
politics and the state should not and could, not be conducted 
as a social science* because, he insisted* the political order 
of the state sm 3, in the last analysis, Identical oltri its 
legal system, and aa such, could, simply not be properly under
stood in terms of social science, at least not in terras of 
hie social science vmich he sa« developing In the he m a n y  of 
u.is times

If once It Is recognized that the operation 
of the state constitutes the fulfillment of norms 
and not a process of cause and effect, that that 
specific unity does not lie in the morid of natural 
reality but in that of norms and values, that the 
state in its essence is a system of norma or the 
expression of the unity of such a system, then me 
have already realized that the state as an order* 
can only be a legal order* or the express si on of Its 
unity® That the state is fundamentally related to 
the legal system is generally recognized* That 
this relationship does not constitute an Identity 
is only assumed because one does not recognize the 
state as an.order® But if one recognises the state 
r s suofa, then to reject this Identity implies the
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exlstenoe of a dualism of two systems of norms, of 
which the one is the oosltive legal order, the 
other only a complex of ethical and political 
norms.•» le the state a system of norms, it can 
only b© the system of the positive legal norms, because the effect!Tensas of the former precludes the acceptance of any other.l

Our re •'•ding of Kelsen1 s most-discussed works would 
3 at that there cere at least two fundamental reasons 
for his ins is tence w.-on the identity of the state with Its 
legal system and his rejection or the rapmorriw teriess of

would seem to be that felaen, like the iaoerial ftantsrechts-- 
lehrer. and like the demon scnolnrs who limine the aiiar

m tf f r  ltiiri—Ttr-rrninrtwiru  *

period despaired of the po.gsibi'1 ity of national politic--.! 
and social integration and crwrremise on the basis oi liberal 
and hem0 0 m  tie vrlues and ins t i tutions, felt that; the only 
genuine unity in the eta le could be a leml oae„ f> vrri "c e 3, 
for example ?

It is suite inoorrprehensible how various 
ostile economic, national, religious and o ;h * * 

j roups sen be united into social oys terns by x' c ir 
1 ^.erection in terms of these roles and. functions 
as sociological theory maintains.•• Because our psychologically oriented sociological theory/ in
sists that what is Involved in member ship in a 
state are psychological processes -with a common 
content, it cannot maintain that the employer and 
the laborer, who are separated by membership of 
class- can giauS^taneouflly be united' in the state 
by shareS*'Value9 . ^ne cannot' at the game time be 
friend and enemy* or love and hate. Class divisions

i— «wmaWMnlli«wrii»  n mmW iHTHiimi nm m im unll' - n .  i.ij i«»iraimnni. i m u . i.Hl Jw . j R i'H  i j w i -III "im.nm n .i-iUjnn im.-. «—n — i* " i "  i w iiw u n  iinmumn-in m itw  . »

Hans .delsen, Allgeroelne eta- tslehre. Berlin, -3. Bnringer, 1925, pp. 16—I1?* "
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would have to vanish out of th© Individuals’ consciousness, if the community of the state were to 
become possible as an empirical* social-psycho
logical unity,.* Is the sociological theory of 
the psychological Interaction of Individuals -pre
pared to face the consequences of its view,,. 
which.* would mean that the state would come to 
grief on the rooks of economic, v-eligious and 
national divlslonsrA

loreovcr, he maintains in the same rein:
whether someone belongs to the state or not 

cannot be decided by empirical-psychological research into the interactions between the -people 
concerned - how would that be possible! ... That 
ouch individuals as children* the Insane, the sleeping, and those who are corwletsly mt  o 
oven of the ir membership in the juristic unity of the state should particirate in the psychic 
interaction which is supposed to constitute the 
intimate bond of a sociological association is 
not only boldly maintained as s. matter of course 
by the sociology of the times, but is also a 
completely impermissible fiction, 2

Here, then, Is one reason why the trad!tional juristiG 
conception of the state is held to be the only c-'lid one®
And if, in truth, as aeXsen maintains, it 1b# tnon only a 
normative science, a theory of law, is re-uired for* its 'tuny. 
The subject natter of politico ana the slr-tr, viewed in nils 
manner, simply doss not warrant an empirical science of the 
roots and the expression of social and political behavior, 
is Tel sen puts it, H to supplement public law with sociology 
would be as absurd no to constitute the study of priva re law

1. Hans Kelsen, Per Sozlologlsche und der Jurlstische Staats- 
becrriff» T&b ingen, HoHr, 192S",’ pp. 1 6 - 1 1 { Our 1 1aiIce}

2 m Tbi5<rg**̂ p. 9.
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and human biology and psychology into one unified dis
cipline. 11 ̂

Thus Teisen sought nethoclolo:■ ically to justify the 
substitution of his pure theory of law for an empirics! 
science of politics. All that mattered according to this 
theory, as a theory of politics, was the state as a logi- 
ca^ly systematized body of legal norms which were the cor- 
reotlv deduced expression of one basic, fundamental 'rurti-
v ,  H a n n a - ,  r s  v >  3  f  h  <' i ■ A- - a .  r- -  -  ■■ I f  - -  V  a.

1 . 1 &  i i i t  n  a  i s .  i - i , a b  ■■:<». i-.^L J, --.-i n  i «•/ a.;. . . .a,:.., ..n - a  J - ..■
ggKiwcaiato-ttxsiBttjp

basis of the oosi tive legal system has as its ty-ical content 
that an authority or source of law be set up, './isos o aacrsaa 
are to be legally effective? Act a a the legal authority - 
the monarch, the popular assembly, the parliament, etc®, 
commands - this is the sense, simplified for greater clarity, 
of the Grundnorm.tt̂  he1 sen admits that there is a problen 
Hof what relationship exists between the content of the syc- 
tom of laws, as a system of effective norms and the content 
of the causally determined concrete notions of the world of 
r e a l i t y . b e t w e e n  these, he says, there must always bo 
some disparity# but this disparity cannot exceed a certain 
maximum - else the positive legal norms are no longer nosi-
tive; nor could the degree of correspondence exceed a cortain 
maximum - else the positive norm would lose its meaning as a

Kelsen, Allgeraeine 
Ibid.. p T m
- I b i d  a , P « 18®
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norm* This problem of a certain f unde fined) degree of 
tension between the world of empirical reality and the 
positive legal norms Kelsen collet! M the problem of th® 
realization of values" which, he says, In simply a. matter 
of the inevitable antinomy between "what is11 and "what 
ought to be* w That this formalistic answer wan merely 
begging the question, and that what he dismissed as “the 
inevitable antinomy® involved all the .aspects of social 
and political reality with which empirical "wcl'T... eoienoe 
■■PV'.s trying to coma to grips, talsen Ignored or r-? fused to 
admit*

The objections from the point of view of the devel
opment of political science, Is not to the cure theory of 
law as a theory of law, which it had started out to be* As 
one authority on Kelson*s legal theory, as a legal theory, 
has written;

In th© same way that Kant ciacie the physical sciences aware of their limits, the °u?e Theory of 
-haw seeks to define the limits of the science of low*,*
The problems of the ultimate beinw must be left by 
natural science to metaphysics, for* they are metn- natural; so too in the normative cohere, the problem 
of creation is meta-norm&tlve, in legal science, 
me taJuristio*l

she objection, rather, must be to :'elscn1 s attempt to exclude
the empirical consideration of social and political action as 
irrelevant and to substitute his formalistic normative

1. 'william Ebenstein, The Pure The or}/ of Law* had I son, "hiss*!
I? n I vers it y of W Iso onsin £ress, 1945, 'pT~Z2 ®
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systema.tiza.tIon of positive legal norms for the political 
and social science methodology which wns, at long last, 
attempting to come to grips with the processes by which, 
and the values and the concrete situation in terms of which, 
huraan beings were creating these norms, defining problems 
in terms of them, and bringing about or not bringing about 
their realization. For legal systerautl s a tiori these matters 
may, perhaps, be considered irrelevant; for an empirical 
science of politics they cannot bes

Inasmuch -s Kelsen1 n re• - sona for Insisting u'-"-on 
the exclusive anproprinteness, for political study, of ^
formal legal theory, are to be found In his Initial aasu:.mo
tion, that the stats was essentially nothing raoro than its 
legal system, deduced from a, Clrundnoras his work, when viewed 
against the background of the development of the study of 
noli tics in Germany and its situation, must be considered, 
firstly, a piece of metho&ologlcal reaction, and, secondly, 
an evasion (much in the tradition of the O-nrber-bsbr.nd school 
of imperial ntaatsreohtalehre) of the concrete social and 
nolitical situation which the social science of the -perio:l 
confronted, and for the analysis of which. It was slowly 
but ourely developing an empirically oriented, scientific 
method. In this regard the verdict penned by Hermann Heller 
In 1926 docs not seem unjustified: M*. • without Intending* to 
he ironical* I see Kelson* s greatest achievement in the fact
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that without oonseflslona, with very great emphasis* and 
with extraordinary brilliance, he took his. stand for 
logistic legal positivism and developed it to its final 
absurdity*

In addition to this first reason which prompted 
Ielsen to insist upon the Identity of the state with its 
legal system, and the sole appropriateness, for its study, 
of a formalistic lege! s clonee, our reading of salsen1a
A  U i '  ; v i  d- h i  i X  p'-, ’ \ If %;> ff_ ;.d i j  *.J,< 1  I:  v ; bt  .L. h  hi  v,\ i. J- -'I I  " '-f i I U  --.r- a ’• f  -• i t

is this second reason whiah, as we indicated earlier, makes 
it appropriate that Kelson’s work be considered Immediately 
following that of the sociologist Trejsin As one of a 
minority of sincerely liboral and democratic 31eatsrschts- 
lehrer and academics, >'elsen w-s profoundly concerned with 
shat he correctly discerned to be a collectivistic normative 
and ethical implication in much of the current sociological 

"theory, an 1mlleatIon which it had Inherited from the 
idealistic, historical and me tarhysisal tradition fro \ m w a h  
If had originally issued®""

One example of what Kelson feared ore the Idea of 
a collectlvlatic and anti-liberal ethical function which 
freyer had frankly stated to be Inherent in -5-erman sociology

1* Hermann Heller, HDle Krisls der staatslehre,rt ArchIv fttr
55, I M e T p T 3 0 9 «  

2 # In this connection, see kelson*s short pamphlet, 3taste- 
fora und v/eltanaohauung. Ttiblngen, Hohr, 1953®
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as a result of its oi-m historical position and role. Another 
and more subtle characteristic of some of the sociolog 1 c a! 
theory of the times, to which feloen opposed, s wh- t
might be celled its collectible tic teleology, in terms of 
which an a priori orientation to the concrete state was t 
least Implicitly imputed to the individual, as though fche 
Volk8gelst were manifesting Itself in his interaction :;i th 
hic fellows!

The non:-;-tine chrr.'-c her of social, ovate:
po.rtioularly of t h e ’state is e x p r e s s e d  at leant i >  
•plicitly iai most of the sociological theory, even though in psyohologistlc guise® That modern socia ology has generally replaced natural lav/, the normative problems of which it has taken over almost un
changed • • • is undeniable - even though suoerficially 
cloaked in a natural science terminology*-

Th© only way that Kelsen 3 -c for avoiding A i s  ool« 
lectiviotic—normative imputation mas to reject the socio
logical theories with their historical arid idealistic back
ground altogether, and to conceive of the state as a system 
of norms which may or nay not be conformed mi tip an-;, for- the 
actualization of which there is envisaged no a mrlorl in
clination in the individual!

If the state Is conceived as a system of 
norms, as a normative order, which verbally Is expressed in 11 ought® postulates, and logically is expressed in hypothetical judgments, in which the precondition Is tied to th© outcome through the

1 * Kelsen,
seariff. p * 41*e
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**ought4 . . ., it is in principle moved into the came 
sphere as that in which the law is conceived, in 
this maimer th® state, like the law, becomee a 
value which is Juxtaposed against reality, as an 
*ought* is put over against an **16." This differ
ence between “what ought to be* and "what is,* is 
& basic element in th© aoclo-eultural Cgeistes-

> a®thod in general and in the 
science of the state and th© law in particular®
For in the contrast between the 81 what ought to be" 
and th© "what is® we have, here, the contrast be
tween mind and will (Heist) and future.1

v/hat we have, above, called Kelson5 s evasion of 
social and political reality, and bio reactionary methodo
logical position was, thus, part of a scholarly attenrot to 
defend philosonhian1 empiricism against the philososblcol
Idealism and organioism of traditional G-erman social ana 
political philosophy which, he had quite correctly seen, was 
biasing much of th© developing social science theory of the 
state and politics. As clearly as one may recognise vme.t 
Kolaan was thus attempting to do, and as much an one may 
agree that it was something that well deserved doing, one 
cannot but conclude, nevertheless, that Kelson1s weapons in 
this struggle v/ere archaic and inadequate. aecause of hlo 
insistence upon an exclusively legal ooneso t of the stole 
and a formalistic, no m a t  !ve science to understand Its oper
ation, delsen4s liberal ideas, his great erudition and his 
first-rate mind, remained essentially outside the areas where 
the battle for empiricism would hav© to be fought, and where

1. Iblgj. H p. 75,
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hie opposition to organicIsm mlght have become an effective 
and positive contribution® k system of noroe is Indeed im
portant# but this aspect of a social system, it most he ro- 
cognised by an empirical science, Is only one of a larger 
number of functional requisites which are Involved, and in 
terms of which the Individual is activated and learns to 
participate In the system* It Is with the inter-relation 
between legal norms ana the other function-: 1 rc-qulsitea of 
e -olltlaal soGlcty# ana the rcc-lnroaa j. :mti in t e m
functional requisites and the 1 dividual members oi the ays- 
%&Ti$ that the German political science of the early Thirties 
was concerned*,

The other well-known mermen jurist whose reaction to 
the wosfc-'World far I situation and whose at to my to to contri
bute to the development of German political science wo oh nil 
briefly cone icier, Is Carl Schmitt* Schmitt* <r’ works were, .-dor 
the most part, addressed to the analysts sf the eXitioai 
oroblems of the kelm/sp - ewublic, and I a war cwwiaicer-■ tlon of 
the beimar citur.tion, in Chapter V, we shell k-ve occasion. to 
refer to them® Implied in these an^lyoee of the concrete 
governmental process, however., ana mode ex;;licit in his most 
famous and merliaps most notorious article, The Concent oi trie 
kolltlcaft.. were some views about the study of politics which 
were, from a. methodological point of view, as well as from 
the point of view of the political philosophy Immlied, the
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very antithesis to those which ho6 been expressed by Ielsen.

Popularly referred to in the literature as wbeeisIon
ian* tt and wAnti-neutralism, s Schmitt* a central position w s  
that the roots of political behavior, and the foundations 
upon which legal relationships rested, were not to be dis
covered in a contemplation of allegedly neutral juristic 
noras# but in an empirical examination of existing power 
relationships ana what was involved in then. As he saw it,

anf aystematizing them, had conr-letely ignored and missed the 
significant political facte upon which the German state had 
rested!

The liberalism of the last century had a 
peculiar but systematic way of transforming and
fl denaturing11 all concepts which had to do with 
th© state or with politico. As an historical and 
political reality liberalism a/as, of course, in
volved In polities as much as wag any other human 
novement* Th© liberals played politics like every
one els©®.® but from the very beginning: liberal 
thinking raised against politics the charge of 
hoi’s®*5’ Such a charge may be inspired by moral 
conviction but, politically considered, nay al* 
mean that & position of power which rests upon <- 
economic and' legal superiority la thereby merely 
resisting all ehallenges.*.l

It must always be remembered, Schmitt maintained, thea every
juristic norm represented th© legitimation of the power of a
concrete parson or group of persons. The functioning of a

1. Carl Schmitt, HDer Begriff des Polltisohen,Archly f&r
vol. 58, 1937, pp.
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lggal norm assumes a N normal’* situation, which cannot be 
created by the norm Itself, but only by a power relation
ship which guarantees the existence of the norm a.nd action 
In terms of it® M7ne sovereign, i! lie noys, His veioever- baa 
the power of decision over the state of emergency,tfi Thus, 
every functioning legal sys ten poen "booh to, and always re™ 
presents, a political decision vaicb w a  n- os prior- to too 
establishment of the norniss in the are*- of "dint '-'choitt

oo-called 6oure11 ana allegedly -politically neutral juristic 
thinking of the normative science of German I tantarechfs-
lehre. bcliirtift gives the folloainv definition of the nolltb««We»a^iW*EP=SS«iS»# 1--

sal which, as he 9aw it, had so long been neglected?
Th© specifically political distinction to 

which political actions ana motives can be reduced 
Is the distinction of friend and eneay... The poli
tical enemy need not be considered morally evil or 
aesthetically unpleasant, nor need he be an economic 
competitor and it may even appear advantageous upon 
occasion to do business with him* He Is simply the 
other one, the stranger, and It suffices that in 
being sueh*«« he reflects, in the eventuality of a 
conflict, the negation of one* ~i way of life, and 
because he does so, one defends oneself against him 
In order to preserve that -say of life*#®

Whether one may consider it responsible or 
not, that one may perhaps find in this w o t  an 
atavistic remnant of barbaric times®«• or that one 
nay hope that this distinction will ono day dis
co pear fron the e-srth.® . all this is here irrelevant.. „

Puoted in the stimulating article by Siegfried -hrek, 'hlxistenRphilosophlsoh© unci Idealist*!9oh© G-rundlegung der
’ oiltlk®fl' Die Ge~aellgoh.eft. vol. 9, hovember 1?P2# p. 442.
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That nations may still be grouped in the contrast 
of friend and e n e m y , that this contrast is still 
a potential reality and is constantly given as a 
real possibility for the existence of every nation,
Is a "fact whloh one cannot reasonably deny. * •

The enemy is thus not the competitor or 
opponent in general, nor is the enemy the private 
opponent whom on© may hat® (iniaieus)• •« the enemy 
is only the public enemy (hostia)*•• referring to 
a whole nation.•. Central to the concept of enemy 
is the constant possibility of a struggle.•. The 
present definition of the political is no more 
militaristic or imperialistic than It is paclfiatic..• 
Kor does the distinction of friend and enemy mean 
that a certain nation must be the oern&nent enemy of * .nether. •. :br t %•: a--,-- *.tlal !' always only 
eventuality.•» fnnf '/,;urrer.cc of this a*-.-r tuality is the exception does not change the dis
tinctive oharaotisr of the relationship*^

According to Schmitt, the sphere of this political 
cannot simply be equated with the state, for, he insists, the 
state and society in the modern world have concretely become 
almost inseparable, at least potentially* The political 
relationship of friend and enemy ap- lies to any group of 
people t/ho are oriented to the eventuality of a potential 
life- - :;d-d©?xth decislon, and are Integrated for that eventual 
purpose. Hi.© implication is that all human interaction, no 
matter in terms of what functions* or values, is political in 
this sens©. To speak of norms being involved is to Mneutral” 
ine!1 or sdepollfclcize •H Even,, or rather, es-re dally, mar 
cannot be understood In ■ terms of normst

bar, the readiness to die of those who are

1. Carl Schmitt, .g&»._fllt*. PP. 4-7.
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fighting, the physical killing of other people who 
happen to b© on the enemy* s side, all this does not 
have a normative meaning, but only an existential 
one, and then only in the reality of the situation 
of an actual fight against a  concrete ©n©f i y j  and 
certainly not in terns of any ideals, programs or* 
norms® There is no rational purpose, ho norm how
ever Just, no ideal however exemplary, and no legi
timacy or legality, which could Justify that human beings should kill one another for them.•• If there are really enemies in a concrete sense.•. this can 
only be meaningful in a political sense as we have 
defined it.l

Xelssn, as we noted, hod f'- tied, from the point of 
view of the development of politico .00 o social sol one; 0, ho-- 
cause he had Insisted upon ignoring non—legal social and 
political facts and setting up an exclusively normative 
conception of the state, along with, the claim that its study 
could only be in terms of a normative science. Schmitt, in 
contrast, came to grief for the very opposite reason — for 
attempting to deny the significance of norms for human inter
action altogether. Reacting too lndiscr inlinetely and un
reservedly to the inadequacies of the allegedly unpolitical 
normative science of traditional 3taptsrechtslehr©. oil over™ 
whelmed by the polities of uneomproralsing and hostile group- 
straggles which had, at least latently, always chars*, cter1zed 
the O’e m a n  situation, Schmitt developed a thesis which was 
the most convincing* intellectual expression of the absence of 
G-erraan political integration in terms of universal, e thical

1. Quoted in Siegfried Marok, on. olt«. p* 445®
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norms, which we hove already discussed® The only possible 
relationship, cooperation and: cohesion between people, 
according to Schmitt, could be integration for the eventual 
ll£©-an&-*c[e&th strugglei the central tenet and only ulti
mate political valu®, if such it can be called, of .*azlsra; 
and Schmitt did, in fact, become one of the political and 
legal philosophers of hatlonal dssialisra

From a methodological point of view, Schmitt* n in- 
si atones upon the importance- of the aoneeeta power- i-clr tion- 
ships involved In the establishment and operation of a social 
system1 s normative order, ha b undeniably 'been a stem form-nr cl 
towards an empirically oriented science of nolitics* It 
was different, however, with hie definition of the political® 
In the first place, his thesis seeks to deny the relevance 
of norms altogether* let If people are to bo guided In 
the I :r actions and express these actions in terms of a social 
system of Interacting individuals, a normative order In a 
slae qua non« aa a scientific* theory of individual bedim/1 or 
and a scientific theory of the functional requisites of a 
society will testify® In the second rXaoe, Schmitt* a con« 
ce.-'tion of the friend-eneicy relationship did not constitute 
a contribution to the empirical analysis of the factors am Ieh 
were Involved in political action and the? development and 
expression of political power* What it did, rather, was to 
place these factors In the asms, of the ultimately Irrational
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where, grouped together as a mystique, they would. In spite 
of the importance which Schmitt had ascribed to them, remain 
Inaccessible to empirical Inquiry*

'Vltfa the consideration of the relevance, for our 
study, of tii© works of Kelson and Schmitt, we conclude this 
survey of representative contributions to the development 
of a G-erraan sclen.ee of politics from political geogrrep hy, 
sociology, and jurispru&ence* now thee© various works were 
•methodologically Intopocwted and adapted for the a© lent as I . 
study of politics we shall demonstrate in Chapter VI® In 
the meantime, we shall proceed with an examination of the 
social and political situation,, as an Intellectual reaction 
to which, and as an expression of which, we hope to show, 
these various works were conceived*
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Chapter ?
The Situation during the beim-'r Republic

We concluded our survey of the inperlfcl situation
toy pointing to the absence, in Germany, firstly, of politi
cal Integration in terms of universal ethical values, and, 
secondly, of a positive sense of popular responsibility for, 
and control over the state as an apparatus for serving nan*s 
welfare.^* These two basic weaknesses of German society, from 
the point of view of the ’elspmenl; of noli ties no n. oocial 
science and a national resource, continued to characterise 
the German scene during the Weimar periocl8 and, in v of 
the changed circumstances of the post-war world, in a much 
more manifest and acutely critical way* hith the collapse 
of the old regime and its authoritarian-imposed integration 
and leadership, the l-ok of agreement upon fundamental values 
among German social groups, the absence of training for posi
tive political participation ana compromise for responsible 
government, the lack of a tradition of representat i v e afcates- 
manshlp and national visions and the absence of a. general, 
directing and integrating sense of cultural and political ob
jectives, combined to take their full toll* The resulting 
many-faceted crisis-was all the more serious because even 
the familiar conditions and symbols which had inspired at

1* Supra, pp. 30-40*
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least short-run confidence and predictability were gone or 
going fasti the monarchy, the one national symbol and in
stitution which the Germans had known, was no mor©; the 
economic prosperity and the stable social relationships 
of earlier days had been ruined by the war, and were being 
further disrupted by the terms of peace and the devastating 
inflation; and even the comradeship in arms, of which 
kathenau had hoped so much, not only had lost the war but,
In the eyes of non—German public opinion, had been an im
moral conspiracy and an instrument of criminal aggression, 
a charge which Germans may not have believed, but whleh 
certainly aggravated their already overly sensitive nation
al defensiveness* If the political way of life of German 
society in the imperial days had been one of orientation to 
authoritarianism, this way of life, during the years of the 
Weimar Republic, become one of general political and cul
tural diaorientatlon and anomie*

At the end of the war it had looked for a time, 
indeed, as though the much—needed political initiative, and 
the democratle reorganisation of the German state, were about 
to oome from the one organised social and political group in 
German society which had never fully accepted the Imperial 
order, and which possessed the numerics 1 strength and the 
inspiration of universal ethical values to do the job® On 
November 10, 1918, the first Republics, n Government wan elected
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&t a general meeting of the Berlin Workmen's and Soldiers1 
Councils, comprising a cabinet of six, three representatives 
of the Majority Socialists and three from the ranks of the 
Independent Socialists® The opportunity for creating the 
people1s state which men like -reuss and Rathenau had called 
fox*, seemed at hand® The traditional dynastic and dynastic- 
affiliated groups had, at least for the moment, lost the 
Initiative* Viewed in retrospect, it was an opportunity of 
new or nexein

As we know, the opportunity was missed* without 
going into a detailed survey of the political history of the 
'Weimar Republic, we shall attempt to single out five aspects 
of the situation which -were at once an expression of* the 
general crisis which we have described, and contributing 
factors in the further intensification of that crisis® Above 
all, we shall be ©oncerned with the reasons why the German 
social demoeratic movement failed successfully to exploit this 
one great opportunity for- reintegrating the German society on 
a. democratic basis and supplying It with n sense of national 
and 1nt ® rnational objectives*

In the first plao®, the Immediate post-war socialist 
strength was not a true measure of the effective hold which 
democratic and socialistic convictions had upon the German 
people® As Arthur Rosenberg has pointed outJ
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The revolutionary German soldier In order to 
furnish himself with an ideological justification 
for his actions was compelled at least to pretend 
Socialism. Hence the red flag was substituted 
for th© blaok-whlte-red. The masses realised 
with greater or less clarity that up till 1914 
the Social Democrats had been the opponents of 
the Emperor and the army. The Independent Social 
Democrats fro® the very outset of their political life, and the Majority Socialists at least from 
1917 onwards, had opposed the War and. demanded 
the conclusion of peace. Hence 1$ case about 
that the German soldiers took -ISSHfciie appearance 
of Socialism by throwing off the authority of the 
generals and princes. And it was because the 
military revolution throughout Germany from Kiel 
to Munich was to outward cwi.wlng a Socialist resolution that it united everywhere without
difficulty with the revolutionary movement of 
the Socialist working class®!

Th© tentative hold which the socialist parties thus 
had upon the German people became especially significant In 
view of the second fact which we must consider? the unpre
paredness of these socialist parties to plan and carry out 
a reorganisation of the state end to furnish such a state 
with confident and s t»t e s man-1Ik® leadership. And Iiov; could 
it have been otherwise, in view of the essentially passive 
role which parliament had played. In relation to dynastic 
authority? To quote again from RosenbergI

The Social Democrats voted against the Budget and 
bitterly opposed the Government1s military and 
foreign policy. Nevertheless, Social Democrats never took thought to formulate plans for changing 
the existing form of the state*

1. Arthur Rosenberg, A History of the German Republic (tr. by I.F.D. Morrow and L.M. sieveklng}, homdon, Methuen, 1938, 
n . 9 .
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Tn.ua pre-’var Social Democracy. • • combined activity for the workers1 welfare with a passive 
and theoretical Radicalism In all other spheres 
of public life* In general the Social Democratic 
Party official had no real interest In problems 
of foreign policy and the array, education, the 
administration of Justice, the civil administra
tion, and even economic problems as a whole...He never realized that the day might come when 
th© Social Deraoerate would be called upon to de- 
old© all these matters. His interest was concentrated solely upon everything that concerned 
the technical interests of the industrial working class in the narrow sense; of the term.l

combined with, and partly the cause of, a penchant for the 
theoretical (also understandable In view of the tradition
ally defensive position of German labor), which manifested 
itself in embittered divisions among various factions which, 
particularly upon a number of politically decisive occasions, 
disastrously split the strength which 'united labor would 
have possessed and been able to transform into parllament'■ ry 
victories. As It was, confidence which pro-socialist Ger
mans might have tmd In the socialist parties was dissipated, 
and many important Issues were lost to oartlea whose leader
ship possessed a leas reflective conscience.

A third fact which impeded a. democratic reintegration 
of German society under the auspices of the socialists and 
their democratic allies was the economic crisis of the post-

i. M < .  pp. 12-13. See also the article by Georg Decker, "Statlstik und Leben, Leben und Polltlk,w Die Gesell- 
schaft. vol. 7f July 1930, pp. 1-5.
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war period® The need for re~eruipping by 0-errnan industry, 
the loss of markets, the loss of fornerly 0-eraan-heId 
territories, the vast reparation m y  men to and finally, the 
inflation, combined to create a situation of permanent 
economic crisis* This crisis wars only alleviated by the 
Infusion of candtal under the Dawes Plan In 1924,3- an 
arrangement which, not surprisingly, immediately strength
ened the political position of the democratic forces which, 
until the end of 1923 Cat again fter If22 =--nd the a.taa- 
draws! of American in>/estaents} were being seriously 
threatened by the re-grouped forces of nntl-democratio re
action. To Illustrate derman reactions to this economic 
crisis we shall quote once more from Arthur Rosenberg, v;ho 
was active in this period as a left-wing, democratic 
socialist!

It was in particular the question of reparations 
which prevented any recovery of the lerman Republic..» 
The victorious dowers in 1919 might have destroyed Crerraany entirely as an independent otste..» The 
makers of the Treaty of Versailles did no t.« . As

rtln December* 1923, no thoughtful observer would have wagered five shillings on the continuance of the Weimar 
Republic for all the"democratic forces in the country 
had been demobilized and all the trumps were in the hand 
of the counter-revolution» But when the next spring came, the state of martial law faded softly and silently 
away. The enabling law expired, the currency remained 
stable, and the Democratic Republic suddenly reappeared 
without creating any particular sensation and without any 
dramatic struggle. This miracle came ao a result of a change In reparations policy, resulting from the Inter
vention of the New York Stock Exchange in 3-eraan affairs., 
(Ibid., p. 221.)
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a result of this decision,, however, the conditions 
of peace should have been so formulated as to make 
it possible for Germany to exist under them. Nevertheless, the Entente statesmen of 1919-23 could not 
bring themselves to adopt this obvious view. The 
territorial provisions and their execution involved 
intolerable hardships for Germany* And the financial 
demands of the Entente became fantastic* 3u©h suae 
were required from Germany for reparations that In 
th© shattered economic condition of th® country 
could never even with the best will in the world 
have been raised. Germany was continually being 
forced to pay, and when it proved impossible to fulfill the obligationa that had been extorted, the 
victors took punitive measures® Mo German Govern
ment could maintain Itself for any length of time 
under* this pressure. Every attempt to put German 
economic life on a sound, footing was nipped the 
bud. Confusion, grew increasingly gre-- ter, . there 
seemed no way out of the blind alley.

Certain sections of the wealthier French middle 
classes wished to exploit Germany8 s incapacity to pay 
in order to keep a permanent army of occupation in 
the Rhineland with the help of the so-cailed sanctions; 
to add the Ruhr to the occupied area; to separate these 
western provinces from Germany and to bring them under 
French influence in one form or another... 'Che forces 
of German democracy were driven into a hopeless strv '< e 
both Internally and externally; and then people wonoct od why the counter-revolution and the old 1uilitwri2 11 
spirit in Germany revived.1

The fourth fact involved In the failure of lenooo tic 
Integrstion In Germany which we wish to highlight; Is the 
failure of the socialist and other demo err- tic port ice to
represent themselves as the champions of German resistance 
to French demands, and adequately to channel and edncw to 
the nationalistic reaction which was developing around the 
Issue of reparations specifically and the question of the

‘-u IMsu* pp. 142-145.
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Treaty of Versailles in general* Van they done this* ;sthey 
would thus hove becone in the best sense represent"tifes 
of the national idea!} and have wrested their sharp weapon 
from the hands of the monarchic t G-".po??l tlon*n But, very 
literally pledged to the Ideal of peace and International 
cooperation, and lacking experience in national leadership, 
the anti-authoritarian parties allowed the representstian 
of even this one cor.mon Geraan bond to slip from their

the great majority of 1‘eroan students hod been most bitterly disappointed by events 'after 
Tovensber 9. They saw the economic misery -and the national humiliation, and laid the blame 
for existing conditions upon the governing re- 
publioan Parties and uaon the events of Novem
ber 9* Since the Government did nothing to make known among the people the truth about war-guilt 
and the causes of the German collapse, and since men are prone to forget what they do not wish to 
remember, the 1 stab—in-the-b&ck' legend gained 
currency among the nationalist student s*«-

The fifth and last fact about the defeat of demo
cratic integration in b'eimr.r Germany which wo wish tc cifo 
i.= f In a sense, the outcome of the combination of all the 

other circumstances which have been enumerated? gntodu.ally £ 
from coalition to coalition, politic---! in 111~11ve and the 
aefinition of political ^-roblena moved to the right, nicking 
tin greater numbers and more convinced and outspoken anti-

i. r* 156*
p • 159•
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democratic and conservative forces as it went.

Thus* in effect, the democratic system which had 
taken over th© representation and leadership of uninte- 
grated post-Imperial G-erm&n society not only failed to re
integrate that society on a democratic "basis and in terms 
of democratic values, but, by its inability effectively to 
lead and inspire, allowed the disintegration of this soci
ety to become even more aeute®^ whether the fault lay with 
the democratic parties or whether the task, in view of who 
problems which viere involved, was beyond solving, cannot

1® As Carl Schmitt saw it, fiThe concrete governmental situ
ation of present-day Germany can be characterized by 
three concepts: pluralism, lipolyeratyrt and federalism. *. 
Pluralism signifies the power of a number of social 
groups over the state*s decision-making process* (fpcly- 
craty" consists of taking away from the effective juris
diction of the state certain areas which are involved 
in its existence; and federalism in which both of the 
latter converge®.® In the antithesis? influence upon 
the decision-making of th© state and freedom from its 
jurisdiction In spheres which are held not to toe any 
of the state1s concern® This disintegration and com
petition of uncompromising groups tor control of the 
state means that the state is becoming 1 total9 in two 
ways? firstly, social forces which were previously non- 
political are now vying for control of political de
cision-making on behalf of the state* and, secondly, 
if the body politic is to survive, it must consider 
every social group as politically relevant and subject 
to integration# It ie a development, which leads from 
the absolute state of th© 1 7 t h  and 18th centuries 
through the neutral, liberal state of the 19th century 
to th© total state of th© 20th century in which state 
and society have become identical*n I Per HAter fler 
Verfaegung® T&bingen, Mohr, 1931, pp. 71-79.)
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be decided here*3- At any rate, the opportunity of giving 
Germany the sense of objectives, Integration and stability 
which it needed for rationally coming to grips with Its 
problems on a democratic; basis was missed. Moreover, such 
awareness as might have existed among Germans during the 
early days of the Republic about the need for, and the 
possibility and desirability of effective participation 
in, and responsibility for*, the operation of the democratic 
German state, end the definition and solution of its w o -  
blems, tended, by the later del mar years, to turn Into con
fusion and exasperation * During the imperial days there 
had been no political challenge at all; now the challenge 
seemed suddenly too great, and, gradually, encouraged by 
propaganda from those German social and political elements 
which had never been converted to democracy, the feeling 
grew, that only some kind of authoritarianism and non-demo
cratic leadership could really look after the German state1s 
functioning and survival after alls

Having thus briefly indicated the manner In which the
democratic political system not only failed to solve, but, by

1® Another observer wrote, discussing German political par
ties: "Not the German party system is to blame if poli
tical conditions In Germany are still not stable® The fault lies with th© social conditions which have not be
come stable and newer will, until the basis of these con
ditions is changed® At this point the consolidation of
th© parties could bring clarity, but not stability•"{Georg Decker, "Krlse dee Deutschen Partelensysteras, H Die 
Q&flgliaflkfl&fc, vol® 3, January 1928, p® 16}
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this failure, even aggravated the two 'basic weakness of 
lack of political integration and direction, and lack of 
confidence in the possibility ana effectiveness of demo
cratic control of the state, we shall take a short look 
at th© values of German Intellectuals from whom democratic 
and liberal Ideological leadership might have, but did not 
come* Liberalism in Germany, as we pointed out earlier,^- 
had* since 1849, expressed itself in essentially non-poli
tic al channels, chief among them, the administration of 
social policy within the authoritarian state, and the con
ception and study of the state based upon law, the s tech te
stae t® Before 1849, liberalism in Germany, as elsewhere in 
western Europe, as Hall©well has pointed out In ids very 
stimulating study, The Decline of Liberalism in German 
Politico-Legal Thought, had been based upon the beliefsn r  n il i irn'i r  n unnii miiiTi i|»-iig«f rt"— — f f n r m iw-gi,iiT y" 'b rT iii»TrrfcfiTiT — r m  i n r w  > *

that social control was best secured by las? rather than 
command, that there was a natural order that embraced both 
the individual and the collective, and that there wan a 
sphere of rights, peculiar to individuals as human be ings, 
which the state could not penetrate and for the preservation 
of which the state existed® After 1849, however, and par
ticularly with the establishment of the Empire, this liber
alism of ultimately transcendental values became increasingly 
one of legal forms, with the value content being weakened

| i "- f i f f T**! ! !— vv *"T' ' ' 'T ^ lT C T ifiHirr— 11 i i in im n i« ■iiiiui»‘—r - * ,r i r w iri,i‘in fB r irw i* tv i f ia iH r tn (w i‘>*i^w tiiTTyi*iy T rrT »-«a raiM rr> »*T iina 'w ® >«i» rii|n iff8>®»i>ir»nTiii— rmmt*HiiniH H T  ir*w r t ^ — t —f  i< m i n ■

§ m m »  PPo 35—36 and 44®
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more and more as such legal forms were adapted to the 
concrete situation® To quote Hallowell:

Integral liberalism espoused a belief 
In rights which belonged to Individuals by virtue 
of their humanity» They were antecedent to the state® With the infiltration of positivism into 
politico-legal thought, aa this took place in 
th® latter half of the nineteenth century through 
the writings of jurists like Gerber, Laband and Jellinek, individual rights were conceived as 
legal rights. They were no longer rights of man but rights of citizens® The Implication was that, 
as concessions on the part of the state which 
willed them Into existence, they could be con
tracted or even abrogated If so vrtiled. Indi
vidual rights, therefore, v/ere no longer concrete, substantive limitations on will but purely formal 
limitations*

Positivism also tended to Identify rights 
with interests. With the separation of law and ethics legal rights became identical with the stronger Interest and will. Thus by the turn 
of th© century liberty had become a formal con
cept, Its content no longer determined by absolute 
values Inherent In individuals as human beings but determined by the Interests of the stronger.

As a result of the emptying of the concent 
of law of all substantive content, law became 
formalized; it became a mere formula suitable 
for any content®..

Emphasizing formal 11 equality before the 
law18 and the general application of the law am the 
criterion of the Reohteetaat. late nineteenth- century M1 lb er al s,"" as exerapl 1 fled by Hans Kelsen, 
were completely unconcerned with the just or un- jus t content of law. Procedure and manner of enactment replaced justice as the criterion of law.®. With the sloughing off of objective values the 
atomistic and anarchical elements contained in liberal!so came to the fore. The woy was prepared for anarchy and dictatorship which is Its political expression.3-

1. John H. Hallowell, "The Decline of Liberalism in German
Politico-Legal Thought** (unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Dept.
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The leadership for a democratic reorientation arid 
reintegration of German society which the socialist and 
other democratic parties were not able to supply, could thus 
not be furnished by German liberal Intellectuals either®
With the expression of their liberal values restricted to 
essentially non-political considerations of legal forms arid 
technicalities, th© inspiration which these men might have 
Infused into German society and politics was lost as well.
In the end, because of their y^reoccupa tion with the only 
formally liberal Reohtastaat. they too... delivered themselves 
to what was, instead of enlisting themselves for* what might 
have been, had their liberalism been one of positive values 
and determined political conscience.

Another illustration of the general failure of German 
democracy to express primarily a set of values which were 
desired, for their own sake, with political democracy as a 
form of government toeing th© most likely path to their 
realization, is to be found in a letter written by Max ^eber 
In 1917. Expressing his exasperation with the inefficiencies 
of the authoritarian imperial system, ,;eber wrote*

of Politics, Princeton University, 1939) pp. 25-27. 
Hallowell* s work Is of particular interest for t h e pur
poses of this study since he specifically addresses him
self to the problem of explaining “how it was possible 
for prominent professors. Judges, and lawyers of present- 
day Germany, who before 1933 were professed liberal®, to 
accept, and even in some oases, to acclaim a despotic® that destroys the fundamental 'ooatula tee of liberalism.8 
(Ibid.. p. 1)
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I do not oar© about the form of the state, If 
only politicians and not dilettante fools like 
Vilhelm II and th© Ilk© rule the country.•• I 
see now no other way than ruthless parliamentarl- 
z&tion*•• to freeze out the Be people. The civil 
servants must be subordinated to parliament* 
Altogether and without exception.•• Forms of state are f or me techniques like any other ma
chinery. 1 would attack parliament and defend 
the monarch, if the latter were a politician*!

These words, admittedly, v?ere written in times of 
national crisis, yet the exclusively rational justification 
of oorl"' ".yntk'ry govern merit Is none the less significant.
As Carl Schmitt pointed out a decade later, the survival of 
parliamentary democracy In Germany would have to be justi
fied on other than rational and technical grounds® Weber 
had wanted this form of government because he felt that It 
would provide the most rational method for selecting: and 
training capable political leaders* But on those grounds, 
Schmitt explained, parliamentary democracy had felled badly! 
parliamentary leaders had turned out to be as unstateoraan- 
Ilk© as the dynastic ones had been, arid considerably more 
partisan® To weather Its crises, Schmitt concluded, German 
parliamentary democracy would hev@ to become an expression
of universal or national values which meant something to the

oGenian peopl® *^

1. Quoted in J.P* Mayer, Max Weber and German Politics.
London, Faber & Faber0 194$," p7.sS".

2. Carl Schmitt, Die gelstlge Lag© dag heutlgen Parlmaentar-
Jjjmus, Munich, Duncker & Hurablot,192$, pp. 8-9.
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While the minority of liberal and democratio German
intellectuals thus, by the logic of their own positions, 
formalistic legalinm and rational democracy, removed them
selves from a position of liberal end democratic leader
ship, and committed themselves to follow where their tech
nical criteria might lead, the majority of German intellec
tuals remained passive or hostile to the democratic ex- 
oeriment altogether:

It is a very vc ' ret table, but undeniable fact, 
that the grest ! ority of* the redresentativo3 
of the professions in present-day Germany are 
reacting to the democratic republic which the 
Revolution ©rented, with very tentative loyalty 
or outright hostility® This is true of large 
groups of th© civil servants taken over from 
th© ©Id regime, of the judges, university pro
fessors, high school teachers, university stu
dents, and even, of free professions like journalism and the arts...l

Thus neither the democratic political integration 
and sense of objectives which German society needed, nor the 
sense of popular sovereignty and confidence in the state* s 
ability to solve its problems responsibly which it had al
ways lacked, were effectively promoted either by the demo
cratic political process or by German Intellectuals# Mien 
to this lack of leadership are added the loss of familiar 
national symbols and the serious economic difficulties and 
social dislocations of the period, it is not difficult to

1, Ernst von Aster, Rationale Rornantik, " vol. 1, 1924, p. 235.
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understand why the national aimlessness, which in Imperial
days had been sensed only by a minority of Intellectuals,
developed, by the late Twenties, into a profound sense of
crisis arid disorientation which extended throughout the
whole German people* As one perceptive French observer
characterized this situation in 1931;

One witnesses in Germany the collapse of s. cer
tain material, social and moral equilibrium, the 
end of the bourgeois way of life* How does Ger
many itself react in the midst of this crisis?
• • • Above all by a vast uncertainty; the intellectuals haunted by the cultural crisis and the masses 
disoriented by re-all ties which are too new. ..

Uncertainty is a permanent fact of German 
life. The problems of Germany are inexhaustible*
'.Chile the intellectual is overcome by the complete 
relatlvization of traditional values of the crisis 
of German civilization, the Kulturkrlae. the aver
age German has become hesitant and confused. The 
spontaneity of his reactions and his Judgment, at 
times even the simple intervention of practical 
common sense, are half paralysed. Even in ordinary, 
every-day life, the imitation of what is foreign, 
especially American - or, with others, the desire 
"to be German® betray, by the way they are ex
pressed, the absence of a simple, intuitive and 
natural sense of balance*

That tills anxiety could easily be com© 
desperation and violence goes without saying.•.

The average German of today,3ays to himself:0This condition of instability and contradictions, 
this world without laws and forms surely cannot 
last. We are witnessing the dying of the past in 
order that the future say be reborn; the present 
moment is only an historical exception®1’

Every German imagines a tomorrow which 
will be different... They are waiting for It, 
they want it; they love it in advance...
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But from now until than, ho-- to 11 ve?̂ -

It is this profound and many-faceted crisis, as we 
hairs briefly outlined It above, which comprised the situ
ation of the contributions to the development of German 
political science which we are examining. On the one hand, 
this crisis condition of German society provided a stimu
lus of rare Intensity for the objective analysis of whet 
we8 Involved in trie operation of society the ot'»tes
'/here little remains orotested by traditional values o.nd 
sentiments, little can esc are coming: under the microscope 
of exhaustive arid uninhibited investigation. And because 
of the very lac I of social arid oolltieal Integration which 
was the most important aspect of the crisis, the function
ing of almost no phase of the German political and social 
process could be taken for granted* Everything war in 
doubt and therefore subject to the most detached scrutiny®
As /Carl Mannheim wrote in 1-34, comps ring the American and 
German sociology of* the time:

In American sociology.«. the most dif
ficult and vital problems crop up one by on®, 
and social study concentrates on the solution 
of these Isolated problems... But the phenomena

^ ^ M w » g M M iM »»̂ » » i i* « w iw i« ^ i - W T ^ r f « M » y » i ^ n i r r r w r i n T i m r r r r vrTiT v «rTiH- i i i i i  r m t”nr i iniir r ' i iii i m i i' n n in ii ff ln n n  ~'i i ’  ii i i •nicrn'nwniii j in itiif r i i m ' ^ f r 'r f f n r in i r r f ^ n f f ’n in if n r T f f m r r r ii'iftTiTPin n r i i i i w ni miniirim t»n m r r n  nniirTTiYrn~~iiirnTm rfT^       n      m m im  i u r n1 i n i ■ i  >.i int . 1. 1 i

1. Pierre Vienot, Incertitudes Allamendea. Paris, Librairie 
Valois, 1931, pp. 84-93. F o r  a short, penetrating and well-written picture of what was Involved In the general crisis of Weimar German society, Vienot* & book. Is un
surpassed.
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th&t do not become apparent are: the totality of 
society, the dynamic forces operating throughout 
society... The totality of society is veiled 
because of th® general belief that If to© diffi
culties of single institutions and particular 
situations are solved In the right way, t-h© en
tirety of society will reveal itself through a 
process of Integrating the solutions of individ
ual social difficulties. Such a belief Is possible 
as long as there are still vast expanses of terri
tory unexploited and numerous possibilities unex
plored; where this Is the case it Is always pos
sible to find a way out of social dilemmas...

We obtain our most important insights 
Into the working of social forces in periods of 
. - -Id social disintegration such as that which 
.ei 3&ny is now experiencing; for it is at such 
times that the latent elements become operative 
In society. Th© class problem was intelligible 
not only to German socialists but to all groups 
of th© German Intelligentsia, because In recent 
years the latter have become Increasingly aware 
that their fate is closely linked with that of 
the groups Immediately next to them. It was im
possible to remedy individual defects by mere 
reformist measures In a society where, owing to 
th© narrowness of the field of action, no social 
element could be conceived of Independently of 
any other element. 2-

On the other hand, however, the crisis which thus 
stimulated social science objectivity and the examination of 
the totality of what was Involved in a society* s functioning, 
also created serious Intellectual inhibitions to the devel
opment of social science analysis. These Inhibitions came 
in two general forms: firstly, In attempts to raise some 
one societal factor to the rank of a deterministic absolute;

1. Karl Mannheim, ^German Sociology, 1918-1933,w Polltloa. 
vol. 1, 1934, pp. 30-31.
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and secondly, In efforts to challenge the desirability 
and right to exist of a value-free science of society 
altogether. Examples of the former* type of inhibition are 
to be found In the one-factor analyses of the geopolitlclans 
end in the paeudo-scientifIc racial theories which were 
gaining ever greater currency among conservative German 
Intellectuals and, through the propaganda of the fascist 
political groups, among the whole German people.-*- Examples 
of the challenge to the existence of objective social science 
are to be found in the sentiments of two scholars whose 
writings on the subject we shall now briefly consider.

The most stimulating of the attacks noon objective 
social science - and one vrhlch deserves attention for the 
clue which It suggests to what may be one of the basic re
quisites of social and political science in general, was 
that of the historian Erich von Kahler.2 i<abler singled 
out Max M’efeer* s Ideas as representative of what he hoped to 
demonstrate was the Inadequacy of pure s acini science, par
ticularly as the Ideal of this social science was set forth 
in Meber* s statement?

That science today Is a professional

1. In this connection see th© interesting article by Hugo 
XXtle, HDer Schldelindex in Wlsaensohaft und Polltlk,n
Pie Qeayllgohaft. vol. 8, June 1931, pp. 549-562®2® Dr. Kahler left Germany in 1933 and now lives in 
Princeton, J„
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specialized ^occupation"... and not a part of 
the reflection of wise men and philosophers about 
th® nature of the world - this, of course. Is an 
Inescapable fact of our historical situation from which, If we are to remain true to ourselves cas 
social scientists-3 we cannot escape*!

In the general dissolution and disorientation of the times,
Kahler believes, It is nothing short of Irresponsible to
escape Into the practice of a specialised profession and to
ignore the larger over-all situntlon* he states his own
a-s.ropch as follows:

t*e do not ask: He2© is science• shat has it to 
achieve according to its conception of itself.®, 
and what can It achieve according to this eon- 
ceptlon.* . ? Me ask, rather: Here Is our life® 
it has these and. those critical needs® Is that 
which calls Itself science able to satisfy these 
neads of ours and. to what extent? ikon that de
pends th© Justification of Its existence® And 
If it cannot meet or contribute to the satisfaction of these needs, where do we look for and. 
how do m b  bring about thatgwhioh will meet these 
needs which press upon ue?2

Inquiry which was conceived as a. study and eon temp la tion of 
man and the universe as God was believed to have created them. 
Even In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, man studied 
himself, his environment and the relationship between them, 
in an ultimately religious or metaphysical framework, In 
terms of which his analyses and his own existence were con-

Originally, says Kahler, Western science t

1® Erich von Kahler 
G® Bondi, 1920,

p* 1 0 ®
3eruf dgr Wlssen.a.ohaft® Berlin,
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weiwrnhle as parts of a great and meaningful synthesis 
Today* however, both for rasn1s orientation In general as 
well as for a meaningful framework for social science, 
this synthesis exists no morei

The world... is for us nothing more than 
th® understanding of our own Intelligence, any 
synthesis which we say be able to grasp at all, 
consists merely of relationships imputed by our 
reason alone®., the substantive slgnifloanee which 
th® old total picture afforded to science is Sis** 
orftdltvd and rejected as dogmatic, and the data which empirical science is producing, Is forever 

eeeraeal and temporary and subject to the eon- 
ant development of research.•.

Modern systenmtlstation is thus not, as were
th© systems of the past, a central structure which encompassed all origins of life and action in a 
conception which went bask to on© Creation; it is, 
rather, & supplementary construction, a scaffold, 
an insufficient tool-box to order and mas ter a more and more elusive living reality, a construc
tion, however, which, of course only serves to 
confuse this reality even mo r@... 2

1. It is interesting to compare R.K. Merton1 s statement on 
this subjectJ The basic assumption in modern science -is 
a widespread, Instinctive conviction In the existence of 
an Order of Thinsra. and. in ©articular, of an Order of 
»Hat ^ e r flirf'ie^ad> . This belief, this faith, for at 
least sine® Hume It must be recognized as such, is simply “Impervious to the demand for a consistent : rationality.M 
In th© systems of scientific thought of O-allleo, Newton, 
and of their successors, the testimony of experiment la 
the ultimate criterion of truth, but the very notion of ex
periment Is ruled out without th© prior assumption that 
Nature constitutes an intelligible order, so that when the 
appropriate questions are asked, ane will answer, so to 
speak® Hence this assumption is final and absolute® As 
Professor Whitehead indicated, this “Faith In the possi
bility of science, generated antecedently to th© development of modern scientific theory, is an unconscious derivative from medieval theology®* iSocial Theory and Social 
Structure. G-lencoe, 111®, Th© Free ^ress, 1949, p. 335* KaSljSPTop® olt®. pp. 15-13®
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The absence of this synthesis, to give the work 
of social eolence significance and thus enable it to help 
man to orient himself meaningfully to s oclety and the world*
Kabler feels to be particularly serious In the Geraany In 
which he was writing® Nowhere# he says, has unintegrated 
and socially, politically and spiritually meaningless 
specialisation and effort proceeded as far as it has in Ger
many* Nowhere, is the lack of world vision and dedication
to the national interest as great as amcng the political /an

«►

ties and groups which are fighting for control of the Cr&raan 
state?

ho, we cannot see the salvation of the 
German future in this pitiful comedy* V'e cannot 
see It at all In this, for the Germans®** ruinous 
splitting up into parties which for all tin® hope 
to fight their sterile and perpetual battle on the 
body of the German people® It is time that these 
representatives be stripped of their hypocritical 
cloak and their claim to be acting for the whole®*® 
and revealed as what they are; economic interests 
and partisan pressure groups® it must be mad® 
clear that they are all only parts and that as 
•/sere parts and members none of them are entitled 
to lead th© whole state* Even the arithmetical 
method of counting th© parts does not rank© th© 
whole. They should be assigned their limited places 
and Integrated in the whole as th® mere contributing 
parts which they are. More than that,.one should 
build anew from th© roots of this whole and united 
people*.® and let all th© parts and members be 
aware of on© another and of th© w h o l e ® M o t  divi
sion and strife but Intimate oooperatlofi, not th© 
further dissolution of &ie organic, but profound 
unity®.• of the organic system®.® to find this is 
th© challenge••• The leadership which we.•• need 
today, will be faced with th© unprecedented task 
of fusing together everything in the German which 
has been torn apart or whioh, In It© up to now un-
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analysed manIfoldness and complexity has sensed 
and organic -cohesion only In the vaguest way*••

This leadership, says Eabler, is yet to be trained
and educated* It Is to the task of this education that
knowledge must toe oriented, and in this task value-free
social solans® can toe of little use;

But to such knowledge®*, only he can contribute 
and tutor who has himself risen to the stature 
of a human toeing, in who® thinking and feeling, 
knowing slid acting ^rs not conceptually sepa
rated and alien to <•. eh other, In whom the 
teacher and the leader- do not split apart®# • If 
Max Weber Insists upon this separation for th® 
future, we must answer Mia: •. • What we demand 
and what our new knowledge and action, botfh need 
is th© whole man, and the whole man Is neces
sarily at the same time a knowing, a willing and 
an acting human toeing®*

Instead of an analytical, objective social science,. Kabler
feels that what Is needed, rather, Isi

,.. a relating back, of the individual organic 
aystems to the corresponding higher syntheses 
of the larger organic systems which encompass 
them - back to the uppermost first cause of all 
life: In this way organic unity and organic com
plexity will one© again Illuminate each other®
Adduced to this will toe our accumulated ideas 
as they have undergone various histories and 
various manifestations and as they h a w  been 
variously formulated, each in its own sphere - 
until we reach th© highest sphere, where we will 
have a collection of our whole restlessly sus
pended, metaphysical, heavenly body of ideas® Generalising and doing specialised studies will 
In this way lead, in a broader sense, to a con
crete renewal of life which has grown away from 
and become Intangible for us.3

1• | p« 36—39•
2» Ibid®, p® 40•
3• s P® 96®
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What Is wanted is not a well-developed, objective, 
empirical social sclenee which can be adduced to the clari
fication of th© society1& social and political problems.
Such a social science, as it la developing In the United. 
States today# for example. Is felt to assura© a degree of 
social and political integration and a cor© of shared values 
which no longer exist in Germany® In view of the failure 
of liberal values in Germany to provide the inspiration and 
basis for social and oolitlopX Integration and s. sense of 
ethical national objectives, the inquiries of objective* 
analytical social and political science* it is alleged# can 
only increase the confusion* The only answer is a rein
tegration of social groups In terras of some new system of 
values which will at the same time provide a rationale for 
a new typ© of political organization and integration®

What we have here is a counsel of despair. Merely 
to point out# however*, that this Is intellectual fascism, 
or that these writers were engaged In promoting an !5escape 
from freedom® or that they were the victims of an authori
tarian family pattern, as has been done so often, is to In
dulge in superficial complacency and to rains the great ques
tion which they posed? can an objective social and political 
science exist or perform any conceivably constructive func
tion If there is no ultimate consensus of shared values and
no minimum political framework which-Is acceptable to the
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majority of the members of the society concerned? 'Whether
this was actually the situation in Germany or not is uncer
tain* For a general study of the requisites of political 
science, however* the question iwmains a relevant one, and 
we shall have to come back to it in our conclusion*

Another example of an attack upon social science 
along line© fundamentally similar to those of Fabler5 «9 
though with a more outspokenly fascist emphasis* Is to be 
found in the works of th© Austrian and very pan-German 
economist, Othraar Spann® Comparing Spann1 a ap-qroach to 
th© study of society with that of Max v.’ebex*, one jurist, 
turned social science theorist# wrote:

Weber*s methodological demands were ahead 
of th© spirit of th© times* • • because they nsad© 
clear one© and for all that th® defence of partisan 
political programs cannot .claim to to© social science*
So it Is only too understandable that, simultaneously 
with th© appearance of Max Weber*s principal works, 
another system of sociology is receiving consideration which aims explicitly and implicitly to nullify 
th© results of Weber* a analysis and to present a 
system of ethical and political postulat ©s and thereby to flood the hard-won path of empirical social science progress with a stream of arbitrary dogmatics - 1 refer to the sociology of Gthraar Spann* This soci
ology cloaks itself* in the methodological garb of an antithesis which is described as a struggle between 
"unlversalism® and "individualism.11 "Individualism*
Is, according to Spann, Just about everything that 
has been thought arid done sine© the Renaissance®.«^

1® Fritz Sander, Hothmar Spanns * Ueberwin&ung* &er Individ- 
ualistischen Geaellachaftslehr®,* achaft und Sogialoolltik. vol* 53,
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Spann considers his universalisa (as opposed to 
individualism) to be both a sociological method as well as 
a pert of the subject matter* of sociology® Tn its develop
ment as a method he suggests that Intuitive thinking and 
"conceptual deductionfJ have to be used as supplements to 
mere empirical observations

H© who would overcome individualism and
know th© true nature of society must banish from 
himself every sentiment, however subtle, of th© 
individual* For this purpose mere logical cri
ticism does not suffice; what is necessary In 
order to establish universalIsm cm firm ground 
Is the inner* awareness and experience of hie 
spiritual tie as a human being with the whole*-1

Empiricism alone, according to Spann, goes with individualism
and relativizes every assumption of experience and knowledge.
Only a metaphysical feeling of unity with society and God can
stay the process of disintegration:

The adage "Knowledge Is power" points to the Instrumental side of knowledge® 3lhce time immemorial the truth has been considered a coin
ciding of the objective and the subjective, but 
the only thing which can coincide with the com
plete neutrality of present-day theoremtioal social science knowledge Is total insipidness and 
indecision, th® opposite to all participating 
and willing, and If on® looks at It this way, there 
©an be no bridge between science and 11 if®, between 
theory and politics... Chemistry, for example,©an glv© us a knowledge of chemical compounds but 
as to whether we should use them for gas warfare,
It can tell us no'thing®®* th© earn® way with the 
contemporary point ©f view of our science, la the 
last analysis It ©an never satlsfy.2

1. Othmar Spann, 0e®ellgohaf.talehra. Leipzig, Quelle & Meyer,
1923, p. 08®2 * lb id«, p* 293#
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The etat©, according to Spann, was the institution
in terms of which the universal!stic science, participation 
and integration which he prescribed was possible® But it 
was not th© state of the Weimar period:

Man ©an adjust himself to poverty, but 
not to lack of status, uprootedness and nothing
ness..* Th® atomistic structure of th© present 
form of government is In no way compatible with 
th® universal!stie Idea of the culture-state; 
what this idea requires is a corporate state 
based upon occupational organisations which must 
be ©onoeived and ordered, in the sens© of the rule 
of the bestf of the spirit - as in the old aris
tocratic cultural state id© Sk -& @ ® In democracy, 
the fora of government which logically follows 
from natural law individualism, it is not the 
individual who is supreme but the mechanical total 
of th© at oral sti ©ally conceived masses. Th© will 
of the people must first be formed by leadership 
before it can express itself as political will... 
Deaioor&oy of necessity leads to th© splitting up 
and rupture of th© state into partlea. From a universalisti© point of view, th© organisation 
"state" is the expression of a genuinely spiritual 
whole of organically linked parts.1

Even among scholars who aspired, and In general 
lived up to the ideal of objective social science, the con
cern with the integration of German society which had in
spired £abler*o and Spann* s extreme anti-social science a m  
anti-liberal positions, introduced serious unscientific 
biases. One such bias emerged particularly in the distinction 
of the characteristically German sociological categories of

1. Paraphrased from Spann* s book, Per Wahre 8taat (1922) byGeorg Burokhardt, " Staatsphilosophisohe ProDlerae der Gegen-
wart," w h  12, 1922-23, p. 536.
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Gemelnaohaft (community) and Geeellaohaft (society), a 
distinction which implied the whole tradition of German 
organicis® and collect!vlstlo, historical metaphysics which
underlay the positive suggestions of both Fabler and Spann, 
and against which Kelsen had recommended the abandonment 
of social science methodology altogether®

The two best-known sociologists who used this dis
tinction, ana whose works were biased by the metachysica1 
assumptions which it Implied# acre Ferdinand Tdnnies

and Alfred Vierknndt (Ge- 
jieilschat%alehrft). £smejlng.o.haf.tt. by these sociologists was 
understood generally to mean a traditional# organic# bio
logically-related social unit# whereas Qeaellaahaft was con
ceived of as a social unity of predominantly rationalized 
relationships. As other German sociologists were quick to 
point out# however, Geraelnsohaft. in the sense in which it 
was defined# only applied as a category to certain types of 
groups, such as the family and some species of tribesj yet 
even these and certainly every larger and complex social 
unit were to a certain extent composed of rationalized re
lationships# and since no one had set up clear criteria of 
r at lonalizetion to determine at what point a Gemelnaohaft 
became a Qa aallaaiiaft. th© use of th© two terras to distin
guish concrete societies could only lead to confusion®
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Th© dsrraan sociologist Theodor* Geiger, discussing
the various definitions of these two concepts in the work 
of Tdnniee, saw clearly what was involved!

Tdnnies ends up by conceiving GemelnsQhaft 
and Qeeellaohaft as the first and last stages or a 
process or social development* Humanity travels 
***om towards herein
lies m e  cultural and social philosophical message 
of th© entire work® It Is her© that th® overpower— 
lug pathos of the metaphysical ©valuation breaks 
through - which makes the description of the book 
as MTh@ Principles of Pure Sociology8 seem exces
sively modest*.. T6nnieo remains first and fore- 
/ t a social cultural pbllc?., 'her®®® To con-
r \&% the cent » of Gem©In3ch>,ft. with that of 

igesellsohaft. as the purposeful and schematic re
lationship between people, has the result that 
Geaelneohaft appears as that which alone is real, 
whereas Qeeellaohaft Is implied to be artificial 
and f 1 © 1 1 cn&l..* and where the choice has to be 
mad©! biologically related. G-e me ins elm f t or purposeful and schematic social ihteratlon, there is 
no doubt as to which dec!sion the German will make: 
Back to nature! It s®©ra© to me to follow quite 
naturally, therefore, that American, English and 
French research workers®*® are little Interested 
in Tftnnies theory®.* As regards this cultural 
pessimism*•• pure sociology cannot insert suoh im
plicit value judgments into its ideal types or 
general categories* And this is ©1early the case 
with Tttrtnlese Nature and artificiality, organism 
and mechanism, intimate warmth and alien coolness 
are so clearly mads to distinguish th© two cate
gories that there can be no doubt about the value 
judgment involved*3-

n
.*» fir Theodor Geiger, ttBIe Clptip-'-e utnd die Kategorien Gemein- 

schaft mud Oeaelleohaft,11 #und SoilalpQlitik. vol. 5 8 7 i 9 2 7 7 p p 7 3 l O - 3 W 7 ^ m @vol.'587T§2T, pp, 
sail# ©Dj©otI©fis a re sad© as regards th© use of these 
two concepts by Yierkandt by Fritz. Sander, 11 Alfred Vier- 
kan&ts Geaellsohaftslehre,nma §.q.̂lp.pili,m t , p* 403®
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What was fundamentally at issue here, again re- 
fleeting the lack of integration of German society, was 
on© of the basic problems which were preoccupying German 
students of society and politics - the philosophical and 
methodological question: how does one conceive of the in
dividual, concretely and analytically, in relation to the 
group, and vie© versa? The general solution which was 
emerging was one of some type of functional approach, in 
tome of which the individual and oho various ?rouro in 
the social system were viewed as occupying various roles 
which were somehow Integrated In the operation of the whole® 
Often this type of analysis leaned heavily unon the analogy 
of the organism, and wa have already seen to what collec- 
tivistio mysticism (ultimately looking back to the golden 
age of the mythical, organic German. Volk) this led, ex
plicitly in the works of Spann and K&hler, and implicitly 
in the distinction of Gemeinsoh-ft and G-esellachaft* Tax 
Weber, on the other hand, In whose works n functional ap
proach was very clearly implied, as Parsons has pointed out, 
always tried to keep as his focus the motivation of the In
dividual actor. Interpreting Weber* a reasons fox" this, 
Parsons suggests that5

Apparently Weber understood a functional 
approach to mean one of these things, either an 
individual!a tic form of biological orientation or 
th® Illegitimate reification of collectivities as 
organisms or as cultural totalities* He did not 
perceive that starting from the frame of reference
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of subjectively Interpreted individual action « \5fhlch he himself used so extensively - It was 
possible by functional analysis to develop a 
generalized outline of social systems of action 
••• auoh an outline was in fact to a large extent Implicit In th© structure of his own sys
tem of Ideal types®

Weber1 a fundamental reason for being: 
suspicious of too much ©raphasle upon a func
tional approach to social science lay In his 
strong conviction of the Indlspensablllty, in 
order to attain the level of knowledge he considered possible and essential, of careful de
tailed analysis of the motivation of th© Individual® To him, departure from the ŝtta# ! © 1'1 
smacked of a kind of mysticism by which it was 
possible to derive f ar*» re a chi ?vj conclusion?, 
without adequate empirical basis, to pull scientific rabbits out of the functional hat. 
Given th© kind of treatment of the whole pre
valent in his day, he was right *1

lot all the solutions of this problem, however^ ended 
in non-scientific, ntetaphyslcal sterility. In a convergence
of the sociological analyses of Tax Weber ana the work of 
the phenomenologist philosophers Edmund Husserl and Theodor 
Li tt, there gradually was developed a theory and methodology 
according to which neither the Individual nor- the collective 
was considered prior, each, rather, being held to assume the 
other - ailt!i the individuals, in terms of their subjective 
motivation, oriented to the performance of some function upon 
will oil the operation of the whole depended. The full working 
out of this approach and its ap lication to political science 
analysis did not come until th© early Thirties, as we shall

1. A.M. Henderson and Taloott Parsons, ed., op*, alt., p. 21.
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s©@ in th© next chapter} by the late Twenties, however, 
substantial progress was already being made. After his 
criticism of Tdnnlee, for* example, Theodor Geiger wrotei

Some have assumed the socialisation of 
individuals to constitute th© origin of groups, 
others adhere' to th® opposite extreme and con
sider the emergence of the individual th© most 
recent product of historical social development.HIn th© beginning was the individualH or 11 in the 
beginning was GeraeIngehaft* - these art the cur
rent
being, and in him indlvMuaTity and sociality 
are necessarily united simultaneously.•• the whole process of social development constitute.'r a development of Integration and different!* t L 
As we try to reconstruct earlier human living together and project it backwards, the less the 
interdependences of social life are ramified... 
the less evolved ore the polarities which we 
know among ourselves. But they are always present.

The same problem and an essentially similar general 
approach, were the inspiration of the much-discussed work 
of the Jurist Rudolf Sraend2 - one of the first outstanding* 
representatives among academic German students of politics 
who by the late Twenties were rapIdly assimilating the 
methodological and general theoretical work being done In 
sociology and adapting It to their own specific subject 
matter® Despite his und.enio.bly positive contribution to 
the development of politics as a social science In Germany, 
mb include Smend1s work in the present chapter because his

1. Theodor Geiger* op. clfc.. p. 369.
2. Rudolf Smend, Verfaaaung und Verfaeaungareoht. Munich, 

Dundeer k Humblot, 1928 •
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i&iiirjt*#'' very clearly demonstrate both the stimulus to poli
tical science Investigation which the crisis conditions of 
German society offered, arid the biases which they tended to 
Introduce into these investigations and the theories which 
were built upon them®

Sraend* s view of the question of the relationship of 
the individual to the state was that of the phe norae nologi s t s , 
particularly of Theodor to whom he .admits himself to
be heavily indebted. The antitheses Individual and community, 
individual and the state, etc*, he feels to be spurious - 
the social system, whatever It is, and the Individual, assume 
each other* Among the citizens of the state *each stands 
with the others in creative relationships*•, the state con
text constitutes for the Individual a possibility of Intel
lectual expression and therewith at the same time the forma
tion of his personal!ty.

Siaend accepted Max veber* s analysis of social action 
in terras of the subjective meaning to the Individual actor- 
arid also the latter1a definition of the state as an organi
zation® Sut, whereas Webea had tended to emphasize the func
tion which various institutions played In the organization*s 
operation - supporting parliamentary government, fey example,

1* Theodor Litt, Xndivlduura und G-emelnachaf t. Leipzig, 
Teubner, 1924*

2* Smond, op* clt., pp. 12-13*
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because h@ hoped it might select capable leaders, 3mond was 
partlou^arly ©onoerned with the relationship of the indi
vidual to th© state in terms of these various institutions 
and their meaning to him:

The state is not a static entity which 
emits Individual expressions of life such as laws, 
diplomatic acts, decisions or administrative pro
cedures. Rather, It only exists In these individ
ual® concrete expre salons of life In so far as 
they represent the participation of a total psychic 
context, and even raor# Importantly® In so far as 
they constitute and ore the oeraaslon for renewals 
and continuations which in turn contribute to the 
total psychic context. The state lives and exists 
only In this process of perpetual renewal and con
stantly renewed experiences; it lives, to use 
Renan1s famous characterization of a nation for our 
purposes, on the basis of a plebiscite which is 
repeated dally® It Is this basic process of a 
nation1s existence, its very essence*.. for which 
1 have suggested® «* the term n integration15. *. The 
state exists only because and In so far as It con
stantly integrates Itself and thus constitutes It
self In and through the individual... This per
manent process Is its essence as a psychic-social 
reality.1

Previous theoretical political studies, says Sraend, 
hove never raised or considered this problem of Integration, 
as he conceived it:

The Ideology and sociology of leadership, 
to the extent that It can claim to be scientific 
at all, Is conceived In predominantly mechanistic 
terras.,. The theory of the functions of the state 
does not deal with the functional Integration of 
the state but with the rights of the three powers*
And th.® study of the psychic content Involved in the existence of the state is dissolved, If one

I* Ibid., pp. 18-20®
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examines It closely, into theories about its 
justification - thus missing the elgnificance 
of this content as the very constituent es
sence of the s t a t e ® 1

Smend distinguished various types of integration, 
with the principal forms being what he called -3personal11 arid 
'functional* * As regards the former, he pointed out that leader
ship does not only perform a technical executive function in 
the state* but serves importantly to integrate the citizens 
by nrovidino a symbol to then end Ibius ollctfiri-: their em r*“ 
tioipatlon. °eople Xihe isber, he says, who conceived of 
various types of leadership as merely different techniques 
of government, completely missed this important aspect• -.s
regards the "functional" Integra tion, Amend found that 
elections, parliamentary debates, the fbrraatlon of cabinets 
and referenda were not solely technical parts of the process 
of government, but server! at the same time, and just an in-* 
portantly, to promote and channel partieipe tion by the 
citizens and to integrate them, thus creating the very basis 
for the movernraental orocedures and their a eoeptance•

>*rhile these facts were being neglected by traditional 
political study and those who had devised the Veisar consti
tution and were operating within it, Smend drew attention to 
the fact that:
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It is one of the strengths of fascism, whatever 
on© may think of it otherwise, that It has seen 
th© necessity for this kind of manifold integra
tion with very great clarity, with all.Its re
jection of what is liberal and parliamentary it is, nevertheless, masterfully handling the tech
nique of functional integration and is replacing the socialistic Integration which It rejects with 
other kinds, such as the national myth, the cor
porate state, eto.l

Smend marks himself as a Herman of his time, and re
flects the nature of the crisis situation of G-ertaan scjciety, 
arid the relation, of his aor-s to- It, in tine eery perecytive 
statement that:

Insights such as those here presented are 
not comraon to foreign thinking. But this is not 
surprising: foreign political theory is relatively 
naive and without serious problems, for it has as 
its basis. In countries such as France, England 
and the United States, a national political unity 
and, solidarity which can be taken for granted.This precondition is la eking In (Germany. But for 
this very reason the awareness of the integration 
aspect of the political order Is much more import
ant and necessary In a federal state charged with 
tensions between the federal and the individual 
states and In a nation where national solidarity cannot be taken for granted*2

It Is clear that the strengths and weaknesses of 
Smend9s work, from the point of view of the development of 
politics as a social science, are directly related to the 
Weimar situation as we have described it® His Hdlscovery'! 
of the Integrating function of political Institutions and 
processes constituted a contribution to political theory and

** 'f1 IIB II f c ' ,IM ,i W w r m i m l w           u r n  mrn m  iin r i r n imrim nfinWiiHr n iTn'nnum> nnw iiiimimniBTmiir i tn -M W in ff r iT rT ii i r r i iinm m m iir  - - in 1 m r n t r m  tv  —i titTT— T  — -f ~ « n i  m m  i  n w m n i  w in m n

^• Ibid., p • 82
2. ibid., p. 74.
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raethodology which had escaped the earlier, more for mailatic
students of society and politics and which henceforth hah 
to be, and was, fitted, i, to political science syntheses and 
conceptual frameworks. On the other hand, In hi a concern 
with the integration aspects of institutions, reflecting his 
preoccupation with the “national political unit;/ and soli
darity ’* which, he correctly saw, could not be taken for 
granted in Germany as elsewhere, lie developed a view of the
•>’* h*' . - *?*' /w v  I s  i r.> Vr >••/*> fOs <'% G  a • - P  '■? V d  'k r'"' 'O - —  h  p  ’• f'"-h> U  rf. **> Pi V i ' 4 d>* X  n  V,*# 1.4 o/' ^  •••u- o  U  x  •- - - .. rj v.v - : . / kj p, .■ <... a* n.- j. * ; «

which., ultimately, implied the traditional German historical
organlcis.m of the folkajtemeinschaft. iranted. ho haG ays-

C_J   vy/i 'Viii'ii^Ri.itiariffi'Wg'Wnr.tir.lflOT* *  ’

tenia tieally considered one requisite of a political s o c l e ty; 
yet he did this at the cost of ignoring all the others: the 
normative order, the governraenta.l and administrative processes, 
the geographical and economic foundations of the society, and, 
above all, the fact that a state could not exist as a mere 
expression and. projection of blind integration but needed, 
above all, to seek to define end r n t i s a a l l y  to carry out its 
role in the service of the values it stoon for and in adjust
ment to its international environment* In the last analysis, 
there is much similarity between the theories of Smend and 
Carl Schmitt: the one made a mystique of the political, the 
other of integration; both, by implication at least, sought 
to i'*amove the investigation of what was involved in the oper
ation of the state from the realm of empirical analysis and 
rational control® Fortunately, however, as will be shown in
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the next chapter, there were t least a handful of scholars 
who had developed a sufficient degree of awareness of what 
was involved In the study of politics as a social science 
that the insights of both of these men -/ere incorporated 
and their one-sldedness corrected.

As we conclude this survey of the Welraer situation 
and the political and social science studios which were 
directly stimulated and biased by It, we suet point to the
.historical fact, that the crisis conditions whl
lined, exploited by the nntl-deuiocra tic political right,
In the name of the traditional myth of the organic German 
Voik. ultimately overcame both •elmar democracy and the 
scientific study of society and politics. German social and 
political scientists either made peace with the new authori
tarian order and Its myths, placed themselves in Its service 
as philosophers and apologists, or were persecuted or forced 
to flee®

This tragic end to the long struggle to create In 
German society a scientific study of politics as a national

1. An example of this coming to terms with Nazism is to be 
seen In the following statement from a book, published in 
1933 by the well-known jurist, Otto Koellreutter: !iAs a 
result of the war, which resulted In the political col
lapse of the bourgeois world, there emerged In National Socialism a different expression of the national Idea.For National Socialism signifies the application of frant- line battle experience to political life, against the 
dominant ethic of the bourgeoisie. This new national
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resource for t ormuls. t3 :iq ‘:*n4 r".- ti '-nolly coraleg to cries with 
its political problems did not corne, however, before the 
various diverse confcrlbutions which v;e hove surveyed were 
aethodologlokIly integrated and synthesized in the works 
of two men in particular, Adolf Arabowshy and Hermann Heller, 
whose level of political science achievement compares favor
ably with what was being done in this field elsewhere, and 
whose studies offer the only systematic, restive foundation 
upon which present-day and future politics n.s a social sci
ence in Germany can build® It is to an examination. of the 
works of these two ment a n a  some of the lesser studies which 
led the way for their more comprehensive syntheses, that the 
next m n d  final chapter of our survey is dedicated*

idea is consciously built upon a sound social concept of the Volk. ’The question of the nationalization of a Volk 
is in the first Instance a matter of creating sound social 
conditions as a foundation for properly educating the in
dividual® For only he who through his upbringing and 
schooling has learned of the cultura, economic, -and, above all, political greatness of his own people, wilp acquire 
the Inner pride which he needs to be a member of that 
people® I can only fight for something 1 love, can love 
only something which i esteem, and can esteem only something which 1 know®’ (Mein Kampf, p, 34)

“It is for this reason that the intellectual and 
•political struggles of our time are dominated by the idea 
of National Socialism, the twentieth-century idea of the 
state* It is in this sense that National Socialist ideas 
plae© th© figure of th© worker in th© foreground, and there
by differentiate themselves sharply from the conception of 
th© bourgeois-citizen of the world of liberal Ideas®*1 (Otto Foellreutter, ' O-rundriss der Allp-emeinen Gtaatalehre. 
TOblngen, Mohr, 1933, pp. 25-26®”)
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Chapter- 71
as a Social Bolenoe ana a National Resource

The final convergence upon a discipline of politics 
as a social science In Germany was characterized by an in
tensive concern with methodology and the emergence of a 
structural-functional analysis of the state as one analy
tically abatractable aspect of total empirical social reality® 
This methodological emphasis was not, however, the expression 
of a desire on the part of the scholars involved to evade 
concrete political problems and issues. The fact was, simply, 
that the battle for German political science hod to be fought 
on methodological grounds. In the first place, there had 
been many excellent descriptive and analytical studies of 
German political problems by men who, like Schmitt, for ex
ample, had, nevertheless, remained In the grip of what were, 
fundamentally, quite unscientific conceptions of what the 
study of politics should be* If the works of such men were 
to be evaluated and .adduced to the scientific study of poli
tics, the metaphysical assumptions of their theories would 
have to be fully articulated and replaced by a truly social 
science methodology. In the second place, as MannheIra pointed 
out, and as our survey has deraonatrated, the totality of 
German social and political reality had become problemstical. 
If a science of politics were to corae to grips with, the many
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aspects of this reality which were being simultaneously 
questioned, and If it were to block the l.-rge number of 
pseudo-scientific, one-factor* enalyr.es which were seekIng 
to satisfy the general desire for Intellectual and politi
cal answers with misleading oversimplifications and danger
ous catchwords, this could only be done or; the basis of a 
sound and comprehendve methociology of politics as a social 
science. And lastly, If the Intellectually pervasive and. 
fdal historical tradition of I he organic; Volk were to be■—  •fcSŵw»<it»esMicsee.’sj#

effectively opposed In the study of polities, this could 
only be done by a social science methodology which, by means 
of a structural-functlonal analysis, would empirically In
vestigate all the functional requisites of c society and 
relate them to the voluntarlstlc action of the individuals 
Involved, (and not exclusively focus upon th© normative 
order as Kelsen had done in his desire to combat idealistic 
organ i cl act) • It is in this sense that, In our view, the 
structural-functional methodology at worked out and ap-lied 
by men like Grabowsky and heller, marks the final, if short- 
lived, victory of German political science over its data® 
at lantg In the works of these men, nothing about the oper
ation of society and the state is assumed; every function 
and structure that Is found to be involved Is opened, to em
pirical investigation and related to the individual actor* a 
role; and, both by implication and explicitly, every aspect
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of this social and political w---,Xity, a::: analyzed In terns 
of the structural-functional methodology, I s  held to be 
subject to change and rational .lannina ' s/1 thin the limits 
set by heredity and the non-human environment) by the In
dividual actors Involved In the system and according to 
their values*

To quote Heller upon the matter of this concern 
with metho&ology t

The necessity for methodological intro
spection derives from the nature of the situation 
In which the empirical study of politics... finds 
itself. If one can justly speak of a crisis In 
our contemporary political science, one should by 
no means conceive of this as a symptom of disin
tegration. On the contrary. The chaotic confusion 
of controversies which marks most-war O-erm&n poli
tical science, compared to the situ^atlon of poli
tical solenoe abroad, undoubtedly testifies to a 
more advanced stage of sophistication, and If one 
oannot .yet speak of a scientific rsnslssanoe, these 
controversies are evidence, at least, of a more 
serious awareness of and preoccupation ad th the 
problem of method®..

The decisive impetus for this development 
no doubt sterna from the social and political up
heavals which since the war have rocked Serman, 
Italian and particularly Russian society. The 
foundations- of traditional political life and 
thought have been shaken and It Is generally be
ing re cognise cl, that it makes little sens®, from 
a scientific point of view, to argue about events 
if one Is not even agreed about one’s most basic 
assumptions.

At the point, however, where these assump
tions become problematical, there is nothing for 
us to do, but to face up to the task of examining 
and scrutinizing them and of building up a method
ology which will enable us to come to grips with 
our subject..®
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Methodology Is also necessary, however, 
because It forces“the specialised discipline of 
political science to define its relationship to 
the basic trends of the times and to the totality 
of its scientific awareness. Politics remains 
only an aspect of the whole of empirical reality, 
which can be only analytically isolated by poli
tical science. Political science insights, there 
for®, are useful only when what Is analytically Isolated la constantly related back to the whole 
of empirical reality In which it exists and functions.3-

The development of the political science method
ology with which v*e arc the® concerned, devolved, crlncl- 
pally, a convergence of the idea of the at ate as ail inter
national actor with the sociai-aetlon analysis of fax 
Weber1 s v@rsfceh.ende 3oslolo«le. While the minor figures...i tp.i.ii. iiiigwr ■■ mu   ... ■, .ft-, ,n ..Pjfmm—■ « .J

whose works we shall consider first, still tended to lean 
upon the organism analogy which had always been more or 
less involved is the conception of the state as an inter
national actor, even with them the trend was clearly In 
the direction of a synthetic empirical study based, noon a 
social science methodology, the need for which they all 
recognized, even though their own approaches may have been 
only inadequately worked out®

One German scholar, for example, a disciple of 
Rudolf Kjellen and a supporter of the Idea of the state as 
an international actor or organism, devoted a lengthy

1* Hermann Keller, Staatalehre Cod. by Gerhart hiemeyer), 
Leiden, A.W. 31Jfchorr, 1934, pp. 30-31.
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article to th© development of the thought: ntb.nt the view 
of the state as an organism - I ’*#111 cal 1 it the raorpho- 
logical-biological me tho&, and the ¥6x*stefaende 3oglologle».»
of Max Weber9 are not at all mutually e x c l u s i v e , In th© 
assimilation of these two types of analysis, the writer 
maintains, lies the future development of a political sci
ence which will be ©quip'oed to set up adequate conceptual 
frameworks for selecting and analyzing the aspects of society 
and politics which are important for the state* e ir,ternr-l 
and interna tional operation, hliat has hindered this a a s iml- 
lation, as he sees it, ia that the sociologists of the ver- 
stehende Sozlologie school have too narrowly interpreted the 
context of social action;

... it is the purpose of the veratehende Sozlologie to study the changes which occur in the individual as a result of his living together with others. If
it refuses to recognise human groups as "aysteas* 
or **organismsn differentiated from other "systems" 
or "organIsasgB this Iff because, in view of its 
point of departure - the Individual consciousness, 
it has found It impossible to see and take into 
consideration the great differences betweeni the 
oh&raoterlatles and the operation of the very im
portant national contexts; indeed It tends easily to focus exclusively on the analysis of other and 
subordinate social groups, while slipping into the 
error of not recognising the by far most important 
grouping of people according to states®2

This situation oould be remedied, Vogel believes, by a recog-
w i p m -g T rn i, ii Ti J  f T l frT — — I i. i jU P f  I I D    HIH IHl HI   f — ■ l .lHliriHT~ I IIIITI— TP T T - — T̂ T S f f T " T r — t— ———r — mnrnmmuumr  - r m      m i n i  n  i  ml

1* Walter Vogel, ^Rudolf KJellen und seine Bedeutung fttr die 
deutsche Staatelehre. " Zeltsohrlf t f ftr die gesamte Staatg'

VO\ a S jL p i§20j 20JL# nr - - it
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nltion of the fact that?
.. • the two methods of analysis, th© morphological"- 
biological and the verstehende-sozlologlgohe are
related to each other as ma.croscopio^Tays'teiaatic 
and topographical) anatomy is to cellular physi
ology* Both must supplement ©aoh other in the 
study of the human or animal body and, accordingly, 
history (as dynamic political science, so to 
speak) has always worked with both of these methods: with research into the concrete oper
ations, actions and situations of states as units*.• 
and research into the experiences and psychologically understandable motivation of the Individual 
actors*!

It Is in the clevnlopTuent of these two sue element sry 
approaches into a coordinated methodology, Vogel concluded, 
and in their systematic application as such - whs reas his
tory had been restricted to impressionistic analysis, that
the future of politics as a social science would be found*

A generally similar metho&ologlcal concern, although 
with a somewhat different emphasis, was that of the jurist 
Franz Jerusalem* In an article devoted to the problem of
method in the study of politics, ho pointed out that this 
field of research comprised a vast conglomeration of theories 
and date with no guiding methodological orinclpiea for sys
tematizing and scientifically applying it. This fact, how
ever, was not altogether a discouraging one:

Th© reason for the present condition of the study 
of politics lies, X believe, in the fact that it 
is undergoing an inner transformation** * the study

a • Ibid* , P* 23-3•
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of politics has heretofore been essentially poli
tical philosophy and is in the process of becoming - 
a science of politics as one pert of social reality®

While Jerusalem accepted the veratehende Sozlologle 
approach to the study of social action, he felt that this 
type of analysis tended to have too >1 Individualistic3 a 
point of view. To be used to full advantage, he believed, 
one had to emphasise not only the motivation of the indi
vidual but also the values (ftollê fci vgelst. he uses the raeta- 
ebysionlly tinged language of the !*historical'4 school) and 
the structures Cftrunclformen) in terms of which the individ
ual was motivated and. performed his social role* It was 
conceivable nthet the whole world could become the theater 
of one collective system to which all human beings wooId 
belong - if the technical means v/ere available for assuring 
the maintenance of the collective values and Its coordinated 
development• 11 ̂  But until that time had arrived, the problem 
was to study what was Involved in the relationship of the 
individuals to the national collective system and its oper
ation for survival® Jerusalem borders upon a functional- 
requisite point of view, although it remains only partially 
articulate:

- . • In this connection one can. •. point to a

1® F *VI. Jerusalem, 51 Das Problem der Method© in der Staats-
lehr© , 11 Archiv dee dffentlichen Eeohte. vol. 15, 1928,
p. 162.

& * Ibid., p® 181®
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totality ©f empirically discoverable functions which, as suci^ tend to be involved in the oper
ation of ©very collective system. On the basis 
of the desire for survival... the collective 
system seeks to provide for the defence of Its 
Jurisdiction. A specialised organisation often 
develops for th3 s purposes thus it came about 
that armies were built against attacks from out
side, and, to assure internal order, criminal 
and civil law were set up... What we call the state Is the collective system in which human beings have come to live since a certain point In their historical development.^-

It Is clear ths t Jer-usale-n, like most of his con
temporaries, was still, rpropln-/ and, in lunge.'go and gei'iowol 
orientation, was still handicapped by him own particular In
tellectual background. However, It was nc Insignificant step 
to have sufficiently overcome the traditional, teleological 
German mystique of the state, as Jerusalem had, and to see 
that it is only one type of social system and as such must 
he approached in terras of a structural-funotionel analysis.

Another German writer of the period who was a repre
sentative participant in the general movement for assimilat
ing sociological analysis to the study of politics and poli
tical science methodology, was Max Rurapf• Rumpf addressed 
himself to the task of 11 extending the horizon of ay jurist 
colleagues and Sharpening their focus11 to the fact that H1 aw
ls concretely Inseparable from society as human social Inter
action and that politics and the state are necessarily only
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a special aspect of society* After surveying >/h?t he
felt were the relevant worka from the new empirical science 
of sociology, Bumpf concluded that, taken together, they
added up to the basic Insight thatJ

All social systems ax*© real: they are real for*In terms of and through the living human beings 
who form them and who are enoo^aised by them.
Each of these human beings reveals his relationship to society, his dutie society and his
social capabilities In that, el the v as an actor 
or one who Is acted upon..* he plays a certain 
social rol© within certain social systems and in certain social situitions• The actuality and 
operation of common r r. i reciprocally oriented existence in any one o-' the many social systems 
comprises the essence, the reality and the significance of that particular system..• each in
dividual must toe viewed®** as a bearer of various 
social roles*.. Analytically and concretely, the 
individual and the social system assume each 
other® *.2

Concrete social reality, Humpf therefore proposes, 
must properly be studied from three analytical points of 
view® Firstly, as a social science, concerned with the 
study of the structure and operation of the social systems 
involvcdj secondly, as a cultural science (1®lateswissen- 
aohaft)* focussing upon the subjective meaning to the in
dividual actors of the- objective cultural forma, media and 
symbols in terms of which the systems operate; and, thirdly, 
as what he called :lorder science,1'* dealing; with the norms 
and legal regulations which define the nature of the systems1

1® Max Humpf, bolltleehe und Sozlologlsche 3tag.tsle.hr©* 
T&bingen,

2 ® » P® 1 1 ®
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operations® It is this last approach which is the proper 
study of the Jurist, and is working with this approach, 
Ruapf warns, the jurist must always remember that it is 
only an analytical lyo-e of study, and th.-'-t the total con
text of empirical social reality in much more comrlex and 
must be studied from several other, equally valid, analy
tical points of view.

One of the more; substantial contr ibu zion s to the 
adaptation -of soslol science/ cheorltr: and aefooie' to th ~ 
study of politics in Germany, partioularly to the tradi~ 
tional, academic, juristic approach, cane from the ohss 
scholar, Dietrich Schindler® dpecificslly, d chin tiler* con
ceived of his work as:

an attempt to show the way for the scientific 
analysis of the varied Interrelations between 
law, particularly constitutional law, and the 
non-legal processes and forms of society® This 
problem has already been treated from various 
points of view in recent G-erraan political stud
ies® Some of the valuable suggestions and in
sights from these treatments are taken up in 
the present work, and, I hope® in certain re
spects are developed further®i

Pointing to the considerable volume of excellent 
specialized social science studies which we re available, 
Schindler regreted that Has soon, however, as one roses 
questions beyond very specialized areas, as soon as one

1® Dietrich Schindler, Vqt£assungsreoht und soziale 
StruXtur, ZGrich, Schulthess & co®, 1932, p. iii.
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aseks a unified and coordinated total picture of social 
reality, scientific certainty is lost.^  The result, he 
felt, were the many one-dlmenslonal theories, as he called 
them, which sought to reduce large segments of empirical 
reality to the operation of some one, deterministic prin
ciple » The reclamation of what was valid in these theories 
and their integration Into a more inclusive and scientific 
ty p ©  of analysis was the great function of what he felt was 
an absolutely essential eoolsl science general theory and 
methodology®

To the extent that the one-sidedness of the approach Increases, to that extent does contact 
with reality vanish® The purer the normative 
method becomes, the more completely has it lost 
touch with sociological reality - even intend
ing to do so (Kelsen); the more the sociological 
method becomes naturalistic, the more intellec
tual and voluntarisrfcic reality - meaning and 
value, ©scape it® Of course, the one-sided 
methods have their value... in having discovered 
what say be elements of social life*®. But It 
is always a question of elements which do not 
have an Isolated existence, but operate in a 
larger and more complex network of factors.•.These elements have the further character!atic, 
that one cannot derive a social system by merely adding them up* Indeed, the question of their 
interrelation is the very problem upon which 
scientific social analysis depends.*• Every onesided method leaves a large unsolved remainder*
And what is even more serious for conceptualising: the plurality of methods leads to insoluble 
antinomies.2

1 . jObaJlLSiL ® S P * 1 *
2 ® , pp ® 5—8.
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As a first step towards remedying this weakness in 
social science, Schindler suggested a ^dialectical" point 
of view, in line with, which, all aspects of social reality 
could be considered, in terms of their relationship to one 
another and to the whole picture.

The essential aspect of the dialectical 
procedure is that it leads to an overcoming of 
isolations and makes it possible to place every 
individual thing and every Individual concept, 
such as th© law arid the state, in a broader con
text®.® Every single factor can only be consid
ered in terms of its relationship to all the 
others; on® cannot measure it by oome abstract 
criterion. Its unique characteristics and ite functional position In the whole £ in so far as 
it has one) can only be understood in the total 
picture of its relationship to or contrast with 
the others.1

it Is in terms of this dialectical approach that 
Schindler proceeds with hie analysIs of Hthe lav# in the 
social whole• ** Before beginning with this analysis, however, 
he seeks to make it clear that when he will be using th© 
concept of the social whole he will, unless otherwise 
stated, mean wthe total system of social 11-' e which Is In
volved in a people grouped together as a state®11 This is 
not, however, meant to imply any mystique of the state® 
^Putting tills whole in the center of our analysis is justi
fied by the fact that, when the totality of social phenomena 
is considered, It is In the state that specially and sub
jectively, as regards the Individuals, the moat intensive

p. 1 0 ®
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relationships to the whole are to be found#

Th@ "social whole,* specifically the state, Schindler
sees as a structural system in which every part may be
viewed as fulfilling a function which is involved In the
operation of the whole unit, so that the over-all system
may be considered "a network of roles1* - in which* however*
the individual parts do not lose their signifleance; nor can
the whole system be broken down end considered, merely In terms
of its separate* individual carts# The existence of the whole
and the parts is reciprocally conditioned:

The substratum of social life Is constantly, if 
Imperceptibly* changing - the physical as well 
as th© human beings* their technology and economy 
as well a® the Ideal - concepts* desires* opinions, 
values and conventions. If* in spite of this* 
social life is not a chaotic confusion but an 
ordered whole* this is because* with all th© dif
ferences between its individual parts, its oper
ation rests upon certain constants or invariables*
These may b© divided into two groups* structures
and functions# Th® operation of total social life 
m p  ,mm perta in  .qWatant. ^BtraQbrefl^.liSi l i l M
-gHafl&lfl&a  nature of the!

Schindler goes so far as to add that the social -whole 
Is self-regulating* In'the sense that "every over-emphasis of

i« p # 5 t #2 #  TbidTa p© 68 (our italics)
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an Individual structural or functional element calls forth 
the development of a counter-balano©, as is the case aa 
well with the reduction of thee© structural and functional 
elements, which calls forth the development of substitutes, 
if the system Is to avoid damage and la to survive „51 
Schindler realises that his whole analysis remains Impres
sionistic and he therefore seeks to qualify hi a position 
with the statement that, HWhat has here been said about the 
social vrhole cannot be deductively proven* It io a question 
of insights which are only demonstrable if they are assumed, 
at first, as hypotheses which, with more research, can be 
verified by empirical reall

Having thus set forth a hypothetical analysis of a 
social system (the state), operating In terms of certain 
determinable structures and functions, the explanation. of 
the problem with which he had set out, the position, of the 
legal system in the social whole, becomes relatively simole* 
The law is a requisite structure for meeting the function, 
in th© most general sense, of a souring order - a fundamental 
requisite of the operation of every social system*

With his remarks directed to his jurist colleagues 
In pax’tioular, Schindler continues:

Is the law a means or an end In relation to the

1 • Ibid & « p • 159®
d • 35i23L ® ® p • •
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Boolal whole? All law serves a purpose. It 
realises Its purpose by commanding, prohibit
ing, organizing or directing*.. Always, how
ever, It assumes a reality beyond itself - a 
reality upon which it builds and to Its Inti
mate connection with which It owes its effectiveness. The realization of its purpose be
comes effective only In terms of non-legal 
social reality*..!

In answer to Kelsen1 s and the traditional he m a n  
juristic view, that there is an “Inevitable antinomy0 be
tween the law and social reality which rust simply be accepted 
add vvhioh Is irrelevont to the study o: /,clioicof boairdlor 
counters that, 5? The question of the ef i eotivene so of the law 
can only be answered with reference to the ’.oriole social 
picture. Only in terms of this can it be; analyzed how the 
law can so be brought into contact with and related to the 
non-legal, that both together* can become the kind of oper
ating system which one desires. !,2 The legislator must de
vote all the 11 Insight. Intelligence and sensitivity'-5 he has 
available, to decide what criteria should be used for de
ciding what is involved In the making and admlnia.tration of 
the law. *The way the legislator interprets the total social 
reality is decisive for the laws which he makes. -foes he 
make a mistake or is he the captive of an unrealistic Ide
ology, his error will soon show its Impact.!i

1 .
2®
3*

06 •
6?.
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Both In its over-all conception and in it? detail,
Schindler* 9 treatise was, thus, an attempt, by a jurist, 
systematically to adduce the results of social science re
search to the building of a political science theory arid 
methodology. In this analysis the lav/, long claimed to be 
the essence of politics by German Jurists, was demonstrr ted 
to occupy merely a structural role which only became signi
ficant in terms of the whole social system or state• To 
sunclement legal coneor tooliastion and make it meaningful.* ' ' • 4?

there was needed a well-developed study of politics as s. 
social science, oriented to the concrete problems 01 the 
particular' state and its operation. Although Schindler1 s 
structural-functional analysis remained only In relatively 
embryonic fora, it constituted on© of the Important contri
butions which were available to and were worked into the 
building of a German science of politics®

The first comprehensive and synthetic German, theo
retical and spoiled treatise on politics In the sense of 
political science, was the excellent study, -*• pub
lished In 1932 by Adolf Grabowsky, the editor of the Zeit-'*5 V  #* asBSagsgaMtwEfar

aslirift fftr Politlk. (Irabowsky divided his volume Into four 
general parts % Political Science Theory; World Politics; 
Internal Politics; and' Special Problems of Foreign Policy®

1. Adolf Grabowsky, Politik. Berlin, Spaeth und Linde, 1932.
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An indication of the range and focus of Grabowsky’s Interest
In politics and of his conception of what waa relevant to 
political science analysis, la his break-down of each of the 
four ports® Part One, the theoretical section, for example, 
was divided into chapters on: the conception of and the 
necessity for politics as a science; the state as an oper
ating unit as the central concept of political science; the 
structure and systematization of political science; changes 
in the concept of the state and their significance; the In
tensification of the political aspects of the state and Its 
struggle with new forces; the historical origins of the 
state; the population and the notion; the building* of states 
and their content in theory and oractlee; the Individual and 
the masses; political systems and the more outstanding - oli- 
tioal theorists; religions, fictions and myths; the form of 
the state as an expre as ion of social forces; the Internal 
operation of the state; public opinion arid national values; 
the problem of leadership; and, the orobiera of political 
educstion®

Both in the theoretical part and in the sections de
voted to applied analysis, Grabowsky showed an awareness and 
a grasp of th© available social science works and an orien
tation to practical German and international political prob
lems which, in the German context, had theretofore been un
known • Politics, both as a social science and as a national
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resource, he held to be essential, because:
Modern life and above all modem, national political life have become tremendously complex..*
The organisation of the state has become more 
Intricate; the relations of states to one another 
have become more intimate and varied. All this 
and rauoh more, makes it impossible for the statesman to grasp everything that is involved in the 
functioning* of the state by merely impressionistic 
methods. He must learn this as a mechanical en
gineer must master the development of mechanical cons traction. And in this study it is not enough 
to stop with fee legal foundations of the state; he must learn to understand the state as such* 
the state in its total functioning, the state as 
an operation, es • ■.■ v this me,ansi that he must turn, 
to political sci'.'s e (Polltlkv/issensoh&f %) .1

Orobowsky’ s ape roach to this political science, as 
he understood it, had been from a close tie with geopolitics. 
He had, however, soon realized that, as Important aa the 
recognition of the geographical factor in politics might be, 
the development of a one-factor, geographical analysis oould 
only load to serious error and the frustration of political 
study as a true social science. Increasingly, he says in 
his introduction, h© is coming to see 11 that geopolitics is 
by no means a special science but merely one method of .ap
proach among others, and that It is wd Bt important that It 
b© raethodologically integrated with other approaches relevant 
to political science, among them, economics..•w2

1. Grabowsky, op. cit.. p. 20.
2 * Ibid.» p. 6 *
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In line with hi a recognition of the need for a 
general, scientific political theory and methodology for 
encompassing, weighting and integrating th® various rele
vant factors for applied analysis, Grabowaky begins with 
a survey and ©valuation of th® available material. In order 
to assimilate to his own approach what he holds to be valid® 
After a brief reference to the Ut&dequaoy of the Imperial 
Jurist® 1 and Kelsen* s juristic abstraction of the state, 
he examines the wintegration8 theory of 5mend, Mas Weber* s 
treatment of the state as an organisetsicmt and several ether 
works dealing with the structure and operation of political
society - distilling in each case, what ho finds useful,

/

and pointing out where, in his view, each particular writer 
has oversimplified and vldated the facts. In a brief ex
amination of the charge that values should or unavoidably 
will be Involved In political study and will make scientific
objectivity impossible, Grabowaky vigorously disagrees with.
this _.#©ntlmentf pointing out that, by examining and building 
and relating concepts about empirical reality, political 
science not only becomes possible but is absolutely necessary 
as Ha real basis for political value judgments. 8

In a discussion of internal and international poli
tics, In connection with his chapter on the structure of 
political science, Grabowsky makes a very Interesting point, 
a point which Is both significant as a clue to his own approach
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and ae the Introduction of an Insight that had been oon
spiouously lacking In respectable Gerraan political study:

That internal politics Is concerned with the operation of the state*a domestic affairs and that foreign policy comprises the individual state* s 
relations with other states and the whole Inter- 
natlonal context, la obvious. But from this follows that the internal politics of the other states Is the concern of the foreign policy of the particular state which one may be considering. And. from 
this, in turn, it follows that the very foundations of all foreign policy must be the Intimate knowledge 
of the other powers. And Just as we cannot knew a 
state In general, merely by understanding Its Judicial system, so we know Just as little about foreign 
powers If we merely analyse their cona tit tit Ions or 
their legal organization..* we cannot understand 
th© structure of a state by considering it statically ... In studying foreign states we must seek to analyze them In their actual operation, with reference 
to everything that Is involved in their functioning 
as an international actor.1

It is in Internatianal politics, In Oratoowsky*s view, 
that the state finds Its fulfillment. "Her© It suet consoli
date all its capabilities to survive a raid th© international
competition* Or... th© state must develop and maintain 
power." But power Is not naked force• In general, it means 
"nothing mor® than the mobilization of the state’s energies 
for survival..." which implies merely "the desire not to be
come weaker but to continue in Its operation without change 
of its over—all s t a t u s . T h ©  friend-eneray theory of Carl 
Sohrsltt, Grabowsky feels, Is both too inclusive and too

b  M l -  s* %%*
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narrow. Power Is the means for assuring survival in a 
relative status quo® It is th© relative status quo which 
Is the end® And there are many political phenomena, such 
as social welfare, communication. and educational policy 
which cannot be explained solely In terras of power*

Grabowsky also realizes the extent to which internal 
politics may orient state® in their foreign policy* There 
are states, he points out, which seel to establish © nr-lmacy
of foreign policy:

simply in order to divert attention abroad and 
away from internal class splits and party in
stabilities® That Is the case with fascist 
Italy®.« In such atatea, in which th© whole structure®•. is refashioned, th© focus on power 
Is easily diverted inward, so that cona titution- 
al government tend® to suffer basic changes®
The dictatorship which does not desire to win 
a higher power position for the nation within 
the Internation&l order, and the existence of 
which depend® upon Its foreign policy successes, can also have no use for const!tutlon&l govern
ment in its internal operation, at least the kind of constitutional government in the nature 
of the liberal-demooracies of the present, with 
their insistence upon the freedom of the Indi
vidual against the state and their theory of 
mechanical freedom®!

In a discussion of the importance of further develop
ing- th© new study of political parties and relating them to 
a survey of political Ideas and ideologies, Grabowsky comes 
to a consideration of 'the Importance of sociology for the

1• Ibid*, p • 37®
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scientific study of politics® Anyone will readily see, he 
says,

• • • that the analysis of parties is not possible 
without a knowledge of th© structure of society; th© study of political parties has led us directly 
to sociology. But in order to get an adequate 
analysis of the social structure, we must analyze 
all the other social phenomena, the estates, the classes, and also the smallest social cell, th© 
family. From this It follows that political sci
ence is impossible without the support of sociology. *• Th® structure® of estate, class and family In a constitutional state always opera.t© In some 
manner under the sanction of the law, but they are 
essentially not of a legal nature.I

In connection with M s  section devoted to the con
sideration of "the modem state and world public opinion,<! 
Gr&bowsky make® the following perceptive comment:

Another force which has developed side by side with th© state is Internationalism... these 
International Ideas are dysfunctional to the 
state but do not destroy it. The first root of 
this international!mm Is international public opinion, world public opinion, which Is undoubt
edly a power, a blessed or a dangerous one. If 
for no other reason than because a systematic and 
very aggressive propaganda has been built upon it.
We experienced this fact to our disadvantage during th® war. In th© meantime this propaganda has been 
developed into a full-fledged science, without science, however, having taken much notice of this 
fact... The smaller the world became - th© more 
Inextricably interdependent, the greater became 
world public opinion. It is not th© extract of the public opinions of various countries but some
thing distinctive which rests upon common cultural convictions and is strongly fortified by what one 
calls the world press. The individual state must

!*  X b l d « t P® 44®
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adapt itself to It, if It does not want to sacri
fice international moral sanction; but it can, at 
th© same tlme, do much to influence it, and a 
large part ©f the diplomatic activity of our time 
consists of auoh influencing. ..1

The aotueness of Grabowsky*a insights and th® breadth 
of his approach are illustrated by a very interesting point 
he makes In connection with his penetrating and detailed
analysis of th© general social and psychological situation
of Western Europe, as ho finds It relevant to politics. He
speaks of;

• • • a movement which one generally dismisses as a strictly artistic phenomenon, but which is much more• • * W© have become accustomed to speak of a 
new objectivity and mean, thereby* a new direction 
In art which has overcome the exaggerated sub
jectivism of earlier times and has held itself dutifully to the real object* Overcome, as well, is baroque ornamentation; one seeks to get down 
to the simple structure of things. How, this 
movement is nothing other than the expression of democracy and collectivism against liberalism and 
subjectivism*.• an Issue which is becoming visible 
in all areas*•. and which concerns Europe in particular, lees America and Asia even leas* In th© economic order, the ever further developing per
sonality is clashing with the rationale of mass democracy which Is a product of capitalism; but there Is also a conflict between subjectivism and th© m o d e m  longing for orientations which are more than Individual but ©r© related to a larger con
text* •• It Is at this Juncture that one rejects a typ@ of art which emanates fro®*.. and appeals strlotly to th© subjective* One desires an objective art whloh is at the mmmm time an expression of th© collective.2

M *, 
..

p * 54©p • 3i3®
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It is also relevant and of Interest, in this connec
tion, to quote briefly fro® Grabowsky*a analysis of the social 
structure of post—War I Germany, a brief description of which 
we have already given in our survey of what we termed the 
situation of German political study. After describing the 
impact of the defeat upon Germany, the lack of statesmanlike 
political leadership and the general- social, political and 
©oonoralo uncertain ties of the period, Grabowsky continues:

• * * in reaction to these is developing what can 
best be described as th© flight into collectivities* Th© harried, unbalanced, Insecure and nervous human being, feeling that he ©an no longer 
maintain and assert himself individually, rushes Into collectivities, seeks to attach himself to them and to turn his responsibilities as a human being over to them* It Is as an expression of this general situation that socialism and soli- d&ria®, unions*•• and employers* associations have 
developed; their roots are In capitalism; their flourishing, however, has been powerfully promoted 
by the deep anxieties of the period CLebeneangat) which again goes baok to capitalism. Thl• world phenomenon Is ©specially noticeable In Germany for 
two reasons: firstly, because it Is here that In th© last ten, fifteen years, the uncertainties of Ilf© have increased more enormously than elsewhere; 
and secondly, because th® tension bstween th© desir® for a personal sense of responsibility and th® need felt to submerge oneself socially, has in Germany been particularly strong. • • The less the German feels comfortable in th© collectivities and. th© more he is driven into them in spite of himself, the more strongly is he tempted to make 
a matter of philosophy of life out of them. Other people® sea in the great collectivities a necessary 
evil; th© German, in order to Justify himself in his own eyes, sees In them an inner necessity - an 
historically muoh more accurate view, which, however, should not make it neoessary to wrap these collectivities in a pompous ideology.l

1. Ibid•, p a 237*
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As regards th© specifically political situation of
the times (1932), Gratoowsky wrotei

.•. we have proceeded a long way towards dictator
ship already* The splitting up of party relation
ships has reached such a degree that parliament has 
become almost incapable ©f operating and that.every important Issue has become the occasion for a crisis. The invoking of Article 48 estate of emergency^ Is 
becoming ever more commonplace and flagrant - to the 
point where almost all the constitutional guarantees 
are being eliminated and where one Is constantly demanding the most extensive interpretations of the 
powers of the president as laid down In the consti
tution* •* the question arises: should one, In such 
a case, r@aa.tn temporarily content with democratic fictions, in the hops of soon being able to return to real democracy, or, would it not be preferable to leave th® democratic system altogether.!

Th© posing of this question, how©top, Gr&bowsky feels, 
would be "an evasion of the problem but not a solution.!S 
Bom® form of dictatorship, he feels, is necessary to reestab
lish an operating political order. But, h© Insists one must 
be very careful to distinguish between temporary constitution
al, or what he calls "objective,B dictatorship and "personal" 
dictatorship, which would to© completely unconstitutional*

There Is no sens© in talking about "personal" dic
tatorship when no "personal" dictator of adequate status*® and ability la available* This Is the situ
ation In Germany. But an “objective" or constitutional dictatorship can be developed without the 
terror and the grave mistakea which accompany every 
change of constitutions - if, that Is, a sufficient 
number of s®If-disciplined people can get together 
with th© firs will to overcome th© party apllt-up

!® JiilJsil*# P® 283*
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by means of a new, coordinated alignment*., th® 
question of rebuilding parties Is truly our central 
domestic, political problem.!

Tt would be desirable but Is neither possible nor 
necessary to quote further from Grabowsky1s treatise In the 
present connection. As stimulating as his analyses are, 
substantively, their principal relevance tor the purposes 
of this study, consists in the evidence which they offer, 
of th© extent to which the considerable social science 
theory and method arm t h© more elementary political anal- 
ysls of the previous years, had been synthesized into and 
applied as a full-fledged political science - at least by 
one German scholar. One cannot read Grabowsky1s M H H  
without becoming convinced that one is dealing with a man 
who has a firm grasp of what politics as a social science 
means and who is determined to apply it to the formulation 
and empirical analysis of his society's political problems. 
There can b© little doubt that his work compares favorably 
with what was being done In the field of political science 
at the time (1952) both in the remainder of Europe and In 
the United States.2

1 • Xb ItS>, p. 283.
2. Dr® Grafeowsky, who spent most of the years between 1953 

and 1945 as a refugee in Switzerland, now divides his 
tint® between teaching at the University of Marburg and running the WeltPoIltlBehaa Arehlv in Basel® In a cor
respondence w l w ^ i i j & r M s l n f o w f  d tae that he recently 
published a revised and expanded version of his earlier 
book, entitled, Politlk Ira Grundrlsa (Frankfurt a. M®, 
Dlkrelter Verlagsgeaelisomf t, l§oz j •
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Th® other outstandlug political science synthesis 
of th® period, which sought to bring together, methodo
logically integrate and apply the Insights of sociological 
and political analysis that had accumulated since World War 
1, was the posthumously published Staatslehre of Hermann 
Heller* Whereas Grabowsky had begun in close touch with 
th© geopolltloians, and had become strongly oriented to the 
application of political science methodology and techniques, 
Heller, one of the foremost jurists of the period, tended 
to approach the whole problem of political science in a 
somewhat more philosophical and theoretical vein® In spit© 
of this, one might call it sore traditionally German, tend
ency, Heller’s entire work is very consciously and earnestly 
dedicated to what be holds to be the two functions of poli
tical science (Polltikologle. as he calls it); firstly, Rto 
analyze the unique political reality In which we live®.® to 
understand the state In its structure and function. •. and 
secondly, "to give a valid and reliable explanation and 
evaluation of political phenomena.*•rt̂

From tli® very beginning, however, and throughout his 
whole 'book, Heller was very sensitive to the fact that, to 
conceive of political science as he did, as a social science 
and a national resource, raised a fundamental problem. It

■— — m i     n lm in ^ r a f f f Tg*^  | . r ~ i .   ....... .. ........ .  H  ~  r • ■  11« KTi^wtirmoiii 11 inrmi  I   11- m i i - rn iT —n i i T iii in r in iii r i i iriirirriiiii n  i-irTiliiirr iW w i P P i i T iiii i f f i n i - n i r ir - n — i n i- i i i im T n r - i r-1 t T - n r - T i r .............. — r •  . . . . . . . . . -  -  - im  i r r i r  ■if - T r r  —

1. Heller, ot>. olt.. pp. 1,4 (our Italics).
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was a problem, as we have seen, which had been felt by other 
writers as well and which, in Its urgency, was deeply rooted 
in the value-situation matrix of the times I By what criteria 
does one select one’s research and set up one’s analysis, 
and in tenaa of what criteria does one evaluate? The prob
lem does not become articulate or pressing, says Heller, as 
long & & there Is at least a core of shored value s, of sagree
ment on fundamentals* among th© members of & society or at 
least of groups within the society* "hiiere# hova-ver, poli
tical study cannot assume such shared values at all, and 
cannot, therefore, possess any generally acceptable criteria 
for selecting, setting up and evaluating Its researches.».
In such a situation It cannot exist as a science.

It Is precisely such a situation, Heller fears, which 
Is threatening political science In the Europe of his time® 
Since at least the beginning of the present century, he points 
out, a movement has been growing (Kietssche, Bergson, Pareto, 
Borel) which m e t ®  to relstivize all theories - to reduce the 
substance of Intellect to a isere function of personal "elan- 
vital, to sake it strictly an expression of the Individual’3 
socio-economic situation, or to as© nothing raor© In it than 
an Ideological weapon in th© struggle for power. To the extent 
that this movement gains acceptance, he prophesies, especially

— T t P i m r " " " — Trrii~ " - m imTrjTirtirirTMniTnn,m--[iiiTirw iW i f rin ii lg ^ in * i i irin itff̂  ^ Iiiun n n i         I nri i n iiiiilim n  I     I in n m            i i j iu i iiiiriii ' i niiiTiiin i i r i i i n n r  i n  w n r i i ii iiiii T t i in in n  n n m a iif ir r m i iiiw « in in i i iin n « n       

i- M - .  p. 5.
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ill view of th® general social and political disintegration, 
particularly In Germany, to that extent political science 
will to® Impossible and, eventually, there will be a complete 
frustration of intellectual communication and coordinated 
social or political action*

The contemporary tendency to fall back upon deter
ministic, one-factor analyses in polities or historical and 
social study, Heller view® as largely a atop-gap reaction
for escaping from the relati vlzafciori of the oris3 and values;

• •• one selects? some aoeio-historlcal phenomenon® *. and makes it Into an absolute criterion and a constant, in terms of which one pretends to explain all historical and social reality.*• It is with this kind of poor metaphysics, which alleges some one fact of experience as the only reality, dis
missing all others as Ideological, that all th© contemporary radical movements are meeting their scientific needs. It Is in this light that on® mist consider th® deification of th© state or the nation, the raising to an absolute or a race or class> or the assertion that ©ooftGStios, the will to power or th© libido, &r© the sole springs of 
political behavior*!

For this reason, because the cohesiveness and sta
bility of eoolal and political life have been shaken and fee — 
cause of th© competition of absolutes and one—factor "explan
ations" of reality, a scientific methodology for political 
science is essential, although It involves serious difficulties

1* I,bid« , p. 8«
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however, the formalistic, pure theory of th® state of Kel
son cannot meet th® problem, slnoe It evades the question 
of social science analysis instead of answering it. Mor does 
it make any sens© to orient one’s analysis to some explanation 
of th® historical origins of states. “The conceptual frame
work for analyzing the state must, p&JsJtei*, be based upon th© 
empirics! facts, i.e., upon th© empirically ascertainable re
lation of all th© conceptualized factors and elements to the 
operation of the concrete state.

Th© first characteristic that the methodology1 of poli
tical science must thus have, is that it recognize itself as 
a "cultural® as opposed to a physical science. "The subject 
matter of th© cultural sciences and their problems,8 says 
Heller, *concern everything in which changes in the physical 
world come about as an expression of voluntaristio human 
a c t i o n . . Culture must be viewed ass

1. heller, p. 29.
2. Ibid., p. 34. This voluntaristlo nature of human action, 

says Heller, was recognised even by Marx. He quotes the 
following passage from Das KapltalJL p. 140i “Th© spider 
engages in operations which resemble that of the weaver, 
and a bee, in constructing its waxen cell®, put® many m 
human master carpenter to shame. But what from the very 
outset distinguishes even th© poorest human builder fro® th© bee is that he has already built th© cell in his raind 
before h® actually constructs it in wax. When the work 
Is finished there Is & result which was already ideally 
present in his Imagination when he began. He doe® not only bring about a change in the physical world, he is
at the same time fulfilling a purpose which he knows, which 
determines th® manner of his prooeedur® and to which he 
must subordinate his will."
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.. • a part of the physical world which can be comprehended as th® product of purposeful human action®
In tilling the soil, building houses, in creating 
works of art..• man is a bearer of culture® One 
can Juxtapose an objective culture over against man*a subjective culture - by taking the embodi
ments of human cultural, voluntariatic action out 
of their to him subjectively meaningful context.•.
This, one can then conceptualise as objective cul
ture. But In doing so, one must always remember that objective culture is only real as subjective culture and that, objectively, it has no meaning except in terms of man1s psychic experience and understanding.a

As a B cultural59 science in this sense, moreover, th© study of
Dolitios is an enroirlesl science, a Wirkllehkeitawissenschaft 
as which, it lias the task of * relating all cultural processes 
to their* human and societal sources and of understanding 
their significance, if at all possible, as a societal func
tion. . . Therefor©, “the study of the state is in ©very 
respect a sociological, empirical science, the purpose of 
which is to depict, analyze and understand the state as & 
concrete, historical unit within the total socio-historieal
context.^

tific study of politics, in addition to its MculturalM and 
empirical nature, is its essentially analytical and atruo- 
tural quality, as contrasted with descriptive, historical 
science. And for this reason, Keller warns, attempts to

The second principal characteristic of the scien-

p . 38 . 
p • 47 «
p . 47 .
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lay down eternally and universally valid theories of the
0st&te* cannot have any true scientific significances

Th® stream of history Is not understandable... 
as an undifferentiated total process but reveals 
itself as a variously dlfferentlated structure 
of reciprocally conditioned functions and forras.
The higher the degree of civilization, the stronger 
and more complex la the integration and differ
entiation of th© structure... And to the extent 
that we distinguish various functions and struc
tures within the totality of historical reality, 
wit can order our picture of the stream and mean
ingfully select from the multitude of facts and 
phenomena. The study of the state.•• eannot for
get, that it must do what historical science raiC 
its methods cannot do? to analyze the state fw: an 
historical structure and as a function within th© 
totality of concrete historical real!ty.1

How if, say® Heller, the student of politics must 
visualize and study the operation of th© state as an his
torical-social empirical system, he must begin with an ex
amination of th© social reality which is Involved. This 
reality Is relevant in two aspects: th© physical factors, 
heredity and the non-human ©nvlronsaent, and the cultural 
factor® - comprising values, goals, patterns of behavior and 
the concrete embodiments of these. As regards th© evaluation 
of the significance of the non-human and hereditary factors, 
Heller points out that:

Only if one conceives of th© total physical basis 
in conjunction with th© historical tradition - with 
th© economic, technical, social, pedagogical, poll-

p. 50
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tioal and other cultural characteristics - only
then can on® expect to obtain an approximate under
standing of what weight one should attach to these 
natural eon&ltlons in the context of total social 
reality®!

In regard to what he calls the **cultural** requisites 
of social reality, Heller penned what, for political science 
as a guide for research selection and interpretation, is un
doubtedly on© of the moat penetrating and suggestive sections 
in all Cf-©r*iaari political writings up to that times

If ws ci.vi-, what does a psychological naso of people, 
which seemingly constitutes a collective unit, lack, 
the answer is: that they do not have a permanent 
M S I m m  saoh, nor a provision for making and Q*ral»g..out. .decisions. nor a
or people with arrangements for formulating and 
carrying out decisions we shall call an association, as distinguished from a mere psychological mass.»•In such a mass, the individuals are tied to each 
other by psychological processes over which their 
consciousness has no control... People are socially 
associated when and because they know themselves to 
be in some manner politically, economically, sexually, ethically, etc* interdependent, and because the awareness of this disciplines, forma and channels the 
drives and Individual motives® « ®

Thus social reality is constituted as human living in patterns of a certain greater or lesser 
permanence. The Individual social act is expressed in terms of techniques, forms and organizations through which the personal life la directed into 
common channels» A psychie^sccial accomodation and adjustment are created which are quit® distinct from and relatively Independent of the common r>hysloal basls.2

1 • Xhijl« , p • 77.
2. Ibid.. pp. 81-83 (our Italics)
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Ths key requisite of a aoolal unit Heller s®@s not 
In the jurists* legal system nor In Rudolf 8 mend* s psychic 
integration, but In M the collective* s decleion-making and 
decision-executing oaoaolty.w Ands athe unity of action 
on behalf of the collective - developed from the larger 
number of action centers, can only occur where the roles 
of the majority are, if need be forcibly, consciously oo» 
ordineted and directed towards t'rm achievement &n& ®xiau» 
H o n  of suoh a unified decision. This form of action, which 
alias s.t a oertaln type of coordination of roles and their 
aotualleation we call a conscious building of unified action 
or organisation*113*

The organizational factor*, Heller insists, must not 
bo over-rated, but it remains a fact that a social unit 
Mcannot come into existence If the manner of coordinated 
action Is not fixed by rational planning, In however modest 
measure. • .**̂  And what is true of the creation of a social
unit la also true of Its continued operation, which would
be Inconceivable "without organizational action which Is 
consciously oriented to the choosing of goals and their re
alization, !*•*, the adjustment of the collective action to 
the changing physical and cultural environment.

f wf l v t T i iWi f t l i     'r w s n w m n n n iii 'iif i iiiii m i h m m n  m i n»    

1. Ibid., pp. 88—8© (our italics)•
2 • Tybld • , p . 89.
3 • »a p . 89 «
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It is to an application of this general conceptual 
scheme and social science methodology to the analysis of 
the state and politics, that Heller demoted the remaining 
several hundred pages of his book. Since this work com
pares well with contemporary American analyses of social 
systems and, in its adaptation of a social science method
ology to the study of such problems as decision-making and 
organisational behavior probably equals all exoept th® raost 
recent studies^ It would be well -worth the apace and time 
to translate larger sections of Heller1s analysis and sub
ject them to sore detailed discussion. However, as with 
drabowsky>s Polltik. th© primary relevance of Heller1s work 
for th© present study is the evidence it provides of th© 
existence by the early Thirties of a synthetic German study 
of polities as a social science.

When we compare Heller1s and Grabowsky1s work with 
th© narrowly specialised solenoasof th© imperial Soaial- 
poiitiker and 3ta&tsr®slitslehrer». and with th© scattered, 
one-sided and often pseudo-soientific geopolitical, socio
logical and legal treatises which we surveyed in Chapter IV, 
we have the full measure of the development which the study 
of politics In Germany between 1870 and 1933 was able to 
achieve.^ In Grabowaky* ® analysis of concrete international

1* Although Heller and Grabowaky were the most outstanding
among th© new German political scientists, there were
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and German domestic problems and in Heller8 3 emphasis on 
the decision-making M p e e t  of political society, we have 
conclusive evidence of the extent to which, at least among
a minority of German Intellectuals, the study of the state 
was no longer a limited expertise for unquasticningly ef
fecting th© policies of a given system, but, rather, had 
becom© conceived of and applied as an empirical and eval
uative national resource, as defined in our introduction * 
If the crisis conditions of the Weimar situation which had 
stimulated this development had not simultaneously given 
birth to Intellectual and political forces which, after 
1953, wiped out yiiat had been achieved, and mad© further 
progress impossible, It is quit© possible that politics as 
a social science In Germany would soon, at least qualita
tively, have surpassed most of what was being don© in this

many others® A number of those most concerned with 
politics as a social science have already been con
sidered. Still others, however, were concerned In much th© sase manner as Heller and Grabowaky, with 
the need for a stronger orientation to concrete political problems and to such questions as the importance 
of comparative government, foreign policy and decision
making process analysis. The
and a number of other Journal© contained many @xceXX«mt studies In the®e areas. See, for example; Albert H@n-

i»rj r.uaoxi iaun, "ux© arsxenung aer siuaier1enden an den Hoofaaohulen und hoahschul&hnllohen AnstaX-

ftf33lfppftt?-5a<8 g"  8 Staatswlaaengofaaft. vol. 94,
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field elsewhere. Th© response, for a short time and among 
a small minority of German soholars, had been both pro- 
si® lug and. brilliant, but. If in retrospect one may be 
pardoned the poetic expression, the challenge which had 
called It forth, turned out, In the end, to be too great®
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Sine© w© have attempted, as conscientiously as 
possible, to consolidate our observations as this study 
progressed, our final conclusion will b© both general and 
brief* In order to point up what we hold to b® th® most 
slgnifleant of such Insights as this study may have yielded, 
we shall begin by listing the general preconditions which, 
on th© basis of our surrey and analysis of the orientation, 
method and substance of German political study in relation 
to its changing situation, we suggest to be necessary for 
the development of polities as a social science and a na
tional resource in any society* v/e a hall then proceed to 
summarise our observations in regard to the problem of poli
tical science and society in Germany between 1870 and 1933, 
in terms of these suggested preconditions*

Since our study has been limited to the problem of 
political science In Germany, these preconditions are, of
oours©, tentative and subject to verification by a consider- 
atIon of the development of the study of polities in other 
societies* We hope to be able to engage in further research 
along these lines as soon as possible* In th© meantime, how
ever, we suggest that these preconditions Include the follow
ing!
1 * A set of politically oriented, utilitarian values in terns
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of which the state and its government are held to con* 
ntitute a rationally underafcandable apparatus for serv
ing man* s welfare Individually end in terras of the poli
tical unit concerned*
A sense of popular sovereignty in terras of which th© 
Individual, either ao an amateur or orofaaatonal student 
of politics, feels ee.lled upon, and competent, to scru
tinize government processes and decisions on the basis 
of the above-mentioned utilitarian values®
A governmental system which not only is based upon the 
principle that popular participation, discussion and 
scrutiny are essential for its effective operation and 
its philosophical vindication, but also provides chan** 
nels for such participation and does not ideologically 
or forcibly repress its expression®
A political framework and a set of Institutions which 
th© student of politics rationally and emotionally a©- 
o©pts, at least in principle, to which he orients Ills 
Interest and participation, and in relation to which he 
will select and apply himself to his research®
A situation Ir* which there arm important *issueaH but 
where these “Issues*4 seem sufficiently manageable within 
the principles of .the existing system, ao that there 
will prevail a sense of optimism and confidence as to 
the possibility of their eventual solution and the p©1-
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nee and ultimate usefulness of political study ad
dressed t© then® If the "issues" should Involve social 
and political dislocations which are felt to be too com
plex and far-reaching to be remedied, political study 
will tend to be frustrated in at least two ways® Ga 
the on® hand, th© student of politics may become con
vinced that the situation Is hopeless and that ills re
searches would be irrelevant and ultimately of only aca
demic Interest® On the other hand, he may* on the basis 
of the above-mentioned utilitarian values, feel himself 
forced to th© rational concluslon that an alternative 
system or political frame of reference Is necessary, at 
least during the ©stablisluaent of which, objective poli
tical science Inquiry might rationally be considered 
subversive.

6* A situation In which th@ra is a sufficient relativlzation 
of values to permit and stimulate objective and. empir
ical Inquiry, but where there remains a common, poli
tically arid socially Integrating cor© of absolute values 
in tmr&m of which th© student of society and politics 
will feel sufficiently meaningfully related to his fel
low dan and the course of national and International 
©vents, that h© will not give up objective Inquiry and 
political rationality as a political scientist because 
of his insecurity and anomie as a human being®
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The condition of political study in Imperial Ger
many, with its almost exclusive emphasis upon administra
tively oriented, technical and narrowly specialised state 
science, such as Staatereohtslehre and SoEialpolltlk must 
be understood as a reflection of the fact that nearly all 
of thee© preconditions for political science were missing 
from th© Genian society of the period® The German Empire 
and its go¥®niaeEt# as built and operated by BIs®arekiaB 
authority and diplomacy was, as we Illustrated, far from 
being conceived of as an apparatus for* serving mauls wel
fare. It was, rather, at least primarily, th© realization 
of an ag®~ol& dream, in payment for which, partly by their 
own volition and partly as a result of Bismarck* s political 
maneuvering, the G-eratan people had surrendered their right 
to participate In th© political decision-making which de
termined their fate® Admittedly, one of the props of the 
authoritarian imperial state was th© policy of satisfying 
th© needs of as many social and economic groups as were felt 
to be compatible with the stability of th© Blsmareklan order, 
but such satisfaction of wants oaaie in the form of conces
sions, What ultimately confronted th© German people was 
what the jurist® had formulated as th© "basic Idea" of their 
systematizations of legal concepts, th© stats-person concept, 
according to which th® state was held to stand above its 
subject® ©nd alleged to be neutral and unpolitical, and be-
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M u d  which lurked the mystique of the organic Volk* evolv
ing in terms of the dialectic of history. Committed to 
such a system, and trained for many generations In the tra
dition of dynastic, rather than popular, sovereignty, the 
German people, including students of the state and society, 
were not only not motivated to participate in, and con
structively scrutinize, the political process, but war# re** 
strained from such activity by th© ideological rational© of 
th© authoritarian system .ch. they accepted, by the fast 
that the formulation and empirical study of basis domea tic 
and International political problems was both unwelcome ana. 
without promise of applicability, end, lastly, because it 
waa' generally assumed that politically and socially ureinte
grated German society could only possess national unity on 
an authoritarian basis®

In such a situation there could not b© the motiva
tion, th© feeling of feeing necessary and competent, the 
focus nor th© possibility of free expression, which go into 
the development of politics as a social science and a nation
al resource® Th© works which we cited of auoh men aa Preuss 
and Rathenau were very much of an exception and, as poli
tical science, remained academically unrecognized®

The situation during the Weimar period had changed 
considerably, as we demonstrated in Chapter V, providing new
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stlaull for th© development of politics as a social science,
but, at th® @aa® time, producing serious new difficulties 
for its expression and long-run survival* At least during 
tto© first year® of the Republic, government and the state, 
operating on the basis of democratic and parliamentary in
stitutions, was conceived as a rationally underetandable 
apparatus for serving man1a welfare to a much greater degree 
than had ©v©r been the case in Germany* Similarly with the 
precondition ©f a sense of popular sovereignty: more than 
aver before, th© German people a a w  possessed a government 
of and by the people, operating aeoording to th© Weimar* 
Constitution as the responsible agent of the German elec
torate, and based upon th© principle that popular political 
par tloipation was not only to fe® encouraged, but was abso
lutely essential® As far as the rational and ©motional ac
ceptance of the system was concerned, the situation was less 
favorable® In the short run, it is true, the failure of 
parliamentary democracy to find either broadly-baaed emo
tional loyalty or ufthe&itating rational endorsement moti
vated considerable Investigation of social and political 
problems, either from & detached, scholarly point of view, 
or from th© point of view of tfaos© who sought to attack or 
defend th© system®e foundations and functioning* In the 
long run, however, the lack of emotional and rational ac
ceptance of the system, aggravated by the grave economic
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and with which It found It increasingly impossible to cop©, 
resulted in increasingly powerful, politically-organised 
anti-deraooratic hostility, in increasing popular political 
disorientation, in the widespread acceptance of political 
myths, and In the eventual rejection of political science 
altogether and the destruction of the conditions under which 
its development would be possible*

The two most significant aspects of the German 
situation which thus cut short the progress of politics as 
a social science and a national resource in Germany were, 
firstly, the lack of social and political integration of 
German society and the large number of what, at least on a 
democratic basis, seemed to to© irremediable political prob
lems which resuited from this fact; and, secondly, the lack 
of shared, absolute and politically and personally meaning
ful, orientation-giving values which, in the end, in view 
of the shallow roots of German democracy and the vast prob
lems which it faced, resulted In the turning-away of the 
majority of German Intellectuals from objective social sci
ence, in their reversion to the myths of the defensively- 
conceived, traditional theory of the organic German J&Lkt 
and in their surrender to the political ideology and move
ment In which this theory was adapted to twentieth-century
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Serums social and political problems.

Bafox8® this capitulation was completed, however, 
as we have shown In Chapters IV and VI, the very weaknesses 
of German society which we have outlined, and which In the 
end overcam® poll.ties as a social science and destroyed 
the preconditions for its existence, stimulated an Inten
sity and rang® ©f social science Inquiry which has probably 
been unsurpassed anywhere In the be s t e m  world, and which, 
in the works of such men as Grahov/sky and Heller, were 
methodologically Integrated and adapted to scientific poli
tical analysis which, both in regard to its method as a 
social science and its application ®3 a national resource, 
showed both brilliance and graat promise• Unfortunately, 
as we know, th® crisis conditions which we have described 
In Chapter V, and which, fundamentally, had been inherited 
from the imperial period, turned out to be too great; Ger
man political and social science fell as one of the first 
victims of th© organized ti&zl rebellion against political 
rationality* Their plac® was taken by Institutionalised 
Intuition and force* One® again, as In imperial days, the 
tie naan ship of state sailed its course on uncharted and un
sounded s«a®j and once again th© German people were committed 
simply to hoping, trusting and obeying.

It is this chain of failures that' seem to have to©—
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go t ten failures, which led us earlier to characterize tii® 
course of German attempts rationally to formulate and com© 
to grips with political problems, as an illustration of the 
teleologies.!, but seemingly applicable, conclusion, that
nothing fails like failure®

Whether this process is reversible at this stage 
would sees to depend, firstly, upon whether the various 
social and political preconditions for political science 
which we have outlined can at last he brought about la 
German society; end, secondly, upon whether the German In
tellectuals, In view of past developments, can realize and 
act upon the Insight, that political decisions, like all 
other decisions, no matter how complex, must be based upon 
an empirical appraisal of the facts Involved and a rational 
choice of means, based upca the knowledge gained from suoh 
an appraisal, for the achievement of the desired ends. On© 
of the purposes for which thla study was conceived was the 
hope that It might, however modestly, contribute to oointing 
up this insight.
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